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Abstract

This thesis presents sets of technologies for enacting multi-agent based decentralised
workflow systems. Its purpose is to tackle some of the existing problems in the con¬

ventional workflow research from the system architectural and engineering point of
view. Some of the problems addressed at the beginning of this thesis have affected
the wide deployment of workflow management system in an open environment (inter¬
net). This thesis argues that most of these problems are caused by the huge conceptual
gap and design rationale between high level application requirements and low level
system design/implementation. Specifically, it is argued that the conventional system
architecture of workflow management system (client-server) could be replaced by a

multi-agent based platform which is more open, collaborative and can better reflect
workflow's distributed features in the open environment.

Combining existing workflow design rationale and multi-agent computing technol¬
ogy, a multi-agent based decentralised workflow approach is proposed in this thesis.
The architecture of the intended system removes both the centralised data storage and
the centralised workflow engine from the system. To achieve this goal, approaches
that bridge the gap between business process modelling and multi-agent interaction
protocol production are proposed using three different techniques (namely functional
properties based specifications verification, syntax based language mapping and inter¬

pretation based communication) according to the different types of business process

models used. Based on such approaches, the mechanisms for decentralised process

execution are explored. Moreover, our system is also able to be extended to support

incompletely/partially specified processes in a distributed manner. The approach for
handling such incomplete/partially specified processes at run-time are presented in this
thesis

The main contribution of this research is to provide approaches for enabling de¬
centralised workflow systems in an open environment based on a multi-agent platform
without changing the conventional workflow design rationale and with maximum use

of existing process models and tools.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses the limitations of conventional workflow management systems

based on the dominant client-server distributed system architecture. The research re¬

ported in this thesis develops a new framework and coordination technologies for a

decentralised workflow systems based on a multi-agent platform, rather than a con¬

ventional client-server based distributed system architecture[AWS02], An innovative
workflow management system development approach based on a multi-agent/peer-to-
peer architecture, is presented in this thesis. A system prototype implementation based
on Sun Microsystems JXTA[JXT] is developed for demonstration purposes. Moreover,
the corresponding system mechanisms to support complete and incomplete processes

are designed.
The background, motivations and key issues of this research are introduced in this

chapter. First, an introduction to workflow management is given in Section 1.1. Section
1.2 then addresses the key issues of this research. At last, Section 1.3 presents an

overview of the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Introduction to Workflow Management

At the heart of any organisations is a more-or-less formalised set of processes, which
reflects the way that organisations coordinate and organise work activities, information
and knowledge to produce products or to provide services [LL02]. Typical examples
are credit card application process, student registration process and so on, for exam¬
ple. Support for processes has become crucial to the success of the organisation as

a whole [JBR99]. Over the past years of process support research, paradigms have
changed from (hard-wired) office automation systems to workflow management sys-

13



Chapter 1. Introduction 14

terns. With the successful use of the internet, Workflow Management (WfM), as an

enabling technology for Business Process Management (BPM), is widely used by dif¬
ferent organisations and becoming an important part of them.

A workflow represents the operational/functional features of an underlying process

of an organisation. It reflects the order of activities and the performers (roles) of them;
the information flow that is used to support all the activities defined within the process;

and the monitoring and reporting mechanisms that measure and control them[YanOO].
A workflow is formally defined as "the automation of a business process, in whole or

part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to
another for action, according to a set of procedural rules to achieve, or contribute to,

an overall business goal"[Coa99]. Although workflows may be constructed manually,
in real life, most workflows are better constructed using a computational system to

support the process automation. Such computer based systems, which also are called
Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs), are designed to improve the effectiveness
and efficiencies of the underlying processes by supporting the automation of the fol¬

lowing aspects of the workflow [Coa99]:

• performing work in a proper sequence.

• providing sufficient access to the resources required by the individual work per¬

formers, and

• monitoring all aspects of the processes' execution.

To achieve these, a workflow management system "consists of software components to
store and interpret process definitions, create and manage workflow instances as they
are executed, and control their interaction with workflow participants and applications"
[Coa99]. At the highest level, all workflow management systems may be classified as

providing support in two functional categories[YanOO]:

• the design-time functions, considered with defining and representing the work¬
flow process and its constituent tasks, and data storage issues, and

• the executing-time functions, concerned with creating and managing the work¬
flow instances in an operational environment.

Currently, workflow management systems have undoubtedly become the kernel
of organisations, as they are capable of integrating various kinds of resources, such
as heterogeneous systems, existing applications, human beings, and so on [Moh98,
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Sch99]. It is observed that the proper use of workflow management systems can help
to make procedures more efficient, to reduce costs and flow times, and to increase the
quality of service and productivity.

From the point of views of both research and practical areas, workflow manage¬

ment has been one of the most important areas of interest since its appearing. Many
theoretical approaches and research prototypes have been presented and also lots of
contributions have been published [DGS95, JB96, FCP96, Moh97, vdAvF102, Fis02,
DGCIS95]. A huge number of commercial workflow management products are avail¬
able, such as ActionWorkflow (Action Technologies Inc., http://www.actiontech.com),
FlowMark (IBM, http://www.ibm.com), InConcert (InConcert Inc.,
http://www.inconcertsw.com), METEOR (Infocosm Inc., http://www.infocosm.com),
Visual WorkFlo (FileNet, http://www.filenet.com), and so on[Yan02b],

1.2 Key Issues of This Thesis

Although workflow research and practice is quite mature, some problems are still
recognised. The state-of-the art in workflow management has been determined by
the functionality provided in workflow systems so far[GAM97]. Problems like system

performance, reliability, scalability, system openness and incomplete process support
are not considered enough in the development of existing workflow systems [DGS95,
AS96, JGM98, Yan02b]. Therefore, workflow systems often suffer from deficiencies
in these areas, such as bad system performance, one point failure of system, unsatisfac¬
tory system openness, and lack of incomplete process support. Some significant work
has been done [GAK95, EGD97, ASHT98, SJS02, YY01, LMCM01] to address some
of these problems. In addition, from practical point of view, as E-commerce becomes
more and more complex, the collaboration between different enterprises to provide
appropriate services is required. During the collaboration, each participant should be
able to join the collaboration, contribute its services to it and quit from it on the bases
of on its own needs. Some standards, such as BPEL4WS [BPE03, OWLOl] has been

proposed for this purpose. However, with current approaches which are mainly based
on the conventional workflow architecture (client-server), open scale collaboration can

not easily be achieved and most importantly, the participants of the collaboration lose
their own initiative, which means they can only be invoked and required for certain
services passively by the server as shown below:

As many researchers have noted, most of the above problems are mainly, if not
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Figure 1.1: Conventional system architecture for business workflows

completely, caused by the adoption of a client-server architecture in most conventional
workflow management systems [JGM98, Coo02], Hence, in order to tackle these prob¬
lems properly, a centralised system architecture based on client-server is expected to
be replaced by an open, collaborative, and decentralised architecture that can reflect
increasingly open and distributed features of current workflow more naturally. This
thesis aims at addressing the above problems fundamentally from a point of view of
system architecture without affecting the upper level business rationale, as shown in
Figure 1.1, using the multi-agent based system architecture, which is depicted in Fig¬
ure 1.2. Although some work has been done in this area [SPJC97, FK, Yan02b], this
thesis proposes some new solutions to add to and improve on the existing approaches.

A fundamental contribution of this thesis is to adopt new system architecture (multi-

agent) for deploying distributed workflow system in the open environment without
changing existing business rationales that are used by business users. This research
work mainly focuses on the issues of workflow as addressed in Section 1.1, i.e., per¬
forming pre-defined tasks in the proper sequence in a decentralised environment through
coordination. Particularly, this thesis starts with the discussion of a coordination mech¬
anism using process models for complete processes on multi-agent platforms. The
proposed approaches mainly try to tackle the problems caused by the existence of the
centralised coordination server in conventional workflow management system, with

existing design rationales, tools and models of workflow system kept untouched. This
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Figure 1.2: Multi-agent based system architecture for business workflows

research is then extended to discuss the technologies that support incomplete pro¬

cesses under the proposed multi-agent decentralised architecture. The proposed ap¬

proaches are expected to be useful for adoption of workflow systems in some new,

non-conventional application domains. The significant result of our research is to pro¬

vide a better solution to the existing problems of conventional workflow research as

described above. This can be considered as a paradigm change because the multi-agent

technology provides a new platform.

1.3 Overview of This Thesis

In Chapter 2, research problems existing in conventional workflow systems are anal¬
ysed and discussed in detail. Some of the main related work is also reviewed, including
workflow management approaches under aspects of client-server based distribution,
decentralised workflow approaches based on other computing technologies, and re¬

search regarding incomplete process support. Chapter 2 also analyses the requirements
for workflow management based on a multi-agent architecture.

The design of a framework for bridging formalised high level business process

models down to MAS interaction protocols (IPs) is illustrated in chapter 3. Checks
of temporal orders between functional properties are performed to make sure that the
functional requirements defined in the formalised high level business process model
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are achieved by system level specification (MAS interaction protocols), using linear
temporal logic as an intermediate specification.

Chapter 4 describes the language mapping technique that we perform on the trans¬

lation between an executable business process modelling language BPEL4WS[BPE03]
and a multi-agent interaction protocol description language LCC[Rob04a], The MAS
interaction protocols thus can be generated automatically from given business process

models and they, later on, can be used directly for multi-agent based workflow enact¬
ment.

Chapter 5 presents a novel approach for using an executable business process

model directly for guiding multi-agent coordination. With this approach, no extra work
is needed once the business process models are constructed. The interaction protocol
is not used directly to guide the agents' coordination but used as a language interpreter
to tell agents during their coordination what to do according to the attached business

process model.
Chapter 6 further extends the approach that is proposed in chapter 5 to enable

multi-agent based workflow management system for incomplete processes. How to
handle incomplete processes incrementally at run-time is presented for different sorts
of incomplete activities.

In chapter 7, three case studies are given to prove the soundness of our system and
corresponding mechanisms from the point of view of both a conventional workflow
domain ( complete process) and a non-conventional workflow domain ( incomplete
process).

The prototype implementations for the ideas presented in each of the chapters are

also given at the end of each.
In chapter 8, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed ap¬

proaches, and the suitable application domains of the multi-agent based decentralised
workflow management system proposed in this thesis. The potential tradeoffs of the
proposed approaches are also discussed in this chapter.

The last chapter, Chapter 9, summarises the ideas discussed in this thesis, the main
contributions of this research, and future research work.



Chapter 2

Literature Review and Problem

Analysis

In this chapter, first, an analysis of the research problems existing in conventional
workflow is given in section 2.1. Then section 2.2 introduces conventional distributed
workflow approaches. Section 2.3 introduces some earlier research on decentralised
workflow based on other computing technologies. Section 2.4 introduces research
work related to incomplete process support. Finally, justification is given for choosing
a multi-agent based decentralised workflow system as the most effective line to follow,
and requirements for designing a multi-agent based decentralised workflow system are

given.

2.1 Research Problems Analysis

Workflow processes within organisations often involve a vast number of resources,
people and tools that are distributed over a wide geographic area. Workflow manage¬

ment systems are used to coordinate these elements automatically. Thus, in order to
suit the nature of the application environment and the technology adopted, workflow

applications are becoming distributed [GAK95, JGM98, YanOO, CBL05]. Problems
remain unsolved in current research of distributed workflow system however.

These problems are mainly categorised into two groups as addressed in[YanOO].
In the first group are those directly related to the centralised system architecture, i.e,
bad performance, vulnerability to failures, poor scalability, user restrictions, and un¬

satisfactory system openness. The second group concerns flexibility, i.e, support for
the incomplete workflow process. From the practical point of view, as E-commerce

19
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becomes more and more complex, the collaboration between different individual en¬

terprises to provide appropriate services is required. During the collaboration, each
participant should be able to join the collaboration, contribute its services to it and

quit from it on the bases of its own needs. However, with current approaches which
are mainly based on the conventional workflow architecture (client-server), open scale
collaboration can not easily be achieved and most importantly, the participants of the
collaboration lose their own initiatives. Also, the workflow server in conventional

workflow management systems is abundant because workflow participants might want
to hide some of their private knowledge during their interactions with others. With
the existence of the workflow server, this is hard to achieve since the workflow server

always has global view of what is going on in the whole system. Some conventional
distributed workflow standards such as BPEL4WS even give the workflow server an

application role during the interaction. Under such circumstances, each participant has
to interact with others though the workflow server so that the participants have to ex¬

pose their knowledge not only to its business partners but also to the workflow server.

Therefore, for the dynamic collaboration, either is the party that provides workflow
server trusted by all the participants, or should the participants interact with each other
directly. Moreover, as web services and Grid services become more popular as the
reference model for business resources, workflow plays a powerful role in composing
individual services into complex ones. However, a client-server architecture is not suit¬
able for such applications where workflow technology is used together with services.
This is because the client-server architecture is rather closed to facilitating external
services (web services) available on the internet[LGCB04b]. Thus, it is better to have
an open architecture which allows external services to be used more easily.

Besides the above problems that are caused by the centralised system architecture,
lack of ability to support incomplete processes is also a major problem for conven¬
tional workflow management system. Workflow research was initially founded on two

assumptions.

• First, a workflow process model is accomplished completely at design-time be¬
fore the execution of workflow instances.

• Second, the running instances of a process have to remain unchanged during
their execution.

These two assumptions were reasonable originally since workflow technology was

traditionally used in those domains which were classified by pre-determined, routine
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based processes. These processes are functionally predictable and repetitive. Recently,
the latter assumption has been undermined, with the argument that workflow processes

are subject to both inside and outside changes [AJOO]. As a result, points of dynamic
workflow change, exception handling and workflow adaptation (some of the today's
major research topics) have been addressed widely [AJOO, HAOO, SLS99]. More re¬

cently, the former assumption that workflow processes are always modelled completely
at build time has also been challenged [Wes02, SSOOl]. "There is substantial evidence
of workflow processes for which trying to define (or prescribe) every step may compro¬

mise the process goal. In many cases, the work practices themselves would not fit into
a prescriptive framework and introducing a technology which imposes it would result
in decreased productivity."[YanOO]. In other words, the processes do not exclusively
belong to the pre-defined class of processes, which are generally not repetitive (de¬
pending on instance data), and either represent an administrative level of complexity
or a very high level complexity which is hard to be fully modelled [SSOOl]. Certain
application areas such as health care, insurance claims and customer relation man¬

agement have increased possibility of workflow processes that have both ad-hoc and
prescriptive process requirements. However, most of today's workflow management

approaches lack the capability to support the processes for such application domains.
Research on multi-agent systems emerged as a new area in the early 1990's. The

computing paradigm of multi-agent systems (MAS) has its origin in both distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI) and object-oriented distributed systems. There is no con¬

sensus on the definition of software agents or of agency. However, the prevailing
opinion is that an agent may exhibit three important general characteristics: autonomy,

adaptation, and cooperation. Cooperation and coordination between agents is probably
the most important feature of multi-agent systems. Unlike those stand-alone agents,

agents in a multi-agent system collaborate with each other to achieve common goals.
In other words, these agents share information, knowledge, and tasks among them¬
selves. The intelligence of MAS is not only reflected by the expertise of individual
agents but also exhibited by emergent collective behaviour beyond individual agents.
From a software engineering point of view, the approach of MAS is also proven to be
an effective way to develop large distributed systems. Since agents are relatively in¬
dependent pieces of software interacting with each other only through message-based
communication, system development, integration, and maintenance become easier and
less costly. For instance, it is easy to add new agents into the agent system when
needed. Also, the modification of legacy applications can be kept to a minimum when
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they are to be brought into the system. Aside from adding communication capabilities
to a legacy application, nothing else is required to change.

However, cooperation and coordination of agents in a MAS requires agents to un¬

derstand each other and to communicate with each other to achieve their common

goals. This thus requires certain mechanisms to ensure that the agents in MAS al¬
ways behave properly and effectively towards the final goal. A issue that must be
concerned for the development ofMAS in the open environment is the standardization
of the communication between agents and the most popular answer to this is the de¬

velopment of Agent Communication Languages (ACLs). Today, the two most popular
languages that have been proposed, are the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Lan¬

guage (KQML)[FF94] and the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents Agent Com¬
munication Language (FIPA-ACL)[FIP00], Both languages adopt the theory of speech
acts[Aus] for the interaction between the agents. In particular, these languages define

message types such as inform or ask messages for communication between agents.
These message types correspond to performatives which define different speech acts.
The purpose of these languages is to provide a standardized way of knowledge ex¬

change between the agents. Although FIPA content language has been proposed to

help define the message contents, standards for specifying the messages sequences

between agents during their interactions are still undefined.
Another issue in order to achieve meaningful interaction between agents is to deter¬

mine the conditions under which the interaction takes place. Since a MAS is actually
a society of autonomous agents more or less similar to human societies, the agents
in a MAS have to adopt some conventions and follow some rules in order to be able
to operate as a member of the society. These conventions are said to represent the
social norms of the society and collections of these related to a specific task form an

agent protocol [Fie]. An approache for specifying agent protocols is the Electronic
Institutions (EI)[EI0] and it has attracted the attention of many researchers as it pro¬
vides a comprehensible approach to the engineering of MAS. The main concept of EI
approach is to represent a MAS as an institution similar to the ones that the humans
form. The features of an electronic institution are the roles, the scenes, the dialogic
framework, the performative structure and the normative rules. The original goal of
this effort as it is stated in[EI0] is "the design and development ofarchitecturally- neu¬
tral electronic institutions inhabited by heterogeneous (human and software) agents.

Although the EI approach tackles some of problems in MAS interactions, there are

several weaknesses. Some of these weaknesses are highlighted in[Fle] and [Rob04b].
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In particular, the lack of a mechanism for protocol dissemination to new agents that
enter the institution, the static definition of the agent protocol which causes problems
when we do not exactly know in advance what the next steps of the protocol should be,
the fact that in practice, administrative agents must be used to ensure the synchroniza¬
tion in the Institution and the fact that EI approach focuses on the global state of the
interaction and not on satisfaction of constraints on individual agents, are some of the
issues that are considered as drawbacks of the EI approach. It is therefore obvious that
although Els are of significant importance for the MAS society, there are still issues to
be solved for the deployment of efficient MASs in an open environment. An interest¬

ing approach that promises to overcome these problems is the use of process calculus
for defining a protocol language[Rob04b], This technique has been further developed
to allow constraints to be applied on the agents and therefore to provide a complete
framework for the coordination ofMASs that seems to have desired properties that the
EI approach lacks. Several aspects of this technique, such as the application of model
checking techniques to protocols written in the language and the use of the language to
coordinate web services, have been presented in a series of publications, making this
approach even more attractive.

However, an obvious problem is that it is almost impossible to get the overall view
of the underlying process described by a dialogue protocol since the protocol only
specifies the message passing between different participants at implementation level.
For certain MAS based application areas ( for instance, auction systems) interaction

protocol oriented approaches have few disadvantages. But for other application ar¬

eas; for example, workflow management systems, the users care about not only the
automation of their work, but also the underlying processes' objective understanding
and analysis. For those analytical purposes, interaction protocol based system specifi¬
cations are not enough since they involve too much system level information with high
level business requirements being hidden. Business process modelling languages are

in contrast recognised for their value in organising and describing a complex, informal
domain in a more precise semi-formal structure that is intended for more objective un¬

derstanding and analysis. Because of these advantages, they have been widely used
in conventional workflow management systems and many mature techniques and tools
been developed for supporting business process model based workflow system devel¬
opment.

However, business process modelling languages are designed specifically for con¬
ventional workflow management architecture, they can not easily be adapted for new
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system architectures like multi-agent systems. Therefore, when building a MAS based
workflow management systems, almost all the existing techniques and tools for sup¬
porting conventional workflow management system development are wasted as well as
business process models that are described in formalised business process modelling
languages, which means that a huge amount of repeat work has to be done during the
course of MAS development. For example, verification and validation of formalised

system specifications has to be re-performed even when the existing business process

models have been verified and validated for a conventional system architecture. In ad¬
dition, the business process modelling languages used in workflow management sys¬
tems sometimes are built with specific features. For instance, BPEL4WS[BPE03] is

designed for a web services based distributed workflow system. By using such specific
languages, new platforms can be used to support existing technologies.

2.2 Conventional distributed workflow approaches

Many research efforts have been undertaken on the topic of distributed workflow in
conventional workflow environment. The importance of connecting "workflow man¬

agement" with "distribution" has been addressed in [PMG98, EP99, PHM99]. Some
conceptual approaches and research prototypes have been proposed and developed,
which try to solve these problems by making conventional distributed workflow man¬

agement systems more sophisticated.

2.2.1 METUFlow

METUFlow[EGD97] is a distributed workflow management system developed at the
Middle East Technical University. This project tries to design a distributed workflow
service which involves several schedulers on different nodes of a network. Each sched¬

uler executes parts of process instances. Therefore, such a system could well fit to the
distributed environments, enhance robustness and improve system performance.

The approach proposed in METUFlow is based on the observation that controlling
the occurrence of events provides the coordination of the tasks. This means depen¬
dencies between tasks are represented by event dependencies. To enable distributed
execution of workflow computations, each event in METUFlow is made responsible
for controlling its execution to decide on the right time to occur. Required information
for this operation is treated as a guard, which is a temporal expression defined on an
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event. Occurrences of events are permitted only if their guards are true. Thus, each
node in the process tree is implemented as a CORBA object with an interface for the
guard handler to receive and send messages. Workflow is deployed by these CORBA
objects, with computed guards controlling distributed execution.[YanOO]

2.2.2 ADEPT

ADEPT stands for Application Development based on Encapsulated pre-modelled Pro¬
cess Templates. This project started in 1996 at University of Ulm with the goal to
build the next generation workflow technology for enterprise-wide and cross-enterprise
workflow management [MRD03], One important aspect of the ADEPT project is to

perform distributed workflow control in order to avoid overloading of the workflow
servers and of the communication network. To address the problems, ADEPT reduces
the system load by partitioning workflow definitions and by migrating the control of
workflow instances from one server to another during run-time, i.e., a workflow in¬
stance may no longer be controlled by only one workflow server but by several shared
ones. When performing such a migration, a description of the instance states is trans¬

ferred between different servers. This description contains information about activity
states as well as workflow relevant data. To avoid unnecessary message transfer be¬
tween servers, ADEPT allows control of concurrent execution of workflow instances

independently from each other. Its communication actions can be further enhanced
if variable server assignment expressions are used. These expressions could be de¬
cided at design-time, allowing the selection of a suitable workflow server to keep most
of the communication inside it, and require very limited additional effort at run-time.
Moreover, ADEPT supports both static and variable server assignments [BD99]. The
former means appropriate workflow servers are picked for various partitions of a work¬
flow definition. In contrast, assignment of variable server allows for dynamic workflow
server assignment in real time, which may improve the system performance hugely.

2.2.3 Web service based approaches

As web services become more and more popular and widely used as organisational
interfaces, several approaches have been proposed to deploy web services based dis¬
tributed workflow systems in which web services are clients and a centralised workflow

engine is used to control the whole process that is carried between different web ser¬

vices. Two major approaches for such system are business process execution languages
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for web services (BPEL4WS)[BPE03] and OWL-S[OWL01],

2.2.3.1 Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS)

Business Process Execution Language for Web Services[BPE03] provides a means to

formally specify business processes and interaction protocols.
BPEL4WS provides a language for the formal specification of business processes

and business interaction protocols. By doing so, it extends the Web Services inter¬
action model and enables it to support business transactions. BPEL4WS defines an

interoperable integration model that should facilitate the expansion of automated pro¬

cess integration in both the intra-corporate and the business-to-business spaces.

2.2.3.2 OWL-S

OWL-S is a OWL-based Web service ontology, which supplies Web service providers
with a core set of markup language constructs for describing the properties and capa¬

bilities of their Web services in an unambiguous, computer-intepretable form. OWL-S

markup of Web services facilitates the automation of Web service tasks, including au¬

tomated Web service discovery, execution, composition and interoperation. Following
the layered approach to markup language development, the current version of OWL-
S builds on the Ontology Web Language (OWL)[OWL04] recommendation produced
by the Web-Ontology Working Group at the World Wide Web Consortium. OWL-S
consists of four main classes that specific services should instantiate. (Alternatively,
service providers may create subclasses of the OWL-S classes and instantiate those
instead).

• Service, with some basic concepts that tie the parts of an OWL-S service de¬
scription together and holds a textual description of the service.

• Profile, which has properties used to describe what the service does; what it
provides clients, and what it requires of them.

• Process, which has properties used to describe how the service works, i.e. what
happens when the service is used. Services can be described as a collection
of atomic or composite processes, which can be connected together in various
ways, and the data and control flow can be specified.

• Grounding, with properties used to specify how the service is activated, includ¬
ing details on communication protocols, message formats, port numbers, etc.
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2.2.4 Discussion

The above approaches put some distribution features on workflow systems and do bring
benefits such as improved system performance, increased robustness and enhanced
openness as they claimed. However, these approaches mainly address the concept of
distribution instead of decentralisation. A common characteristic of these approaches
is that they are still based on and confined by the client-server architecture. There¬
fore, these approaches either tackle the problems partly, or need complicated languages
and/or complex algorithms to be defined. The remaining centralised services like cen¬

tralised process instantiation and work assignment also make them relatively inflexible
in some application domains. In addition, the openness of system are barely concerned.
As a result, the problems that are relevant to the centralised distributed system archi¬
tecture have not been or cannot be addressed completely if the whole workflow system

is built on a client-server architecture.

2.3 Workflow approaches based on multi-agent/peer-

to-peer platforms

The appearance of novel computing technologies such as multi-agent system have pro¬

vided new platforms to support process management, while conventional distributed
workflow approaches fail to properly address the problems in the first group described
in Section 2.1, some limited research effort has been put into using these collaborative
and decentralised platforms to support workflow management systems.

2.3.1 Little-J il

Little-JIL [AWSOO], a language for programming the coordination of agents is an ex¬

ecutable, high-level process programming language with a formal (yet graphical) syn¬
tax and rigorously defined operational semantics. Little-JIL is based on two main
hypotheses. The first is that the specification of coordination control structures is sep¬

arable from other process programming language issues. Little-JIL provides a rich
set of control structures while relying on separate systems for support in areas such
as resource, artifact, and agenda management. The second is that processes can be
executed by agents who know how to perform their tasks but can benefit from coordi¬
nation support. Accordingly, each step in Little-JIL is assigned to an execution agent
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(human or automated): agents are responsible for initiating steps and performing the
work associated with them. This approach has so far proven effective in allowing us to

clearly and concisely express the agent coordination aspects of workflow.
The main features of the language and their justifications are the following:

• Four non-leaf step kinds provide control flow. These four kinds are "sequential",
"parallel", "try" and "choice".

• Requisites are a mechanism to add checks before and after a step is executed to

ensure that all of the conditions needed to begin a step are satisfied and that the

step has been executed correctly when it is completed.

• Exceptions and handlers augment the control flow constructs of the step kinds.

• Messages and reactions are another form of reactive control and greatly increase
the expressive power of Little-JIL.

• Parameters passed between steps allow communication of information necessary

for the execution of a step and for the return of step execution results.

• Resources are representations of entities that are required during step execution.
Resources may include the step's execution agent, permissions to use tools, and
various physical artifacts.

2.3.2 PeCo

PeCo, which stands for Peer Collaboration, is proposed by Proteus Technologies, LLC.
It is a Java-based collaborative workflow management system that is composed of

peers/agents, core services, applications, and portable plug-ins and enables generic
system integration. It aims at decentralising workflow management using collabora¬
tive technologies and concepts while providing a pluggable framework for combining
business process applications and human contributors.

In PeCo, workflow peers are responsible for a particular application role in a work¬
flow's enactment. Core services, i.e., group coordinator factory, role coordinator, de¬
ployment tool, data extractor factory and administrator, are used for system initiali¬
sation and system administration. The important characteristics of the PeCo architec¬
ture including agent/peer discovery, fault tolerance, and peer availability awareness are

supported by Jini infrastructure and services. Generally speaking, workflow peers join
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enactment groups through the interaction with group coordinators and then peers coor¬

dinate and interact with private applications, user inboxes, and other peers to perform
workflow tasks, through the use of portable plug-ins.

2.3.3 An architecture based on WWPD and WWP

Another ongoing p2p-based workflow project is conducted at ManchesterMetropolitan

University. This project shows a p2p architecture for dynamic workflow management,
which is based on concepts such as Web Workflow Peers Directory (WWPD) andWeb
Workflow Peer (WWP)[FK], The centralised feature of the system is called WWPD,
which provides a peer registration service and maintains a list of active peers and their
profiles. With support of this architecture, peers are allowed to register with the system

and offer their services and resources to other peers. During the execution of workflow
instances, Workflow process administration is achieved by employing a notification
mechanism. It is claimed that such an approach is adaptive, easily scalable and flexible.

2.3.4 SwinDeW

SwinDeW[J.Y04] is a pure peer-to-peer based system for workflow management. It
removes both the centralised data repository and the centralised workflow engine from
the system. Workflow participants are facilitated by automated peers which are able to
communicate and collaborate with one another directly to fulfil both build-time and
run-time workflow functions. Moreover, SwinDeW is further extended to support

incompletely-specified processes in the decentralised environment. New technolo¬

gies for handling incompletely-specified processes at run-time are presented. With
SwinDeW, performance bottlenecks in workflow systems are likely to be eliminated
whilst increased resilience to failure, enhanced scalability, better user support and im¬

proved system openness are likely to be achieved with support for both completely-
and incompletely-specified processes. As a consequence, workflow systems will be ex¬

pected to be widely deployable to real world applications to support processes, which
was infeasible before. Its extended system SwinDeW-S also supports web services
based service composition based on OWL-S[OWL01].
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2.3.5 Discussion

The above approaches give up conventional client-server architecture and adopt a novel
and decentralised architecture to support workflow process management. Especially,
the few efforts that combine multi-agent computing paradigm with existing workflow
technology have opened new ground in workflow, and in the process support area in
general. The distinguished features of multi-agent computing paradigm make it suit¬
able to tackle the problems that relate to the client-server architecture. These works
reveal the potential of multi-agent based workflow.

However, it is obvious from the literature review of such research on implement¬
ing workflow in a multi-agent platform is still quite immature with many problems
addressed inadequately. The work reported on WWPD and WWP, is only some con¬

ceptual ideas about linking workflow with p2p system without any concrete analysis
of the potential system. Approaches like PeCo, mainly concentrate on decentralising
workflow process instances in real time in order to remove potential performance bot¬
tlenecks of system and offer enhanced system openness. However, some aspects that
are crucial to decentralised workflow enactment have not been addressed sufficiently

by these approaches. For example, it is not really clear that in these approaches how
the data of process definition are managed so that decentralised agents are able to ac¬

cess task information in real time. Also, how the processes are instantiated are not

addressed by these approaches. Issues such as dynamic participants selection, work
allocation also have not been addressed sufficiently. Moreover, incomplete process

support in a decentralised environment is only addressed by SwinDeW.
SwinDeW addresses most of the above problems and offers a good platform for

purely decentralised workflow management. However, the problem for SwinDew is
that it builds everything from scratch. The language it uses is a process oriented lan¬
guage in which agents' coordinating mechanisms are embedded. It thus blurs the busi¬
ness level requirements and system level requirements. When new technologies come

out, they can not be easily incorporated. It also ignores all the existing technologies
that are used for supporting workflow management system development and all the ex¬

isting models that have been created for conventional workflow systems, which means

repeating established work. This is against the basic software engineering principle.
Little-Jil falls into the same problem category as SwinDeW.
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2.4 Research related to incomplete process support

Flexible workflow support is one of the important research areas in the development
of workflow management systems. But only a little has been performed so far due
to the difficulties inherited from the conventional workflow architecture and not many

approaches can be discovered in the literature.

2.4.1 WASA

WASA workflow [Wes98] is a research project developed at a German University,
Potsdam. This project tries to apply the workflow technology in the domain of scien¬
tific application and engineering. A formal language, conceptual design, and prototype

implementation of flexible distributed workflow management systems based on object-
oriented middleware was developed in the WASA project,.

Flexibility is considered as an important research issue in WASA which uses a hier¬
archical workflow execution approach based on a set of states and accompanying state
transitions of workflow instances. A composite activity can have a nested structure,
and activity models are created using sets of activity modelling operations. It is also
identified that some unpredictable aspects cannot be modelled completely at design
time. Therefore, incomplete process support should be provided as a new functionality
for a workflow system. Some operations are thus presented to help the workflow meet

the flexible requirements, which contain operations for user intervention and opera¬

tions for dynamic change.

2.4.2 WORKWARE

WORKWARE[Hav01]is a project that aims at human-centred solutions. Havard be¬
lieves that interactive enactment should be adopted more strongly as a framework to

support flexible workflow modelling. Incomplete workflow models are thus allowed to

emerge.

Their approach shows that the execution of a workflow model should be changed
from completely automated to interactive enactment based, and that interaction can

be a suitable framework for understanding and designing flexible workflow manage¬

ment systems. Interactive enactment allows intervened control and activation of an

changing online model so that at the design time the model needs not be completely
accomplished and doesn't has to be consistent. A general architecture of workflow
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management system is presented, which has three layers:
• shared workflow models,

• a number of model activators

• and an integrated user interface.

According to the architecture, the model activators adopt the shared workflow models
to provide connecting and activating services using the user interface. This research
also shows the WORKWARE prototype developed, which attempts to re-interpret the
concept of workflow to contain processes with emerging structure.

2.4.3 Pockets of Flexibility

Researchers at the University of Queensland, Australia propose a concept of "Pock¬
ets of Flexibility"[SSO01, MS02]. Based on this concept, a process modelling and
enactment approach was presented, which allows capture of both complete and in¬

complete process requirements using the same framework. Flexibility in this research
is regarded as the capability of the workflow process to be executed on the basis of
a loosely, or partially specified model, which means that the full specification of the
model can be made in real time, and may vary according to different process instances.
In order to provide a modelling framework that provides real flexibility, the issues that
affect the paths of different process instances together with the process definition are

considered. An approach that tries to make the flexible parts of the workflow process

is developed. With their framework, the concept called open instance that is made of
a core process and several pockets of flexibility are explained. The notation "pocket"
is a distinguished structure within the workflow model, which is consisted of work¬
flow fragments, that can represent a single primary business activity, or a complex
sub-process; and a special activity called the build activity, which performs the rules
and constraints with which those fragments can be composed together for a running
instance. Thus, the build activity is the key point of the research and provides the func¬
tionality to realise incomplete activities that are defined in the process model at design
time into concrete executable activities for different running process instances.

2.4.4 Discussion

From the above literature, we can see that research on the support of flexible workflow
is at an early stage. The existing approaches discussed above tackle the problems
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of flexible workflow support mainly from the model construction perspective but say

nothing from the system coordinating point of view. In addition, these approaches are

all based on conventional workflow architectures. Therefore, research in decentralised

workflow environments from the point of view of system coordination might help.

2.5 Requirement Analysis

After analysis of the existing problems in the conventional workflow area and review
of some of the current approaches for workflow management, we believe that solving
the problems that relate to centralised workflow architecture and incomplete process

support has become crucial for the development of future workflow management sys¬
tem. Also, "industry trends such as virtual enterprises and flattening of organisational
structures indicate that the future image of business will include distributed groups of
collaborating teams that combine talents and skill sets to create new methodologies
and processes. Therefore, there is growing need for the next generation of workflow

systems to be built in a truly decentralised manner, providing support for both complete
and incomplete processes."[Yan02a].

The emergence of multi-agent technology provides a good opportunity for the
decentralisation of workflow systems. The few efforts that replace the client-server
architecture with collaborative and decentralised framework of multi-agent/P2P plat¬
form have shown potential benefits. More recently, multi-agent/P2P based workflow

systems have also been considered as one of the most important future directions for
workflow research[MS02]. Therefore, decentralised workflow that is based on amulti-

agent/p2p platform might be a valuable solution for future workflow process support.

However, to have a cost-effective and decentralised workflow system based on multi-
agent/P2P, we would expect to adopt the existing work that has been widely used for
conventional workflow systems as much as possible and although a centralised server

is expected to be eliminated, the services conventionally provided by the centralised
data repository and workflow server should remain as shown in Figure 2.1.

To achieve these requirements, a decentralised workflow system should:

• eliminate the centralised workflow coordinator to hide the private knowledge of
individual workflow participant,

• adopt a multi-agent based, loosely-coupled architecture and provide a flexible
framework for integrating workflow process applications and end users with the
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Figure 2.1: From conventional workflow architecture to multi-agent architecture

needs of neither a centralised workflow engine for coordination nor a centralised
data storage,

• let the distributed nodes (participants) use data that are conventionally stored in
a centralised workflow engine when needed,

• distribute the services that are provided uniquely by a conventional workflow
server to different participants so that the functionalities of the system would be
the same after the change of system architecture,

• provide ways to help service providers and service consumers to communicate
directly to reduce the network traffic,

• try to adopt service-oriented applications, which is the current standard for open
application systems, as much as possible, and

• provide sufficient support for incomplete workflow process, which allows in¬
complete processes to be designed at build-time, and instantiated and executed
at run-time.

In addition, from the engineering point of view, when attempting to achieve the above

requirements, it is wise to use existing technologies, tools and formal business process
models as much as possible to reduce repeated work. It is also easier for the acceptance
of the new system by end users when the whole system is shifted from the conventional
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architecture to a new architecture seamlessly. As addressed in the literature review,
some existing multi-agent systems can satisfy most of the requirements listed above.
However, the weakness of almost all of the current approaches is that they ignore the
useful work already done on conventional workflow systems.

This research, therefore, builds a pure decentralised workflow management system

starting from existing business process models. It connects the workflow management

world and the multi-agent world together in several different ways. In the three layer

conceptual model given in Figure 2.2, we can see that the business process model and
interaction protocol may or may not be at the same conceptual level. A formalised
business process model that describes high level abstract information sits in the logic

layer. A more detailed process model sits in the implementation layer. However, the
interaction protocol for multi-agent system is always located in the implementation

layer. Therefore, there are three possibilities for the production of interaction proto¬
cols for enacting a multi-agent based workflow management systems according to the
framework.

Figure 2.2: Three conceptual layers based framework

• Deriving the interaction protocol directly from the informal business require¬
ments that is from the top layer in the framework.

• Deriving the interaction protocol from the formally defined abstract business
process model at the logic layer in the framework.
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• Deriving the interaction protocol from the formally defined detailed business
process model at the implementation layer in the framework.

Since formally defined business process models are widely used in conventional work¬
flow management systems, the first possibility is ignored in this research and I focus on
the remaining two. I assume all the given formal business process models are correct
models and are coherent with the informal business requirements.

The key issues of this research are therefore:

• How to use the formal business process models that are defined at different ab¬
stract levels for the construction ofmulti-agent system based workflow manage¬

ment systems.

• How to make sure that a multi-agent system that uses the business process model
as its requirement behaves strictly coherently with the BPM.

• How to adapt a multi-agent architecture to solve some of the problems in con¬

ventional workflow management systems, for instance, supporting incomplete

processes.

For highly abstract business process models, even for those that are formally de¬
fined, it is not always possible to derive interaction protocols from them automatically.
Human intervention is needed. The first part of my research considers how to help the
human modeler produce the interaction protocols given a high abstract and formally
defined process model. A framework for this is defined and a temporal logic is used
as the main tool to ensure the functional equivalence between the input process model
and output interaction protocol of the framework.

For business process models that are defined at the implementation level in the
conceptual framework, because they normally give enough information for system im¬
plementation, automatic derivation of an interaction protocol is possible. I use two

approaches to achieve this.

• One is to perform a mapping between the two languages that are used for de¬
scribing business process models and interaction protocols.

• Another is to use the business process model (BPEL4WS) directly in the po¬

tential multi-agent system to tell agents what they need to do and the interaction
protocol (LCC[Rob04a]) is also used to tell agents how they perform the required
tasks defined in the business process model.
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2.6 Summary

The motivations of this research have been proposed in this chapter. Some of the
main problems in conventional workflow research, such as bad performance, single
point failure of system, unsatisfactory system openness, and insufficient support for
incomplete process, as well as causes of these problems have been analysed. The
literature on these problems has been reviewed. Based on the problem analysis and
the given literature review, a multi-agent based workflow architecture is suggested to

support both stable and flexible workflow. Detailed requirements for multi-agent based
workflow have also been analysed. To conclude the chapter, we describe the new

platform and approaches that should be able to use existing workflow models and tools
as much as possible and also address possible solution for such requirements according
to a three layer conceptual framework.



Chapter 3

Using High Level Formal BPMs For
MAS Development

As discussed in chapter 2, using formal business process models as requirements to
establish the initial social order of multi-agent system can be performed in several
different ways. In this chapter, the framework for bridging formalised high level busi¬
ness process models down to MAS interaction protocols (IPs) is presented[LGCB04a].
Based on the three layer conceptual framework, high level business process models and
IPs are located at different conceptual levels (one is at the logic layer and one is at the

implementation layer) as shown in Figure 3.1:

Figure 3.1: Bridging high level formal BPMs to IPs

38
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This approach is based on linking requirements(business process models) to IPs by
matching the formal specifications derived from both of them to make sure that the IPs
designed manually meet the functional requirements strictly and to make sure they will
remain consistent as requirements change.

In section 3.1, we describe our framework in detail including all the components
in our framework and showing how they cooperate with each other in the IP modelling
task. Components of our framework are explained in section 3.2 and through to section
3.6. In section 3.7, we demonstrate the algorithm for verifying the two linear temporal

logic clauses derived. The algorithm for generating a concrete IP ( Lightweight Coor¬
dination Calculus) from a verified simple protocol properties checking (SPPC) model
is discussed in section 3.8. Based on the mechanism discussed in the earlier sections,

a case study is used in section 3.9 to illustrate how the framework supports real word
IP production. Implementation and discussion are given in section 3.10 and 3.11

3.1 Process Model Based MAS Interaction Protocol Mod¬

elling Framework

Conventionally, a high level process model describes high level requirements whereas
aMAS protocol is a detailed system specification which should be consistent with both
business level and system level requirements. Thus, automatic workflow enactment by
a multi-agent system is difficult since high level process models don't necessarily con¬

tain any system level information. For example, in a business process model, there

might be an activity called print papers. At requirement level, this only means some

papers need to be printed out, but says nothing about what actions should be performed
in unexpected circumstances, say, when a printer is out of paper. Normally, a MAS in¬
teraction protocol is produced manually. How can we make sure that all the properties
defined in a process model are preserved by the MAS interaction protocol properly,
since writing a complex protocol by hand is usually error prone. One way of solving
this problem is to undertake model checking or simulation after the MAS protocol is
completed [Wal04a, NOW05]. With the support of a formally specified business pro¬

cess model, we may be able to verify the MAS protocol automatically and thus reduce
the effort and time that we normally spend during the model checking/simulation pro¬

cess. We propose a process model based interaction protocol modelling framework
which is shown in Figure 3.2. There are six main parts of this framework as shown
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Figure 3.2: BPM based interaction protocol modelling framework

below. We will go through each of them in later sub-sections.

• Business Process Model (depicting a high level business process)

• System Modeller (person who builds the IP)

• Property Checking Model (built by the system modeller)

• MAS Interaction Protocol (define the manner of agents' interactions)

• Formal Representation 1 (linear temporal logic, FR 1)

• Formal Representation 2 (linear Temporal logic, FR 2)

3.1.1 How our framework works for IP's modelling task?

With our framework, the IP modelling task consists of the following steps:

• The business process model (high level formal representation) is loaded and then
all the temporal relationships of functional properties defined in it are translated
into a temporal logic (formal representation 1/FR1). These are the temporal
business requirements.
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• The system modeller uses the process model ( which in practice may be diagram¬
matical, textual or formal descriptions) and produces a property checking model
for the MAS interaction protocol that is composed of sets of dialogues. The tem¬

poral relations of functional properties defined in the process model contained
in each dialogue are translated into a temporal logic representation (formal rep¬
resentation 2/FR2) later on.

• If FR1 implies FR2(FR1 [= FR2), then the system modeller will get some sug¬

gestions from the system, which indicate proper actions that the system modeller
should take next or if FR2 |= FR1 fails, suggestions from the system about why
problems exist(what is the discrepancy between temporal orders of properties)
so that the system modeller can fix the problem as early and quickly as possible.

• After property checking of the model is properly accomplished, it can then be
translated into a standard MAS protocol.

3.2 High level Process Model

A formalised high level business process model gives a logical description of business
processes that obeys and keeps track of business principles and requirements that have
been described in informal business requirements. It depicts the conditions and actions
of processes, the relationships and constraints between them and the data upon which
the processes operate. This formal representation can be used to check for errors in
the model, and it provides a basis for offering advice and a foundation for forecast¬
ing organisational behaviour. Processes described at this abstract level are relatively

independent of the deployed technologies, including software and hardware systems,
and therefore are more robust compared to more detailed business process models (at
implementation level). Furthermore, the business process changes less rapidly than
the system specified to support that process. People usually don't want to re-write
their requirements only because of the adoption of new technology. Therefore, in our

framework, we use process models as a starting point to avoid unnecessary requirement

re-capture work when we adopt MAS technology for process management.
There are many high level business process modelling languages available to fit

different desires of different organisations. But some common features are required
by almost all business process modelling languages. A high level business process

model is normally composed of sets of activities, which define the basic tasks that
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are undertaken in the process, and sets of links which define the different relation¬

ships (sequential, parallel, etc) between the activities. Each activity has several prop¬
erties: ID, Role, Input, Preconditions, Postconditions, Outputs, textual descriptions,
which describe both functional information (ID, Role, Input, Predoncitions, Postcondi¬
tions, Output) for execution of the activity and non-functional information (textual de¬

scriptions) for other purposes. The fundamental business process modelling language
(FBPML)[CBR98], for example, is such a high level process modelling language.

3.3 MAS Interaction Protocol

A MAS interaction protocol is the product of our framework, which is ensured consis¬
tent with the given process model( describing the temporal business requirements). Al¬

though any standard protocol language is applicable for this framework, the lightweight
coordination calculus(LCC)[Rob04a] is used for our work.

The Lightweight Coordination Calculus(LCC) is a language for representing coor¬

dination between distributed agents. In a multi-agent system the speech acts conveying
information between agents are performed only by sending and receiving messages.

For example, suppose a dialogue allows an agent a(rl,al) (rl represents the role of the
agent and al is the ID of it) to send a message ml to agent a(r2,a2) and agent a(r2,a2)
is expected to reply with message m2. Assuming each agent operates sequentially, the
sets of possible dialogue sequences we wish to allow for the two agents in the example
are as given below, where Ml =>• Al denotes a message, Ml, send to Al, and M2 4=
A2 denotes a message, M2, received from A2.

a(rl,al) :: (ml => a(r2,a2)thenm2 4= a(r2,a2))
a(r2,a2) :: (ml 4= a(rl,al)thenm2 =>■ a(rl,al))

We refer to this definition of the message passing behavior of the dialogue as the dia¬
logueframework. Its syntax is as follows, where Term is a structured term and Constant
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is constant symbol assumed to be unique when identifying each agent:

Framework

Clause

Agent

Def

Message ::=

C

Type
ID

Constant

{Clause,...}
Agent:: Def

a{Type,lD)
Agent |Message\Def thenDef
\DeforDef\DefparDef
M =£> Agent\M => Agent <— C

|M <= Agent\M <= Agent *— C

Term\CAC|CV C
Term

Constant

Term

All the notations in this thesis are defined using BNF meta symbols which is explained
in [MM96], A dialogue framework defines a space of possible dialogues determined
by message passing, so the protocols allow constraints to be specified on the circum¬
stances under which messages are sent or received. Two forms of constraints are per¬

mitted:

• Constraints under which message, M, is allowed to be sent to agent A. We write
M =» A <— C to attach a constraint C to output message.

• Constraints under which message, M, is allowed to be received to agent A. We
write M A <— C to attach a constraint C to input message.

For the earlier example above, to constrain agent a(rl,al) to send message ml to

agent a(r2,a2) when condition cl holds in a(rl,al) we could write: ml =£- a(r2,a2) <—

cl.

An agent dialogue may also assume common knowledge, either as an inherent part
of the dialogue or generated by agents in the course of a dialogue. This knowledge
could be expressed in any form, as long as it can be understood by appropriate agents.
We recognise the importance of preserving a shared understanding of knowledge be¬
tween agents but cannot cover this issue in the current paper. As a dialogue protocol
is shared among a group of agents it is essential that each agent when presented with
a message from that protocol can retrieve the state of the dialogue relevant to it and to
that message [Rob04a].
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Pulling all the above elements together, we describe a LCC dialogue protocol as
the term:

protocol(S, F,K)
Where S is the dialogue state; F is the dialogue framework(sets of dialogue clauses);
and K is a set of axioms defining common knowledge assumed among the agents.

To enable distributed workflow agent to confirm to a LCC protocol it is necessary

to supply it with a way of unpacking any protocol it receives; finding the next moves
that it is permitted to take; and updating the state of the protocol to describe the new

state of dialogue. There are many ways of doing this but perhaps the most elegant way
is by applying rewrite rules (more detailed re-write rules can be found in [Rob04a]) to

expand the dialogues state. This works as follows:

• An agent receives from some other agents a message with an attached protocol,
IP, of the form protocol (S,F,K). The message is added to the set of messages
currently under consideration by the agent-giving the message set Af,-.

• The agent extracts from fP the dialogue clause, Q, determining its part of the
dialogue.

• Applying the rewrite rules in [Rob04a] to give an expression of C,- in terms of
protocol CP in response to the set of received messages, M,-, producing: a new

dialogue clause C„; an output message set On and remaining unprocess messages

Mn ( a subset of M,). These are produced by applying the protocol rewrite rules
exhaustively to produce the sequence:

, _ Mi,Mi+lM „ „ M,+1,Mi+2,2>A+l ^ ^ Mn-iJUn&On. ^ \
( Ci » C/+i,C;+i > Cj+2, ...,Cn-1 > Un)

• The original clause, Ci, is then replaced in CP by Cn to produce the new protocol,
%

• The agent can then send the messages in set On, each accompanied by a copy of
the new protocol CPn.

3.4 System Modeller

A system modeller is someone who performs the IP modelling task based on the given
process models. He/She is responsible for understanding the process models and de¬
signing appropriate IPs. Since it is difficult to have automatic translation from a process
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model (at least for a high level abstract one) to an IP because the properties defined
in the process model is a subset of that in the IP as we noted earlier and the gap be¬
tween the process model and the IP is too huge to be bridged, human intervention in
the process of IP modelling is crucial in this framework.

3.5 Property Checking Model

A property checking model is a product that is produced by a system modeller which
can then be translated to concrete IPs automatically. The reason why a system mod¬
eller needs to first produce a property checking model rather than producing concrete
IPs directly is because not all the protocol describing languages could express proper¬

ties or temporal relations between dialogues that are taking place among sets of agents
clearly. For instance, LCC describes dialogues based on the viewpoint of each agent,

which makes it very hard to discover the temporal orders of properties defined in re¬

quirements that often specify temporal relations between agents. In order to facilitate
protocol property checking and separate the checking method from a particular proto¬
col language, we define a simple MAS interaction protocol modeling language: Sim¬

ple Protocol Properties Checking(SPPC) Language to help. A SPPC protocol model is
built based on the message passing taking place between two agents and the constraints
associated with the message. The temporal orders of messages can also be expressed
by SPPC.

• Representing a message in SPPC: Any message defined in the SPPC model is
defined by a tuple:

- msg(ID,preconditions, message body, postcondition, sender, receiver)

where a message body only can be sent out from its sender when its precondi¬
tion holds and can cause certain effects (postcondition) when it is received by its
receiver.

• Temporal order between messages: AthenB means B occurs afterA. Invoke(A)
means that A occurs while being invoked, which is used to represent loops.

• Junctions: A junction is a control point in SPPC model. There are two types of
junctions: "Par" and "Or". The two junctions define a one-to-many relationship
between connected messages and indicate conjunction and disjunction points of
a SPPC model.
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The syntax of SPPC is as follows:

SPPCModel

Def

Message

Pre(C)
post{C)
Agent

C

Condition

mb(Term)
Type
mid

lid

ID

{Def,...}
Message\Def thenDef\DeforDef\DefparDef \ invoke {mid)
msg(mid,pre(C),mb(Term),post(C),Agent,Agent)
Term\pre{C) A pre{C)\pre{C) V pre{C)
Term\post(C) Apost{C)\post{C) Vpost{C)
sender{a(Type,ID))\receiver{a{Jype,lD))
Term

Term

Term

Term

Constant

Constant

Constant

SPPC is developed only for the purpose ofMAS protocol property checking. In other
words, it is not a protocol language that is intended for use by agents directly. However,
the SPPC protocol can be translated into concrete protocols that are described by other
formal protocol description languages such as LCC etc.

3.6 Formal Representations: FR1 and FR2

Formal representation 1 and formal representation 2 are linear temporal logic represen¬

tations derived from the process model and property checking model respectively and
are identical in the phase of SPPC model verification. If they are temporally identi¬
cal, we can conclude that the property checking model(system specification) is strictly
consistent with process model(requirement) functionally.

Linear temporal logic is a logic with a notion of time included. The formulas
can express facts about past, present, and future states. Definitions of sets of typical
temporal logic operators are given below:
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(p (p is true in all future moments

Ocp cp is true in some future moment.

O cp is true in the next moment in time

<pU\\f cp is true up until some future moment when \\i is true

Table 3.1: Basic Syntaxes of Linear Temporal Logic

3.6.1 Deriving representation 1 (FR1) from the process model

primaryMCtivity
ID,Role, [Preconditioni,...Preconditionm], [Input\, ...,Inputn\, \
[Output\,Outputx], [Postcondition], ...Postcondition^ J

$

(A£Lo associate{Role,Precondition)) a (A"=o assodate (Role, Input]))
—> 0(Ato associate(Role, Postcondition])) a (Aj=oassociate(Role, Outputy))

The notation primaryMCtivity above defines a primary activity in a process model.

A] =

• ID, role, preconditions, inputs, postconditions, outputs are properties associated
with it.

• The symbol JJ. means that the term above it can be expressed by the temporal

logic clauses below it.

• Predicate associate(Role,Properties) defines the association of role and proper¬

ties in an activity.

• Ar=o associate(Role, Property) represents the association of an activity's prop¬

erty and the role that should perform this activity.

• For simplicity, all the activities from a business process model are represented
by the symbol A; where i G [0,°°).

The temporal logic clause shown above indicates that the conjunction of precon¬
ditions and Inputs can always imply the conjunction of postconditions and outputs at
some future time.

Beside the temporal relations between the properties defined for individual activ¬
ities, a process model also defines the temporal order of different activities. The no¬

tation link indicates how the activities from a process model are connected. Different
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Link Notations Linear Temporal Logic Clauses

link(ID,Precedence-Link,A\,A2) A\ A OA2

link(lD,or,A\, {A2,A3, ...,A/}) A\ A 0(A2 VA3VVAj)
link(ID,and,Ai,{A2,A2, ...,A,-}) A\ A 0(A2 AA3 A... AAj)

Table 3.2: Representing link notations with linear temporal logic

link types are given in Table 3.2, such as Precedence-Link which represents a sequen¬

tial time order between two activities. Table 3.2 also shows how the temporal rela¬
tions defined by links in a business process model can be expressed as temporal logic
clauses.

The linear temporal logic clauses derived for representing the temporal order be¬
tween two activities are normally in relatively complex forms as follows, for sim¬
plicity, we use ALo t0 represent the properties defined for an activity, where IP =
assoicate(Role, Properties):

(Ato-> o A7=o*j) ao(ALo- o Af=0Q)
In the above clause, A"=o &i —> o A"U &j on the left hand side of ao represents an

activity (Ai) and ALo^ AAf=o on the right hand side represents the activity
that is defined in a process model right after A\ in a sequential order. However, the
above clauses can not be easily used for automated reasoning as basic units. In order
to facilitate the reasoning process, the rules shown in Figure 3.3 are used to re-write
the complex temporal logic clauses into simple ones. Symbols A,- and 5, used in the
rules means the conjunctions of properties defined for process activities.

The rewrite rule\ is used to represent the sequential temporal relation between two
activities using the temporal relation between certain properties. The basic rationale
underlying this rule is that the temporal order between two activities (LR) on the left
hand side of =4- can be expressed by the time order between the output a postcondition
of former activity and the input a precondition of latter activity. The notation ZD, used
above is important for run time property checking. The order of i defined for the
clauses' IDs must be in a lexicographical order so that we know where to start when
we perform the property checking. When performing property checking, the three
clauses (RR) derived using rule\ on the right hand side of =4> are checked one by one

strictly according to the ZD; associated with them. The original clause (LR) will be
proved only when all of the three clauses are proved. Rule2 and rule3 defined are used
to represent the parallel and choice relations between sets of activities using relations
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(2>-> OTi)AO(tP2 -> 02b)
clause{lDo,tP —» OfPj),
clause{ID\,lP\ —* 02b)

(rule\)

(2> -» O2>0) A 0((2>j -» 02>2) A... A (25, -» 02>2„))

clause{IDo,tP —► 02b),
clause(lD\, 2"i A 02b),
clause{...),
clause{IDn,Pn A02>2„),
clause{IDn+\,% —» 02b),
clause{...),
clause(ID2n,tPo —> 02bn)

(rule2)

(2> -♦ O2>0) A 0((iP1 -» 02>2) V... V (2»„ -» 02>2„)):

clause(IDo,!P —> 02b),
clause{ID\,T\ —* 02b),
clause(...),
clause(IDn„utPn -> 02b„),
clause{ID„, (2b A 02>2) V... V (2b A 02>2„))

(rule-Q

Figure 3.3: Rules for rewriting complex linear temporal logic clauses

between properties. The re-writing principles for ru/<?2 and rw/<?3 are the same as for
rule\.

After performing the re-write rules, all the temporal logic clauses derived from a

business process model are of the following form:

Linear Temporal Representations {Clause,..., Clause}
Clause ::= clause(ID, A?=o 2)) \

clause{lD, A"=o2>-O AJU |
clause{ID, A"=o^ A O A™=0 ^;) I
cto(/D, V"=o(A"=03 A o A7=o ^))

tP ::= associate{Role,Property)
ID ::= start\end\Term

start ::= Term

end ::= Term

Role ::= Term

Property ::= Term

A business process model might also contain composite activities that are com¬

posed of several primary activities by different links. Using the approach proposed
above, a composite activity can also be represented by linear temporal logic clauses.
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Because after a composite activity is translated into linear temporal logical clauses, the
relationships between its sub-activities are processed in the same way that is used for
processing primary activities.

3.6.2 Deriving formal representation 2 (FR2) from the property check¬

ing model

In a SPPC model, each message may have preconditions or post-conditions or both.
The time relation between them is clear. The preconditions of a message must hold
before the message can be sent out and the postcondition cannot effect until the mes¬

sage is received. The relationship between two messages is exactly the same as the
relationship between two activities in a process model. Thus, a SPPC model can be

represented by temporal logic clauses using the following mapping:

msg(pre([Ai, ...,Am]),mb{[B\, ...,Bn]),post([C\, ■■■Cx\),sender(Role) ,receiver(Role\))
If

/\"L0 associate(Role,A i)
( f /\1=0associate(Role,Bi)) \ ^

—> O V O f\xi=Qassociate(Role\,Ci)
i \ (/\"=0associate(Role\,Bi)) J J

One point that has to be mentioned here is the association of properties and roles in a

SPPC model. It is clear that the properties defined in the precondition of a message

should be associated with the message sender and the properties in postcondition of a
message should be associated with message receiver, whereas the properties defined in
the message body are associated with both message sender and receiver in the MAS
protocol. Therefore, in the formal representation derived from it, we have to specify
this explicitly to make sure that the right properties are associated with the right roles.

Table 3.3 shows how the temporal relations defined between messages in a SPCC
model can be expressed by linear temporal logic clauses.

Msgt

SPPC links Linear Temporal Logic Clauses

Msg\ thenMsg2 Msg\ —> OMsg2

Msg i parMsgi Msg\ AMsg2

Msgi orMsg2 Msg\ VMsg2

lab o 3.3: Representing SPPC link notations with linear temporal logic
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By applying the above rules, a SPPC model can be expressed by linear temporal

logic in following forms:
Linear Temporal LogicRepresentations ::= C

C ::= C\ —> OC2\Msg\Msg\ —> OMsg2\
Msg\ /\Msg2\Msg\ VMsg2

3.7 Performing Property Checking

3.7.1 Issues for role checking

After representing both process model and SPPC model in linear temporal logic clauses,
the relationships between properties can be derived and checked. However, another
issue we have to check in the process model when performing protocol modelling is
whether the right properties are associated with the right roles or not. In a conventional

high level business process model, every activity can only have one role performing
on it for a given business scenario. However, since a MAS interaction protocol model
describes extra system information, which may bring new roles in. Intuitively, if the
role specified in the predicate associate in requirement is also specified in protocol
specification (or can be matched to the role specified in process model) and the proper¬

ties associated with it are the same, we can conclude that the properties are associated
with right role in the final protocol. The assumption we make here is that an ontology
of roles is already available.

3.7.2 Temporal order checking

As explained earlier, both a business process model and a SPPC model can be ex¬

pressed by temporal logic clauses. In principle, we can thus prove whether or not the

temporal relationships defined between the properties in a business process model can
be implied by those functional properties that are defined in a SPPC model.

In preparing a problem for our properties checking process, we need to divide our

knowledge into three parts:

• A set of clauses known as the goals, which defines that goals that need to be
proved. For our problem, the goals are the linear temporal logic clauses {LTL\)
derived from business process model.

• A set of clauses known as the set of support (or sos), which defines the impor¬
tant facts about our problem. Every resolution step resolves a member of the set
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of support against another axiom, so the search is focused on the set of support.
For our domain, the set of support it the linear temporal logic clauses (LTL2).

• A set of rewrites applied on SPPC generated linear temporal clauses. Rewrites
are not equations, they are always applied in the left to right direction. The
rewrites that are used for our problem are as follows:

(A -> 0(A, - OA2) {{A Ai4,) - OA2) (A,- = A"=i $) (ruler)
(A —> 0(Ai -> OA2) (A -> 0(Ai AA2)) (A; = A"=i (rule,)
(A, -> 0((A2 VA3) -+ OA4)) LrL2M2» (A, -> 0(A2 -> OA4)) (A; = A"=i &i) (rule,)
(Al -» 0((A2 VA3) -» OA4)) LTL^A\ (Al -> 0(A3 - OA4)) (A; = A"=i ?i) (rule,)

Rule i and rule2 eliminate parts of the time relationships between several prop¬
erties. IfAi appears after A and A2 appears after Ai, by applying rule\, we can

conclude that after we get property A, we will get property Ai and A2 in some

future time. On the other hand, by applying rule2, we can conclude that after we
get property A and A\, in some future time we will have property A2. These two
rules are used to deal with the circumstances where the conjuncted properties
for a activity defined in a business process model are used separately in SPPC
model for different messages.

For example, if two properties (A andAi) are defined for a primary activity as in¬
puts and a property A2 is defined as its output, based on our proposed translation
principle in previous sections, we will get:

clause{IDi,(A AA\) OA2)

However, in a manually produced SPPC model, these three properties might be
used in the manner:

msg(pre ([...]), mb{A), post ([...]), sender (...), receiver)
then

msg(msg(pre([...]), mb{A1), post ([...]), sender(...), receiver)
then

msg(pre ([...]),mb{A2), post ([...]), sender (...), receiver)

which after translation, would give us two clauses as follows:

clause(IDj,A —>• 0(Ai —> A2))
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By applying Rule2, we could say that the functional properties are used consis¬
tently in SPPC with way that they are used in a business process model. Rule3
and Rule4 are used to deal with the properties' roles checking.

The algorithm for the functional properties based checking is given in Figure 3.4,
which works in the following manner:

• All the clauses(goal) derived from a business process model are processed one

by one based on their IDs' order.

• If a clause is in a form of goal\ —> Ogoal2, goal 1 will be proved first using the
clauses derived from the SPPC model and so will be goal2 if goal\ is proved.

• If a clause is in a form of \Jni=Q goali, all the goali will be proved one by one

using the clauses derived from the SPPC model.

procedureproperties jchecking[sos,goal)
inputs: sosfineartemporal logic clauessderived fromaSPPCmodel

goal, a I ist that stores lineartemporal logic clauessderived fromabusienss processmodel
output: true,false
while (goal is not empty)

fetchthe first element (goal i )
\{{goal\ isinthe formof(goal2 —» Ogoalfor [goah A Ogoals))

prove(sos,goal2, goal3),
if (goal2 isproved)

prove(sos,goali, goal3)
if (goali isproved)

reture true

else

return false

else

return false

else if(goal\ isintheform\J"goali
for (i inn)

properties-checking{sos, goali)
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procedureprove(sos,goal\ ,goal2)
inputs: sos,linear temporal logic clauessderived fromaSPPCmodel

goal\, isinthe formof /\"=0associate(Role, Pi)
goal2, is used to defend the timeorder between properties (ALo associate(Role, Qi))

if (goal i A goal2)
while (Pjin /\"=0associate(Role,Pi) arenot all proved)

if (sos |= P,)&&(sos ¥ anyQjingoali)
continue

else

return false

else

while (Qi in A?=o associate (Role, Qi) arenot all proved)
if {sos |= Qi)

continue

else

return false

Figure 3.4: Basic algorithm for property checking

3.8 Generating a MAS Interaction Protocol (LCC) From
a SPPC Model

Although the main components of both SPPC and LCC are messages and constraints,
they are built on different concepts. With LCC, the MAS interaction protocol is defined
from the views of different agents where each agent has its own behavior definitions,
whereas with SPPC, the protocol model is built based on the message passing, which
means that the SPPC model is viewed from the aspect of messages but not agents.
However, from the notations of SPPC and LCC we can see that SPPC is eventually
a subset of LCC, so a SPPC model does contain all the information that we need to

construct a corresponding LCC protocol. Message body, sender and receiver from
SPPC model together indicate the message being passed and direction of it in LCC.
Junctions in SPPC can be used as LCC operators.

The notation invoke in a SPPC model indicates the ending point of the loop and
the parameter of it indicates the starting point of that loop. When translating a SPPC
model with loops to a LCC protocol, all the messages between invoke and the message

being invoked can be extracted to define the behaviours of a new role for loop, as long
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as the message invoked is not the first message defined for that agent.
One important issue about SPPC modelling is that role dependency between SPPC

clauses must be addressed. Role dependency means that two adjacent SPPC clauses
connected by a then operator need to have a same role defined in them if such a SPPC
model is expected to be used for the generation of a LCC protocol as shown below:

msg(MID,mb(...),sender(a(Role,ID)),receiver(a(Role2,IDi)))
then

msg(MID i ,mb (...), sender (a (Rot£3, /Z>3)), receiver(a (Role, /ZD)))

In contrast, the clauses shown below are not translatable, although they might be ratio¬
nal:

msg(MID,mb(...),sender(a(Rote\,ID\)),receiver(a(Role2,ID2)))
then

msg (MID\, nib (...), sender(a(Rol£3, /O3)), receiver{a (Role4, ID\)))

The issue of role dependency arises due to the coordinating mechanism of LCC and
the potential system architecture that we are trying to achieve. For agents that use a

LCC protocol for coordination, as we have explained, they have no knowledge of what
the coordinating process is until they receive the LCC protocol that contains the states
of the whole system. If two messages are sent by two agents al,a2 to two different
agents a3, a4 at the same time respectively, two separate LCC protocols containing
different system states are sent out also. Thus it is quite hard to keep track on the
whole system states later on unless there is a centralised coordinator which is what we
try to eliminate.

To deal with such cases, the SPPC model has to be pre-processed before being
translated to the LCC framework by correcting the role dependencies. For example,
after pre-processing, the above SPPC clauses become:

msg(MID,mb(...),sender(a(Rolei,ID\)),receiver(a(Role2,ID2)))
then

msg(MID2imb(runJhis), sender(a(Role2,1D2)), receiver(a(Role3,1D3)))
then

msg (MID\,mb(...),sender(a(Role3,IDi)), receiver(a (Role4, ID4)))

The message run_this defined above only serves as a connector. Thus, each message

has role dependencies with its adjacent siblings. For different SPPC junctions, the pre¬

processing mechanism is different, the algorithm for pre-processing a SPPC model for
later translating is given in Figure 3.5
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procedure sequence-precesso /"(Mi, A/2,A/3)
inputs: two element conencted by a "then" operator
outputs: A/3, a processedmodel withall of its clauses roledependent on each other
if (Mj is amessage)&& (A/2 is amessage)

if (A/1 andA/2 doesn't contain at least one same role)
generateanewmessage(JA/) using recevierofM\ assenderandsenderofA/2 as receiver
A/3 = M\ thenTM thenM2

else

A/3 =Mi thenM2
else if (at least oneofM 1 andA/2 isaor/parstructure)

orIpar_precessor(Mi,M2,Mf)
A/3 = M^thenM2

else if (Mi isamessage)8c&(M2 isa" invoke(mid)")
fetch the SPPCmessage(Mf) that identified bymid

if (agents invol ved inMi don't contain the sender o/A/4)
insert anewmessage(Ms) betweenMi and invoke(mid)
using receiverofM\ as its sender and senderofA/4 as its receiver
A/3 =Mi then A/5 then invoke(mid)

procedureor/par_precessor(M \, A/2,A/3)
inputs:Mi, A/2, twoSPPCelement which can beamessageora or/parstructure
outputs: A/3, a processed SPPCelement withall of its clauses roledependent on each other
if (Mi isamessage)&&(M2is aor/parstructure)

process-msgjor/par(Mi, A/2, A/3)
if (M\ isaor/parstructure)8c&.(M2 isamessage)

processjor/parjnsg(M\,A/2, A/3)
if (Mi is aor/parstructure)&&(A/2 isaor/parstructure)

process-or/par0r/par(M\,A/2,A/3)
procedure processmisg.or/par(Mi, A/2,A/3)

inputs: A/i,A/2, two SPPCelements which is a message and aor/parstructure repectively
outputs: A/3, a processedSPPCelement fromMi withall of its clauses roledependent on eachother
initiatea list (L)
for (the first element (E)ofeach branch ofMf)

if (Mi andE doesn't contain at Ieast one same role)
generateanewmessage(TM) using recevierofMi as senderand senderofE as receiver
put TM in L

A/3 = Mi

while (L is not empty)
fetclithe first element (M5) in L
A/3 = A/4 thenA/5
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proeedureprocessuor/parjnsg{M\, A/2,A/3)
inputs:M\ ,M2, twoSPPCelements which is a or/parstructureandamessagerepectively
outputs:M3, a processed SPPCelement fromM\ withall of its clauses roledependent on each other
for (each branch(B) ofM\)

pre — precessor(B,B\)
ret rieve the last element(E) of B1
if {E isnot a invoke{mid))&&(E andM2 doesn't contain at Ieast one same role)

generate a newmessage{TM) using recevierofE assenderand senderofMi as receiver
repiaceE inB\ with"EthenTM"

put B\ inL

fetchthe first element{Ms) inL
Mi — M5
while (L isnot empty)

fetch the first element {Ms) in L
A/3 = A/3 or/parMs

procedureprocess jor/par-or/par{M\ , A/2,Mf)
inputs:M\, A/2, twoSPPC elements whichare twoor/par structures
outputs:A/3, a processedSPPCelement fromM\ with all of its clauses roledependent on each other
initiate two lists(L, L\)
for (each branch(B) ofM\)

pre — precessor(B, B\)
retrievethelast element (E) ofB{
for {the first element {E\)ofeachbrachofMf)

if {E isnot a invoke{mid))&&{E andE\ doesn't containat least onesame role)
generate anewmessage{TM) using recevierofE as senderand senderofE\ as receiver
put TMinL

Me = E
while (L is not empty)

fetchthe first element {M5) inL
M(f = Ms thenM5

replaceEwithMs in B \

putB\ inL\

fetchthe first element {Bf) inL\
A/3 = 62

while (Li isnot empty)
fetchthe first element (63) inL
Ms = A/3 or/parBi

Figure 3.5: Algorithm for pre-processing a SPPC model
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The underlying principles of the above algorithm are:

1 > If two SPPC messages (A and B) are connected by "then" and they don't have
at least one same role defined, then a new message (C) is inserted after A and
before B (AthenCthenB) using runJhis as its message body , the receiver of A
as its sender and the sender of B as its receiver.

2 > If a SPPC message (A) and a SPPC or/par structure (B) are connected by "then",
the first basic SPPC message(C,) of each branch of B is compared with A and

according to the roles defined in them, a list of new SPPC messages (Mn) are
generated and put after A (AthenM\ then...thenMn).

3 > If a SPPC or/par structure (A) and a SPPC message (B) are connected by "then",
the last basic SPPC message(C,) of each branch of A are compared with B and

according to the roles defined in them, a list of new SPPC messages (Mn) are

generated and put after Q (CithenMn) and all the branches of A are also pro¬

cessed using the algorithm.

4 > If a SPPC or/par structure (A) and a SPPC or structure (B) are connected by
"then", the last basic SPPC message(C,) of each branch of A are compared with
the first basic SPPC message (D,) of each branch of B and according to the roles
defined in them, for each C in C;, a list of new SPPC messages (Mw) are generated
and put after C (CthenMi then ...thenMn).
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Figure 3.6: Inserting connect message for different SPPC structure
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The diagram shown in Figure 3.6 illustrates the above message insert principles,
where solid cycles represent the existing SPPC message node, arrows represent then

operator and dashed cycles represent the new message nodes that need to be inserted
in the SPPC model.

In LCC, the only way to represent loops is through use of a(Role,ID).

a(Role,ID) :: M => a(Role\,lD\)thena(Role,ID)

For example, the above LCC clause represents a repeated message sending from a(Role, ID)
to a{Role\,ID\). In this way, everything defined for a(Role,ID) is executed repeat¬

edly. However, if we only want parts of the definition of an agent get executed in a

loop manner, a new role must be invented for this purpose as follows:

a(Role,ID) :: M => a(Role\,ID\)thena(loop(Role),ID)

a(loop(Role),ID) ::M\ => a^Role^dDf)

What the above LCC protocol means is that agent a(Role, ID) keeps sending a message

M\ to agent a(Role2,ID2) after it sends a message M to agent a(Role\,ID\). The role
a(loop(Role),ID) is purely defined for the purpose of repeated message sending of
Mi.

In a SPPC model, we use the combination of invoke(mid) and msg(mid,... to rep¬

resent a loop, which has to be translated into a LCC compatible fashion. The loop

processing algorithm in Figure 3.7 shows how to pre-process the all the loops defined
in a SPPC model.

procedure processJoops(SM, SM„)
inputs: SMunoriginal SPPCmodel
outputs: SMn, aSPPCmodel that iswith allof roles that are relative to loops replaced
find the firstSPPCmessage(Mi) that leadstoaloopandthe invoke (mid) that points to it
extract theSPPCmodel[SM\) betweenthem
all the roles(a(R, ID))defined in SM\ have to be replacedwitlia(loop(R), ID)
processJoops(SM\, SMn)

Figure 3.7: Algorithm For pre-processing all the loops defined in a SPPC model

The algorithm for generating a LCC protocol from a processed SPPC model is shown
in Figure 3.8.
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proceduregenerator(SM, List)
inputs: SM, aSPPCmodel that is used to derive a LCCprotocol
outputs: List, a LCCprotocol list that storesgeneratedLCCprotocol fromthegiven SPPCmodel
extractall theagents(a(Rjjej ,/A')) definedintheSM andput them ina list — L = [a (Ri, /£),-)]
while {L is not empty)

fetchthe first element (a(Ri, ID)) in L
generate[a{Ri, ID), SM, LM,.List\)
put LMi in List
List = mergeList\ andList

proceduregenerate (a (/?,-, ID), SM, LMi, List)
inputs: a(Ri,lD),isan agent that wearegoing togeneratea LCC protocol for

SM, aSPPCmodel that is used toderive a LCC protocol

outputs: LMi, a LCC protocol that isgenerated fromthegiven SPPCmodel fora(Rolei,ID)
List, a LCCprotocol list that storesgenerated LCCprotocol from thegiven SPPCmodel

if (SM is in the form ofSMi OPSMl+1)
generate(a(Ri,ID), SMi,LMn, List)
generate(a(Ri,lD),SMi+\,LM,l+\,List)
if (LMn = null&&LMn+i ^ null)

LMi — LMn+\
else if (LMn ^ null &&LM„+i = null)

LMi = LMn
else if (LM„ ^ null &&LMn+1 ^ null)

LMi = LM„ OPLMn+l
else if (SM is a SPPCmessage (M\ ) )

if (Mi containsRi)
LMi = LMn

else \f(SM containsaa(loop(Ri), ID))
LMi = a(loop(Ri),ID)
extracttheinvokefnid) thatpointstoM\ andextractthe
SPPCmodel defined between invokeandM\ (SM \)
generator(SM\, LMi,List)

Figure 3.8: Algorithm for deriving a LCC protocol from a SPPC model
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3.9 A Simple Case Study

We will use a simple example to illustrate how our framework is used to verify an

IP protocol(LCC) based on a business process model. The business process model in
Figure 3.9 shows an very simple printing process from the view of the Sales role. The

Role: Sales

Input Sales Order Print sales order 0
( A\, sales, Input SalesOrder, precondition(\get Input (X)]),input([}),

primary.activity I
y output {[saleOrder{X)}), postcondition^)
( A2, sales, Print Sales Order, precondition{\validInput{X))), input([]),

primaryMCtivity
y output([]),postcondition([printed(saleOrder(X))])

link{precedenceJink, start,A\)
link(precedenceJink,A\ .A2)
link{precedenceJink,Ai, end)

Figure 3.9: Sales order printing process

formal representation of the business process model is defined above. There are two

primary activities in this model which are inputsales-order and printsales-order and
each of them has several functional properties as shown in table 3.4. The business

Property Input Sales Order Print Sales Order

Precondition getInput(X),validInput(X) null

Input null saleOrder(X)
Postcondition null printed(saleOrder(X))

Output saleOrder(X) null

Table 3.4: Functional Properties of Primary Activities in Sales Order Printing Process

process model is represented as follows using linear temporal logic: A possible multi-

associate{sales,getInput(X)),
associate{sales,valid!nput{X)),
associate(sales,saleOrder{X))
associate{sales,printed{saleOrder{X))),
clause{A\,associate{sales,getInput{X)) A associate{sales,valid!nput(X)) —► Oassociate {sales, saleOrder(X))),
clause{A2,associate{sales,saleOrder(X)) —► Oassociate{sales,printed{saleOrder{X)))),
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Figure 3.10: AUML model for sales order printing process

agent platform that is used to realise the above business process model is illustrated
in Figure 3.10 using an AUML model which expresses the message passing sequence

between several agents.
The SPPC model for this scenario is given below. It might be noticed that in the

msg{m. \ ,mb(get!nput(X)),sender{a{i\, Inputdevice)), receiver{a{s 1, Sales)))
then

msg{m.2,pre(validInput(X)) ,mb(saleOrder(X)) ,sender{a(s\, Sales)), receiver(a(pl, Printer)))
then

( msg{m.'h,mb(printed{saleOrder(X))),sender(a{p\,Printer)),receiver{a{s\,Sales))) \
or

* msg(mA,pre{err(Y)),mb(askForHelp{Help)),sender{a{p\,Printer)),receiver(a(a\,Admin))) ^
then

msg{m.5,mb{response(Help)), sender(a(al,Admin)), receiver(a{p\,Printer)))
then

msg(m.6,mb{failed(saleOrder{X))),sender(a(p\, Printer)), receiver{a{s\, Sales)))
then

\ invoke[m.2) j /

SPPC model shown above there are several agents which are not defined in the example
business process model. The reason for this is that when we build a multi-agent system
we try to use the existing agents as much as possible instead of building new ones

to fit the input business process models every time. Thus, we have to consider the
availabilities of the agents we needed and the capabilities of those agents. The scenario
we try to handle is that all the agents that coordinate to perform the system are already
available. In our example, agents Inputdevice, Sales, Printer, Admin are picked up by
MAS protocol modeler to perform the intended business process model. The linear
temporal logic clause derived from the above SPPC model is:
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(associate(inputDevice,getInput(X))Vassociate(sales,getlnput(X))) —» O
^ (associate(Sales, vaildlnput(X)) —» 0(associate(Sales,saleOrder(X)) Vassociate(Printer,saleOrder(X)))) —» O

^ (associate(Printer,printed(saleOrder(X))) Vassociate(Sales,printed(saleOrder(X)))) —» O

associate(Pinter,err(Y)) —> O
associate {Printer, askForHelp(Help))V
associate{Admin, askForHelp(Help))

(iassociate(Adminresponse(Help)) V associate(Printer, response(Help))) —» O
/ (associate(Printer, failed (saleOrder(X))) V associate(sales.failed (saleOrder(X)))) —» O

associate (Sales, saleOrder(X))V

\ \ \ \
associate(Sales,valid!nput(X)) —> O

associate (Printer, saleOrder(X))

\

\

The linear temporal logic representations derived from the example business pro¬

cess model and SPPC model are then matched using the algorithm proposed in section
3.7. The final LCC protocol derived from SPPC model after the verification is as fol¬
lows:

a(i\,lnputdevice) :: getInput(X) =s> a(s\,Sales) thena(i\ ,lnputdevice).

a(s\,Sales) :: getInpux(X) ■(= a(il,Inputdevice) thena(loop(X),Sales).

a(loop(X),Sales) :: saleOrder(X) => a(Printer,pl) <— valid!nput(X) then
(printed(saleOrder(X)) -<= a(p 1, Printer) thena(s 1,Sales))or

^ failed(saleOrder(X)) <= a(p\,Printer)thena(loop(X),Sales) ^
a(p\,Printer):: saleOrder(X) «= a(loop(X),Sales)then

/ printed(saleOrder(X)) => a(loop(X),Sales)or
* askForHelp(Help) => a(a\,Admin) then ^
response(Help) <= a(al, Admin) then

\ y failed (saleOrder(X)) a(loop(X), Sales) thenaip 1, Printer) y

a(al,Admin) :: askForHelp(Help) a(p\, Printer) then response(Help) => a(p\,Printer)

3.10 Prototype Implementations

The prototyping system for supporting the proposed framework is demonstrated in this
section. It helps system modellers to build SPPC models, check the relationships of the
functional properties defined in the input process model and then translate the SPPC
model to LCC protocol automatically. The system consists of three parts which are

discussed in the following sub-sections.
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3.10.1 SPPC modeller

SPPC modeller is used for building a SPPC model. It provides a graphical interface,
by which a SPPC model can be build using graphical notation and then can be trans¬

lated into linear temporal logic clauses for verification purpose using verifier or can be
translated into a concrete LCC protocol using LCC protocol generator. The snapshot
of it is given in Figure 3.11. This unit is adopted from the general graphical modelling
tool INGENIAS http://ingenias.sourceforge.net/.

Vyraject:£;\cotfeyDK\sppc.xml
FHe Edl Project Tools

l~*l Project

^ SPPC

3 Messages
? C3 Message ID: m_6

Q Message Body: failed(saleOrc
Q Message Sender. a(printer.p1
Q Message Receiver: a(sales,s"

C3 Message ID:

Q Message Body: reponseCH)
Q Message Sender. a(admin,ai;
Q Message Receiver: a(prtnter,i

r~1 Message ID:

Q Message Body: askForHelpi
Q Precondition: errfE)
Q Message Sender. a(printer,p1
Q Message Receiver: a(admin,

P [3 Message ID:
Q Message Body printed(saleO
Q Message Sender a(printer,p1
Q Message Receiver: a(sales,s

? Message ID: m_2
IA liQCcano Rnrtv

►J

(|sj sppc |

« o | eia m <*. .». <5.

Edit m_1

Message ID: m_l

M essage Body: jgetlnput(X)
Precondition: I
Effects: I
Message Sender: a0nputdevice.i1)

Message Recewer: a(sales,s1)

OK Cancel

sppc [
System Suggestions

Figure 3.11: Business process model based MAS protocol developing interface
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A SPPC model generated as a graph by this definition tool can be converted into
XML format and saved as an XML file automatically as shown in Figure 3.12

5} F:\code\JDK\sppc.janl - Microsoft Internet Explorer L Sffjfx;
fie Ed* View Favorites Took Help

• O *j J*] .'i / *** C : «

; •' *■ e' E:lcod«\UX|sCPC.XJ^

^ • , © 36 0 H 3& ii

(p To help protect yoi* seaxty, Internet Explorer has restricted this fie from showing actr/e content that could access your computer. CSckhere for options...
■<projecrproperry i s-BxrroTaer-- riamgfc"kxten5ion wonuie t-omer vaiue^exr rtjoinp^-i-oiaerwnere Tne iufc win nna its new
modules* />

</projectproperties>
<!eafpackages />

- <objects>
- cobject !d="Start" type="ingenias.editor.entities.Goal">

<rnapprcperties />
</object>

- <object id=*m_l* type='ingenias.editor.entities.Goal">
<messagebody>getInput('X')</messagebody>
<sender>a(inputdevice,ll)</sender>
<receiver>a(sales,sl)</receiver>
<mapproperties />

</object>
- cobject id="m_2" type="ingenias.editor.entities.Goal":-

<messagebody>saleOrder('X')</messagebody>
<precondition>validInput(,X')</precondition>
<sender>a(sales/sl)</sender>
<receiver>a(printer,pl)c/r8ceiver>
<mapproperties />

</object>
- <object id="m_3" type="ingenias.editor.entities.Goal">

cmessagebody>printed(saleOrder(,X,))c/messagebody>
<sender>a(prlnterf p l)</sender>
<receiver>a(sales,sl)</receiver>
cmapproperties />

</object>
- cobject id="Invoke" typp="ingenias.editor.entities.GoalA

cmapprcperties />
</object>

- cobject id="m_4" type='ingenias.editor.entities.Goal">
<inessagebody>askForHelp(,H,)c/messagebcdy>
cprecondition>err('E')c/precondition>
<sender>a(prlnter,pl)c/serider>

•.) Done 'j| My Computer

Figure 3.12: XML representation of a SPPC Model

3.10.2 Verifier

Verifier is responsible for matching the two sets of linear temporal logic clauses de¬
rived. It takes a business process model and a SPPC model as its inputs, translates
them into linear temporal representations respectively and then tries to match them.
The matching process is carried by automated theorem proving. We use SISCtus Pro¬

log (http://www.sics.se/isl/sicstuswww/site/index.html) for the implementation of the
verifier. All the linear temporal logic clauses derived from a business process model
and a SPCC model can be directly mapped to the facts in prolog. The verifier interacts
with the SPPC modeller using SISCtus Jasper. Figure 3.13 shows the verification of
the SPPC model that we used in case study section.
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* Project:E:\code\IDK\sppc.xml
File EdK Project Tools

LCCOenerator

Perform Verficall on

Propertis vi

C3 Messages
9 C3 Message ID: m_6

Q Message Body: failed(saleOr®
Q Message Sender: a(prlnter,pjg
Q Message Receiver a(sales,s|jf

9 C3 Message ID: m_5

Q Message Body: reponsefH) S
Q Message Sender: a(admin,a||
Q Message Receiver: a(printer,i^

9 C3 Message ID: m_4
Q Message Body: askForHelpC ;V.
Q Precondition: errfE) |
Q Message Sender: a(printer,p;J
Q Message Receiver: a(admin,|

9 C3 Message ID: m_3
Q Message Body. printed(saled>
Q Message Sender: a(printer.p|
Q Message Receiver: a(sales.s|

C3 Message ID: m_2

« Bij]
® 8PPC j

(SPPC ]
System Suggestions

Perform Verification...
Verification is done.

The SPPC model Is functional conformed to the orglnal business process model.

Figure 3.13: Verification of a SPPC model

3.10.3 LCC protocol generator

The LCC protocol generator is used to generate LCC protocols from given SPPC mod¬
els. After a SPPC model is verified by the verifier, it can be translated automatically to
a LCC protocol. The snapshot of LCC generator is shown in Figure 3.14.

3.11 Discussion

With our framework, the temporal relationships of all the functional properties defined
in a business process model can be checked when those properties are used in the
property checking model. Therefore, the system modeller no longer needs to worry

about what process the functional properties are associated with, but instead, he/she
only needs to care about the temporal relations between the properties being used in
his/her protocols. Although in the final protocol it is still hard to get an overall view of
the business transactions defined in the given process model, the protocol does perform
the task that the process model intends to do. Thus high level business process models
can be bridged down to IP and can lead to many totally different IP by different system
modellers according their preferences.
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. PrsjuitiCiVitiUVDKbppa.isnl
File Edt Project Tools

Tiujucl »ltw

□ Project

^ 8PPC

9 i £ 0 H <\ \ ^

® sppc |

* LCC Generator

Propertis view—
r~1 Messages
? □ Message ID: m_

Q Message Boi
Q Message S
Q Message Re

? □ Message ID: m_
Q Message B
Q Message Sei
Q Message Re

$ □ Message ID: m_
Q Message Boi
Q Precondition:
Q Message Sei
0 Message Re

9 C3 Message ID: m_
Q Message Body. prlnted(salec|
Q Message Sender. a(printer,pi*
Q Message Receiver a(sales,d|

©-□Message lD:m_2

LCC Generator

Import Source SPPC Model

Import a BPEL4WS model

Read a LCC File

8ave LCC Protocol

Exit

Figure 3.14: LCC protocol generator

With our framework, the process model is used as requirement and all the prop¬

erties defined in it will be verified computationally. It helps the system modeller to
generate the right design at the end of the IP modelling process. Thus, in the late test¬

ing phase, we only need to concentrate on system level errors without considering any

problems from the requirement level, which largely reduces the amount of properties
that need to be checked and thus promotes the efficiency of IPs construction.

In an evolutional environment (where requirements change), our framework has
an advantage over other software engineering approaches. Any change to the require-
ments(process models) will be immediately reflected in the temporal logical represen¬
tation so that inconsistencies between the new process model and old property check¬
ing model can be discovered and fixed by a system modeller according to the system's
suggestions.

3.12 Summary

In this section, We propose a framework for modeling multi-agent system protocols
starting from a high level process model. With our framework, a process model can
be used as a base for protocol properties' verification. A simple language SPPC is de¬
fined for property checking purposes and any protocol model defined by SPPC can be
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translated into an existing protocol language(in this case LCC). Using our framework,
much effort can be saved in the process of MAS protocol modeling since requirements
level errors can be discovered using automatic verification, which is different with the

typical protocol modeling engineering method. Furthermore, using our approach, any
revision to an existing protocol can also be checked in real time to make sure all the
business logic level changes are correct and compatible with the former specification.



Chapter 4

Using Executable Formal BPMs For
MAS Development Via Language

Mapping

Chapter 3 discussed how to bridge from high level business process models to multi-
agent interaction protocols so that existing formal business process models can be
adopted in the development of multi-agent system. As well as high level business pro¬

cess models, executable business process models have been well developed and used
in conventional workflow management systems. Based on the three layer conceptual
framework introduced, executable business process models and multi-agent interaction
protocols are at the same conceptual level (implementation level) as shown in Figure
4.1:

Figure 4.1: From executable formal BPMs to IPs

69
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Since executable BPMs are at the same conceptual level as MAS IPs, they con¬
tain enough information on both business level requirements and system level require¬
ments to make automatic generation of MAS IPs possible. In this chapter, we will
discuss how to connect executable business process models and MAS IPs via language
mapping technique in detail by performing it between two concrete specification de¬
scription languages (BPEL4WS and LCC)[LGCB05b]. In section 4.1, the necessary

background knowledge of BPEL4WS is given. Section 4.2 gives the detailed syntax
translation from BPEL4WS to SPPC using language mapping techniques, in which the
main concepts that are involved in almost all conventional business process modelling
languages are considered. A simple case study is given in section 4.3 to help in under¬
standing of the approach proposed in this chapter. The problems that we encountered

during the language mapping are discussed in section 4.4.

4.1 Background Knowledge Of BPEL4WS

The Business Process Execution Language forWeb Services (abbreviated to BPEL4WS)
is a notation for specifying business process behaviour based on Web Services. Pro¬
cesses in BPEL4WS export and import functionality by using Web Service interfaces
exclusively. Business processes can be described in two ways. Executable business
processes model actual behaviour of a participant in a business interaction. Business
protocols, in contrast, use process descriptions that specify the mutually visible mes¬

sage exchange behaviour of each of the parties involved in the protocol, without reveal¬
ing their internal behaviour. The process descriptions for business protocols are called
abstract processes. BPEL4WS is meant to be used to model the behaviour of both ex¬

ecutable and abstract processes. It provides a language for the formal specification of
business processes and business interaction protocols. By doing so, it extends the Web
Services interaction model and enables it to support business transactions. BPEL4WS
defines an inter-operable integration model that should facilitate the expansion of au¬
tomated process integration in both the intra-corporate and the business-to-business
spaces. BPEL4WS fits into the core Web service architecture since it is built on top
of XML[XML06a], XML Schema[XML06b], WSDL[WSD01], and UDDI[UDD02],
Some of the key BPEL4WS syntax is given and explained below:

• < partners >: contains a list of participants (web services) involved as part of
the BPEL4WS workflow
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• < variables >: contains the variables that are used in the workflow

• < invoke >: invoke a particular service as requested

• < receive >: receive a service invocation message

• < reply >: reply a message to service requestor

• < assign >: assigns a value that might be from a received message to a variable

• < sequence >: executes the activities nested within it in a sequential order

• < flow >: executes the activities nested within it concurrently

• < switch >: executes the activities nested within one of the branches defined in

it, when the condition for that branch holds during the execution

• < while >: implements a loop when the conditions defined for the loop hold

Currently, BPEL4WS is well accepted by industry and has become a de facto stan¬
dard for deploying web services based distributed workflow system and that is why it is
chosen for our work as we try to get our research as close as possible to real life applica¬
tions. Some new softwares that are built based on BPEL4WS have been released, such

as BPEL4WS Java Runtime (BPWS4J) (http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/bpws4j)
platform.

We use a simple example1 to show how a BPEL4WS execution model is con¬

structed. In this example (see Figure 4.2), a customer sends a request for a loan; the
request gets processed, and the customer finds out whether the loan was approved. Ini¬
tially, the middle step will involve sending the application to a Web services enabled
financial institution and telling the customer what it decided. From the customer's

point of view, the process will consume his application and then send him an answer.

The diagram below shows this external view of the loan request process.
BPEL4WS compositions rely heavily on WSDL (http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl) de¬

scriptions of the involved services in order to refer to the messages being exchanged,
the operations being invoked, and the portTypes these operations belong to. For any
BPEL4WS process, we will need the description of the appropriate information and
the process itself. After all the requirements are now available for creating the pro¬

cess. we begin the definition with the < process > element, and include the names¬

paces that will allow it to refer to the required WSDL information, where the message

'This example is taken from http://www-128.ibm.com/developerworks/library/ws-bpelcoll/
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Figure 4.2: Executable loan approval process.

definitions are defined (http://..../loandefinitions), the target namespace of the loan ap¬

prover (http://.../loanapprover), and the target namespace of the process's own WSDL

(http://.../loan-approval). The process is now able to use the loan approver service as

a component. The next step is to declare the parties involved. Named partners are de¬
fined, each characterised by a WSDL serviceLinkType. For this example, the partners
are the customer and the financial institution. The myRole/partnerRole attribute on a

partner specifies how the partner and the process will interact given the serviceLink¬

Type. The myRole attribute refers to the role in the serviceLinkType that the process

will play, whereas the partnerRole specifies the role that the partner will play. This is
illustrated in the partner definitions below. The loan approval process offers the func¬

tionality of the loanApprovalPT to the customer, and the financial institution in turn of¬
fers that functionality to the process. This relationship can be seen in Figure 4.2 above.
A process may contain only one activity, which in this case will be the < sequence > .

< processname = "loanApprovalProcess"
targetNamespace = "http : //acme.com/simpleloanprocessing"
xmlns = "http : //schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/07/business — process/"
xmlns : Ins = "http : //loans .org/wsdl/loan — approval"
xmlns : loandef = "http : //tempuri.org/services/loandefinitions"
xmlns : apns = "http : //tempuri.org/services/loanapprover" >

< partners >

< partnername = "customer"

serviceLinkType = "Ins : loanApproveLinkType"
myRole = "approver"/ >

< /partners >

The sequence contains a receive activity that can take the customer's message. The
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definition of a receive activity must include the partner that will send it its message,

and the port type and operation of the process to which the partner is targeting this mes¬

sage. Based on this information, once the process gets a message, it searches for an
active receive activity that has a matching partner-portType-operation triplet and hands
it the message. In order to avoid confusion, the specification states that there may not

be multiple received activities with the same partner-portType-operation triplet that are
active at the same time. We start the sequence activity, and add the receive to it. The
next step is to ask the Web services-enabled financial institution whether or not it will

accept the loan. This is done with a regular Web services invocation, defined in the

process by an Invoke activity. When this activity runs it will make the specified in¬
vocation to the Web service using the message in its input container, put the answer

it gets into its output container, and end. Note that the call will be made on the "ap¬
prover" partner to perform the approve operation. In order for the process to respond
to the customer's request, it uses a Reply activity. Once a reply activity is reached, the
partner-portType-operation triplet it contains is used to figure out whom to send the re¬

ply to. Therefore, in order to reply to the message that arrived through the < receive >

activity, we would need a Reply activity with the same triplet. In this case, we want to
tell the customer what the financial institution decided, so the message to be sent will
be found in the output container of the invoke: approvallnfo.

< sequence >

< receivename = "receivel"partner = "customer"portType = "apns : loanApprovalPT"
operation = "approve" container = "request" createlnstance = "yes"/ >

< invokename = "invokeapprover"partner = "approver"

portType = "apns : loanApprovalPT"operation = "approve"

inputContainer = "request"outputContainer = "approvallnfo"/ >
< reply name — "reply"partner = "customer"portType = "apns : loanApprovalPT"

operation = "approve" container = "approvallnfo"/ >
< /sequence >

< /process >
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4.2 From BPEL4WS Based Conventional Workflow Sys¬
tem to LCC Based Multi-agent Platform

4.2.1 Problem Analysis

If we consider the interaction described in a BPEL4WS process model from the multi-
agent point of view, it involves two sorts of agents: service providing agents (substi¬
tutes/proxies of web services) that is in the role of < myRole > or < partnerRole >
and a coordinating agent (substitute for a workflow server) that is defined implicitly in
BPEL4WS.

Although a conventional BPEL4WS process model based system can be under¬
stood as a multi-agent system, the responsibility given to the coordinating agent (work¬
flow server) as addressed in the previous section is too heavy and, correspondingly, is
too light on the service providing agent on the contrary. This is understandable because
BPEL4WS was initially designed for the coordination of web services which only
have very limited computing capabilities. However, with agents that have stronger

computing capabilities, the burden on the coordinating agent can be shared, which

gives us the possibility of eliminating the coordinating agent. If we can dispatch the
tasks that are performed by the workflow server (coordinating agent) based on con¬

ventional client-server architecture to service providing agent, the process models that
are used in conventional workflow system then can be used in multi-agent based sys¬

tem. Thus, to enable the MAS based distributed workflow system, the first step is to

decide what sorts of tasks are performed by the workflow server and how they can be
dispatched to agents. Figure 4.3 shows the minimum components that are required
by a BPEL4WS based conventional workflow server and those components should
have correspondences in new system. As introduced earlier, the main concern of LCC

Tin? Components inside a Typical Conventional Workflow Server

BPEL4WS ProcessModel

Read the model

Update die States -Jj|j-
Workflow Engine Program

States of CurrentRunning
BPEL!WSProcess Model

Update the Data

Figure 4.3: The components of a typical conventional workflow server
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protocol based MAS is the production of protocol rather than the design of agents (ac¬
tually, in a LCC based MAS, the agents are usually dummy agents). If we can find an

approach that keeps those components in the LCC protocol, BPEL4WS model based
workflow systems can then be deployed on a functionally equivalent MAS platform.
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 4.4:

Figure 4.4: Connecting workflow systems and multi-agent systems via language map¬

ping

Figure 4.5 shows the correspondences between conventional workflow server com¬

ponents and the LCC framework, from which we can see that all the components of

The C'oinponents inside a Typical ConventionalWorkflow Server

BPEL4WS Process Model

Rend themodel

Workflow Engine Program

Update the Data Update the States

States of Current Running
BPEL4WS ProcessModel

LCC Protocol

Common Knowledge States ofLCC Protocol

Figure 4.5: Correspondence between LCC protocol and conventional workflow server's

components

a conventional workflow server are retained in a LCC based multi-agent system. The
correspondence of "workflow engine program" is the program that each agent uses
for processing the received LCC protocols. The states of running business process in¬
stances is corresponding to the states of LCC protocol instances. BPEL4WS model
and the data used for the running workflow instance can be replaced by LCC protocol
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framework and common knowledge. From the above analysis, we can see that it is
possible to use a LCC based MAS for distributed workflow deployment.. We will then
discuss how to connect the two systems that are based on different architecture.

4.2.2 Why choose language mapping?

The most widely used technique for connecting two different specification based sys¬

tems is through syntax based language mapping. After the two languages, which are

used for describing the specifications in different system, are mapped, specifications
that are written in one language can be translated into another automatically and can

thus be used in another system.
A BPEL4WS process model defines four main concepts which are:

• Partners: define the roles that participate the interaction. It should be noticed,

partner notation in BPEL4WS defines the partner from the point of view of a
centralised workflow server. All the participants that can interact with a work¬
flow server are defined as partners (< partnerRole >) of it and workflow server

is able to change its role (< myRole >) in order to interact with different partic¬
ipants.

• Message passing activity: defines the message passing that takes place between
two participants. Such activities are: < receive >, < invoke > and < reply >.

• Computing activity: carries the real workflow computation. Such activities are:
< assign >, < terminate > etc.

• Structure activity: controls the execution order of message passing activities and
computing activities. Such activities are: < sequence >, < switch >, < while >
etc.

Except for Partners, execution of all these sorts of activities are all undertaken by
the workflow server. When executing a message passing activity, what the workflow
server does is simply to pass and to forward the messages from/to participants (Pi and
P2). Actually, if P\ and P2 know the information about each other and know the in¬
tended order of messages being passed, the workflow server is not required at all for the
message forwarding purpose since as agents, they could communicate directly. Struc¬
ture activities define only the execution order of basic activities and if the IP protocol
language (such as LCC) has the syntax to describing such information, the workflow
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server can also be removed since the control of time order is built in the protocol. When
the protocol is passed between agents, such information is also transferred. However,

problems arise for computing activities. In a BPEL4WS specification based workflow
system, the computing activities must be executed by the workflow server and such
activities cannot easily be dispatched to distributed agents. The following BPEL4WS
partial model shows the problem. For simplicity, it is expressed using plain text:

sequence

{
a = b,

Pi sendM\ toP2,
c = d

}

Three roles are defined in the above chunk (Pi, P2 are defined explicitly and the work¬
flow server is defined implicitly). If we want to eliminate the role of the workflow
server in the desired MAS, the assign clauses, a = b and c = d have to be executed
by P\IPi wholly or separately. To decide deterministically which agent should execute
what computing activity is impossible without more information. Therefore, in order
to translate a BPEL4WS specification to a LCC protocol, the BPEL4WS model must
be specified in a more stylised way, say, the computing activities must be defined be¬
fore at least one message passing activity so that the sender of the message passing

activity can perform the computing activities before sending a message out.

Based on the above analysis, we can see that all the tasks performed in a BPEL4WS
based conventional workflow system can be completely or partially realised by a MAS
also if the BPEL4WS specification is represented by the MAS interaction protocol
especially in LCC. In the following sections, we will discuss in detail how to perform
the language mapping from BPEL4WS to LCC.

4.2.3 Performing language mapping from BPEL4WS to SPPC

We observe that syntactically, a BPEL4WS model is close to a SPPC model but is rel¬

atively far away from LCC protocol. We have designed algorithms in chapter 3 to gen¬

erate LCC protocols from SPPC models. Therefore, if we can translate a BPEL4WS
model into a SPPC model first, it can be then translated into LCC protocol directly
using our existing algorithms. We will discuss in this section how to translate the
notations, as classified above, from BPEL4WS to SPPC.
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4.2.3.1 Translation from partners defined in BPEL4WS to SPPC roles

All the participants defined in < partnerLinks > in a BPEL4WS model can be directly
mapped to the agents (sender and receiver) no matter whether they are < myRole >
or < partnerRole >. For example, for the loan approval scenario that we used, the
definition of all participants involved in a process is:

< partners >

< partnername = "customer'''

serviceLinkType = "Ins : loanApproveLinkType"
myRole = "approver"/ >

< /partners >

From the above definition, we know there are two roles participating in the interac¬
tion and in the derived SPPC protocol. We will have two agents (a(customer,ID),
a(approver,ID\)) directly related to them.

4.2.3.2 Translation from message passing activities defined in BPEL4WS to SPPC

message

BPEL4WS message passing activities as classified are < receive >, < invoke > and
< reply >. The translating principles for them are different.

• The activity < receive > in BPEL4WS means that a web service operation will
not be invoked until certain requests (inputVariable of web service operations)
arrive. The complete definition for it from BPEL4WS is:

< receivepartnerLink = "ncname" portType = "qname" operation = "ncname"
variable = "ncname"1createlnstance = "yes\no"1

< Ireceive >

From multi-agent point of view, the semantic of this activity is quite simple: a

message sender (partnerRole) sends a message to a service provider (myRole).
Thus this activity leads to a basic SPPC message that is:

I mid,pre(\\),mb(portType \ operation : inputVariable), \
mb post([update{inputVariable),store(portType : operation : inputvariable,ID)])

^ sender{a(partnerRole, ID\ )), receiver{a{myRole), ID) J
One point that needs to be mentioned here is that in a conventional BPEL4WS
based workflow system, the variable values are stored in the centralised work¬
flow server and can be used and updated at any time needed. However, in a LCC
based multi-agent system, there is no centralised data store, thus, the values of
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all the variables have to be passed together with the LCC protocol (defined in
LCC common knowledge) and messages between the agents.

The post-condition update (inputVariable) defined in the above SPPC message

is used to record/update the value of the variable involved in the incoming mes¬

sage in LCC common knowledge. It is used as a constraint for all the incom¬
ing messages for receivers. We will not specify it in every SPPC message

for simplicity. The post-condition store(partnerRole : protType : operation :

inputVariable,ID) is used to record the the ID of the message sender so that
later on, the proper response will be sent back to the right agent. This constraint
is used to represent the relation between < receive > and < reply > activities in
BPEL4WS.

• The < reply > construct allows the business process to send a message in reply
to a message that was received through a < receive >. The combination of a
< receive > and a < reply > forms a request-response operation on the WSDL

portType for the process.

< replypartnerLink = "ncname" portType = "qname" operation — "ncname"
variable = "ncname"! faultName = "qname"!

< /reply >

The SPPC message for < reply > derived is
^
mid, pre([fetch(partnerRole : portType : operation : variable,ID\)]), ^

mb mb(portType : operation : variable),post([]),
y sender(a(myRole, ID)),receiver(a(partnerRole),ID\) j

The constraint fetch{partnerRole : portType : operation : variable, ID\ ) is used
to find the proper ID of the agent that sent request, which, together with con¬

straint /etch(partnerRole : protType : operation : inputVariable,ID), are used
to keep the semantic of combination of < receive > and < reply > activities
defined in BPEL4WS.

• The < invoke > construct allows the business process to invoke a one-way or

request-response operation on a portType offered by a partner.

< invokepartnerLink = "ncname"portType = "qname"operation = "ncname"

inputVariable — "ncname"! outputVariable = "ncname"!
< / invoke >

The corresponding SPPC might be one message or two messages connected by
"then", which depends on wether or not the outputVariable is defined. If it isn't
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defined, the corresponding SPPC message is:

mb ( "l^ '■ Pre([fetch-variable(inputVariable)}),mbiportType '■ operation : inputVariable),
y post([]),sender(a(myRole, ID)), receiver(a(partnerRoie),ID\)

If the outputVariable is defined, the SPPC messages are:

mb ^
then

mb

mid, pre([fetchjvariable(inputVariable)]),mb(portType : operation : inputVariable), \
post( []), sender{a{myRole, ID)), receiver(a(partnerRole) ,ID\) J

( mid,pre([fetch-variable{outputVariable)]), ^
mb(portType : operation : inputVariable : outputVariable),

y post{\update(outputVariahle)]),sender(a(partnerRole,ID)),receiver(a(myRole),ID\) J
From the above analysis, we can see that all the message passing activities (< receive >,
< invoke >,< reply >) in BPEL4WS can be translated into SPPC messages.

4.2.3.3 Translation from computing activities defined in BPEL4WS to SPPC con¬

straints

The computing activities defined in BPEL4WS are < assign >, < wait > etc. Since
the translating principle for all of them are the same, we only discuss the translation of
< assign > in detail. The activity < assign > in BPEL4WS specification defines in¬
ternal variables assignation in the BPEL4WS workflow engine and it gives BPEL4WS

computational ability.
< assign >
< copy > +

from — spec

to — spec

< Icopy >
< /assign >

In SPPC, constraints (post-conditions and pre-conditions) are the places where the con¬

crete computation takes place. Therefore, the computation carried by the centralised
server, as addressed earlier, should be dispatched to the agents in the multi-agent sys¬
tem as constraints. Eventually, which agent execute what constraints doesn't matter too
much. The only issue is how the execution order between the computing activities and
the other activities is kept in the generated SPPC model, which requires consideration
of the translation of structure activities also.
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4.2.3.4 Translation from structure activities defined in BPEL4WS to SPPC model

BPEL4WS structure activities control the execution orders between the activities (mes¬

sage passing activities, computing activities and structure activities) that are nested
within them explicitly from the point of view of activities. SPPC, however, uses oper¬

ators to control the temporal orders between message clauses and the temporal order
between computing clauses and message clauses is represented by the relation between

messages and their constraints. Therefore, a BPEL4WS structure activity might be rep¬

resented by two SPPC notations together: 1 >SPPC operators and 2 Combinations
of constraints and messages. The principles of when the content of a structure activity
should be translated into SPPC using operators and when they should be represented
by the combinations of messages and pre-conditions/post-conditions in SPPC, are dif¬
ferent for different BPEL4WS structure activities.

• The < sequence > activity allows us to define a collection of activities to be
performed sequentially in lexical order in BPEL4WS.

< sequence standard — attributes >
standard — elements

activity+
< /sequence >

If we only consider message passing activities and structure activities, it is quite
simple to derive a SPPC model from it since BPEL4WS and SPPC have simi¬
lar notation for sequence. However, it becomes much more complex when the

computing activities are considered since we have to decide how the computing
activities should be used as pre-conditions/post-conditions of SPPC messages

during the translation with the initial time order defined in < sequence > kept.

Using the SPPC "then" operator, the relation between message passing activities
and structure activities can be kept without changing anything. To represent rela¬
tions between message passing activity/structure activity and computing activity
in a < sequence >, certain re-write rules have to be applied:
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(A\thenAf) =S> (£i —► C)
A \ isamessagepassingactivity

{rulei)

(AithenAf) =4- (Ci A Cj) (rulef)

(.A\thenA2) => (Ci ->£2) (rule3)
A2isa structureactivity _

A2 > £2

(A\thenAi) =s> ((£1 thenEf)orE2) (,rule4)

(Ci -» (£1 orIpar.. ,or/parEn)) =4- (£,- or/par., .or/par£/+„) if (Ci -► £1 )=$•£,•,..., (Ci -»£„)=> £,+„ (rules)
((Eior/par...or/parEn)->Ci)=>(Ejor/par...or/parEi+n) if (E\ -» Ci)=>£/,...,(£„-> Ci) => £;+„ (rules)

C\ —»Ai andAi —» Cj in the above rules means Ci is used as the precondition/post¬
condition ofAi. and ra/^2 means that a computing activity that is defined
before/after a message passing activity in a < squence > can be used as the

pre-condition/post-condition of the SPPC message that is derived from the mes¬

sage passing activity. E represents the possible SPPC clauses that are derived
from non-computing BPEL4WS activities. The re-write rules for dealing with
the computing activity defined before/after a structure activity are expressed in
rule-x,. Rulea is used to deal with a special case where a < while > activity is in¬
volved in a < sequence >. The time relation between < while > and the activity
defined after it in < sequence > is not a sequential order but is an exclusive "or"
order. The condition specified for the < while > activity actually controls the
execution of it. If the condition holds, the < while > activity is executed repeat¬

edly and only when the condition fails can the activity specified after < while >
get executed. Rule5 and rule6 are used to assign the pre-condition/post-condition
to the SPPC messages which are connected by "or'V'par".

The algorithm for translating a < sequence > into SPPC clauses is shown in
Figure 4.6.

Using the algorithm, it should be noticed that a computing activity can never be
used as the last element of a < sequence > activity as discussed earlier. Other¬
wise, the translation is not possible. Therefore, not all the existing BPEL4WS
models can be directly translated into SPPC models using this language mapping
approach.

• The <switch> construct allows you to select exactly one branch of activity from
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proceduretranslatesequence(Sequence, CLSPPC)
input:Sequence, theBPELAWS < sequence > activity

CL, a list that storesall un — assigned conditions

output:SPPC, SPPCclauses derived fromgiven < sequence > activity
initiate a, pointer (Pi), and let it point tothe first element ofSequenceandCL
while (Pi isnot pointing to the last element ofSequence)

fetchtheactivity(A) that P\ is pointing to in Sequence
if (A is a computingactivity)

translateA into conditionsand put it at the endofCL
makeP\ point to next activity

else if (A is amessage passing act ivity)
fetchall the cond it ion inCL use them as pre — conditionsof theSPPCmessage(S)
derived fromA

emptyCLandmakePi point to next elment ofCL
SPPC = SPPCthenS

else if (A isastructureactivity)
translatestructurejactivity{A,CL, SPPC\)
SPPC = SPPCthenSPPCi

Figure 4.6: Algorithm for deriving a SPPC model from a BPEL4WS < sequence >

activity

a set of choices.

< switch standard — attributes >

standard — elements

< case condition — "bool — expr" > +

activity
< lease >
< otherwise >?

activity
< /otherwise >

< /switch >
In < switch >structure, each < case > can possibly has four kinds of direct child
elements: basic activities (message passing activities and computing activities),
< sequence > structure, < switch > structure, < flow > structure and < while >
structure. The execution of each branch is controlled by condition(Co) defined
for each < case >. A < switch > activity can be represented using SPPC "or"
notation in the following format,

(Co i —> Ai)or(Co2 —»A2)or...

where C,- means the conditions defined for < case > in < switch > and A,- rep-
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resents the activities that are defined as the content for each < case > which

could be basic activities or structure activities. The translation of the content of

each < case > is depended on the types of them. The condition defined for each
< case > can be translated using the following re-write rule together with the
rules defined for < sequence >:

(Co\ —> Ai) =» (Coi —> E) if Aj=>£ [rulef)

The algorithm for translating a BPEL4WS < switch > activity to a SPPC model
is given in Figure 4.7.

proceduretranslate^switch(Switch, CL, SPPC)
input '.Switch, theBPEL4WS < switch > activity

CL, alist that storesall un — assigned conditions

output'.SPPC, SPPC clausesderivedfromgiven < switch > activity
for (eachbranch(B) ofswitch)

extract the conditions defined for each branch and put inCL
extract the contents{C) ofB
translatestructurejactivity{C,CL, SPPC\)
SPPC = SPPCorSPPCx

Figure 4.7: Algorithm for deriving a SPPC model from a BPEL4WS < switch > activity

Figure 4.8: Diagrammatical representation of a < case > in < switch >

Figure 4.8 shows the diagrammatical representation of a < case > defined in
a < switch > activity. After applying our algorithm, the diagrammatical rep¬
resentation of the generated SPPC model is shown in Figure 4.9 in which pre¬

conditions are translated from the conditions and message A, B and C are trans¬

lated from the activity A, B and C defined in < case > in Figure 4.8.

©
<case>
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Pre-condition A

Figure 4.9: Processed diagrammatical representation of the < case >

• The < flow > construct allows us to specify one or more activities to be per¬

formed concurrently. Links can be used within concurrent activities to define
arbitrary control structures.

< flow standard — attributes >
< links >?

< linkname = "ncname" > +

< /links >
activity-1-

< /flow >

A < flow > activity creates a set of concurrent activities directly nested within
it. It further enables expression of synchronisation dependencies between activ¬
ities that are nested directly or indirectly within it. The link construct is used
to express these synchronisation dependencies. A link has a name and all the
links of a flow activity must be defined separately within the flow activity. The
standard source and target elements of an activity are used to link two activities.
The source of the link specifies a source element specifying the link's name and
the target of the link specifies a target element specifying the link's name. The
following example shows that links can cross the boundaries of structured activ¬
ities. There is a link named "CtoD" that starts at activity C in sequence Y and
ends at activity D, which is directly nested in the enclosing flow. This synchro¬
nisation link confines the execution order of activity C and activity D. Under its
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control, activity D must be executed after the execution of activity C.

< flow >

< links >

< linkname = "CtoD"/ >
< /links >
< sequencename = 'Y" >

< receivename = "C"... >

< sourcelinkName — "CtoD"/ >
< /receive >
< invokename = >

< /sequence >
< invokepartnerLink = "D"... >

< target linkName = "CtoD"/ >
< / invoke >

< /flow >

In a conventional client-server based workflow system, the execution of con¬
current activity and control of the synchronisation link are possible because the
workflow server can control the state of all the branches in a concurrent activity.
However, in a multi-agent based open environment, the centralised coordinator
is eliminated. Thus the only way for agents to coordinate with each other is

again, through message passing, which means all the synchronisation links have
to be controlled by message passing between agents as well.

Figure 4.10 shows the algorithm that we use to turn all the synchronisation links
defined in a < flow > activity into SPPC messages. Using this algorithm, a

< flow > activity can be represented by a SPPC model. It should be noticed
that when a SPPC model is translated into a LCC protocol, the SPPC messages

generated for synchronisation links are only partially translated. The message

that is derived for the "source" of a synchronisation link in SPPC is only used
for the message sender's LCC protocol generation. In contrast, the message that
is derived for the "target" of a synchronisation link in SPPC is only used for the
message receiver's LCC protocol generation. Thus the algorithm for generating
LCC protocols from SPPC models have to be revised to be used for dealing with
SPPC models derived from BPEL4WS specifications.

• The < while > construct allows us to indicate that an activity is to be repeated
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procedure t ranslate-flow{F low,CL, SPPC)
mput:Flow,theBPElAWS < flow > activity

CL, alist that storesall un — assigned conditions
output:SPPC,theSPPCclausesderived fromgiven < flow> activity
initiateapublic list (L) //public list canbeaccessed byanyprocedure
extractall I inks defined in Flowandput them in L
for (All thelinks(L\) inL)

scanthewhole Flowand findout theactivity(A) that defines the < source > ofL\
scanthewholeFlowand findout theactivity[A\)thatdefinesthe < target > ofLi
repiaceA with "A thenA'/inwhichA 2 is a messagesended fromthe receiverofA to senderofA \

replaceA \ with"A^ thenA" inwhichA3 is amessage sendedfromthe receiverofAt0senderofA\
for [All thebranches{B) 0fFLow)

translatestructurejictivity(B,CL, SPPC1)
SPPC = SPPCparSPPC^

Figure 4.10: Algorithm for deriving a SPPC model from a BPEL4WS < flow > activity

until a certain success criteria has been met.

< while condition = "boot — expr"standard — attributes >
standard — elements

activity
< /while >

The notation that is used in SPPC for repeated execution of messages is the com¬

bination of invoke (mid) and the SPPC message (M\) that the invoke points to as

shown in Figure 4.11. Whether the loop is executed is controlled by the precon¬

dition defined for the M\. However, a BPEL4WS < while > activity represented

Figure 4.11: Diagrammatical representation of a SPPC loop

loop might start with a message passing activity, a computing activity or a struc¬
ture activity and the execution of the its content is controlled by the condition
associated with it as illustrated in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Diagrammatical representation of a < while > activity

Figure 4.13: Diagrammatical representation of a SPPC model that is equivalent to the
< while > activity in Figure 4.12

The SPPC model that is semantically equivalent to the < while > in Figure
4.12 is shown in Figure 4.13 in which the pre-conditions for message A,B and
C are derived from the condition define for < while > and message A,B and
C correspond to the activity A,B and C in Figure 4.12. In addition, at the
end of message A, B and C in the SPPC model, three invokes are added (in-
voke(A),invoke(B) and invoke(C)) to represent the repeated execution of the
three messages. The above example shows the basic idea of translating a <

while > into SPPC clauses, which involves two parts: the translation of condition
defined and the re-write of content of < while >. The principle of processing the
conditions defined for < while > structure activity is complete same with that
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of < switch >. The re-writing of < while > highly replies on the first and last
elements defined for it. Several re-write rules are thus defined for different sorts

of content

(Aj then...thenAi) =>
(£*1 then...thenEn)

(A\or/par...or/parAi) =£•

(£/+l or/par...or/parEj+n)

[Ei —>generateJnvoke(E\)) => [EithenEf)

generateJnvoke[E\) =4*

[generateJnvoke[Ef) or/par...or/pargenerateJnvoke(En))

generateJnvoke[E\) => invoke[Ei)

if A\ =$■ E\,...,Ai=> Ej [rules)
[Ei —»generateJnvoke[E\)) => En

if A\ => Ei,...,Ai=> Eit [rule9)
(£1 —»generateJnvoke[E\)) => £/+i,
(Ei —► generateJnvoke[Ei)) =>■ Ei+n

if generateJnvoke[E\) => £2 [rule10)

if the first element ofE\ (rule\\)
is (£2 or/par. ..or/parE„)

if the first element[Ef)ofE\ [rule 12)
isa single SPPCmessage

By applying the above re-write rules, a < while > activity can be represented

using SPPC notations. The algorithm for < while > activity translation is given
in Figure 4.14.

proceduretranslate-while(While, CL, SPPC)
input:While,theBPELAWS < while > activity

CL, a list that storesall un — assigned conditions
output:SPPC, SPPCclausesderived fromgiven < while > activity
extract the conditionsdefinedforWhile and put it at the endofCL
extract the contents(C) ofWhile
translatedstructurejactivity(C ,CL, SPPC\)
invoke-generator{SPPC\, Invoke)
loop-generator{SPPC\, Invoke, SPPCf)
SPPC=SPPC2

procedure invoke-generator(SPPC, Invoke)
inputrSPPC, SPPC clauses

outp\it:Invoke, an invokeorsetsof invokes connectedby"orIpar"
extract the first element(E)ofSPPC
if (E is aSPPCmessage)

Invoke = invoke(E)
else

for (eachbranch(B) ofE connectedby"orIpar")
invoke-generator{B, Invoke\)
Invoke = Invokeor/parInvoke\
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procedureloop-generator(SPPC\, Invoke, SPPCi)
inputrSPPCi, SPPC clauses

Invoke, a invokeorsets of invokes connected by "orIpar"
outputrSPPCi, SPPCclauses that represent loop
SPPC2 = SPPCi
extract the last element (E) ofSPPCi
if (E is aSPPCmessage)

replace itwith "E then Invoke"
else

for [each branch (B) ofE)
loop -generalor(SPPC2, Invoke, SPPCy)
SPPC2 = SPPC3

Figure 4.14: Algorithm for deriving a SPPC model from a BPEL4WS < while > activity

4.3 A Simple Case Study

In the previous sections, we discussed how the fundamental notations of a business

process model (basic activity and temporal order between basic activities(sequence, or,
parallel and loop)) can be translated into SPPC clauses using some of the BPEL4WS

syntaxes through language mapping. We use a simple example to show how a SPPC
can be derived from a BPEL4WS specification, which starts from an example work¬
flow encoded in BPEL4WS. The example workflow described below consumes two

parameters, a stock symbol and a country name. The result of the workflow is a quote
for the stock localised into the currency of the given country. It has been simplified by
removing attributes that do not help clarify the example.2

< process >

< partners >

< partnername — "requestor"/ >
< partnername = "stockProvider"/ >
< partnername — "currencyProvider"/ >
< partnername = "simpleProvider"/ >

< /partners >
< variables >

< variable name = "request"/ >
< variable name = "response"/ >
< variable name = "stockRequest"/ >
< variable name = "stockResponse" / >
< variable name = "currencyRequest" / >
< variable name = "currencyResponse"/ >

2The original scenario for this example is taken from [BV04],
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< variablename = "simpleRequest"/ >
< variablename = "simpleResponse"/ >

< /variables >
< sequence >

< receiveportType — "request"partner = "requestor" operation — "requestLookup" variable = "request" >
< /receive >
< assign >
< copy >< fromvariable = "request"/ >< tovariable = "stockRequest"/ >< /copy >
< copy >< fromvariable = "request"/ >< tovariable = "currencyRequest"/ >< /copy >

< /assign >
< flow >

< invoke, portType = "getStockQuote" partner = "stockProvider" operation = "getQuote"
inputVariable — "stockRequest" outputVariable = "stockResponse" >

< /invoke >
< invoke portType = "getExchangeRate" partner — "currencyProvider"operation = "getRate"

inputVariable = "currencyRequest" outputVariable = "currencyResponse" >
< /invoke >

< /flow >
< assign >
< copy >< fromvariable = "stockResponse"/ >< tovariable = "simpleRequest"/ >< /copy >

< /assign >
< invokeportType = "multiplyFloat" partner = "simpleProvider" operation = "multiply"

inputVariable = "simpleRequest" outputVariable = "simpleResponse" >
< / invoke >
< assign >
< copy >< fromvariable = "simpleResponse"/ >< tovariable = "response"/ >
< /copy >

< /assign >
< replyportType = "request" partner = "requestor"

operation = "requestLookup" variable = "response" >
< /reply >

< /sequence >
< /process >

Figure 4.15, provides a graphical view of the structure of the workflow. Internally,

Figure 4.15: Stock lookup process

the workflow definition coordinates the interaction of the five participants named: re¬

questor, stockProvider, currencyProvider, simpleProvider the role of workflow engine
itself (called mainServiceProvider for simplicity). The SPPC model derived from it is:
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msg(midupre(W),mb(request: requestLookup : request),sender(a(requestor,ID)),receiver(a(mainServiceProvider,lD\))
then

( /

msg

midi,pre([stockRequest = request, currencyRequest = request]), \ ^
mb(getStockQuote : gelQuote : stockRequest),

^ sender(a(mainServiceProvider,ID\)),receiver(a(stockProvider,ID2))

\
par

(

then

mid-j, pre([stockRequest = request,currencyRequest = request]),
msg j mb(getStockQuote : getQuote : stockRequest: stockReponse),

sender(a(stockProvider, ID2)),receiver(a(mainServiceProvider, ID\))

\

msg

then

/

midi, pre([stockRequest = request, currencyRequest = request]),
mb(getExchangeRate : getRate : currencyRequest)
sender(a(mainServiceProvider,ID\)),receiver(a(currencyProvider,IDp)

msg

\

mids, pre([stockRequest = request, currencyRequest = request]), \

mb{getExchangeRate : getRate : currencyRequest: currencyReponse)

^ sender{a(currencyProvider, IDp),receiver(a(mainServiceProvider, IDp) j /
then

(
msg

then

msg
\
then

msg

midf,,pre{[simpleRequest = stockResponse]),mb(multiplyFloat: multiply : simpleRequest), ^ ^
sender(a(mainServiceProvider, ID\, ID i)) ,receiver(a(simpleProvider, IDp)

mid-/,pre(\\),mb(multiplyFloat: multiply : simpleRequest: simpleResponse),
sender{a{simpleProvider, IDp), receiver{a{mainServiceProvider, ID],)

midg,pre([response = simpleResponse]),mb{request: requestLookup : response),
sender(a(mainServiceProvider,ID\)),receiver(a(requestor, ID))

This SPPC model can thus be translated into LCC protocol using the algorithm pro¬

posed in chapter 3.

\ \

\

a{mainServiceProvider,lD\):: request: requestLookup : request a(requestor,lD)
/ ( getStockQuote : getQuote : stockRequest =s> a{stockProvider,IDp

<— (stockRequest = request) and (currencyRequest = request)
then

\ getStockQuote : getQuote : stockRequest: stockResponse •<= a{stockProvider,lDi) ]
then par

( getExchagneRate : getRate : currencyRequest =i> a(currencyProvider,IDp
<— (stockRequest = request) and (currencyRequest = request)

then

\ \ getExchagneRate : getRate : currencyRequest: currencyResponse 4= a(currencyProvider,IDp ) )
^ multiplyFloat: multiply(simpleRequest) => a(simpleProvider,IDp <— (simpleRequest = stockResponse) ^

then then

^ multiplyFloat: multiply : simpleResponse <= a(simpleProvider, IDp
then

response => a(_, _) <— (response — simpleResponse)
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a(stockProvider,ID}) :: getStockQuote : gelQuote : stockRequest <= a(mainServiceProvider,ID\)
then

getStockQuote : getQuote : stockRequest: stockResponse => a(mainServiceProvider,ID)

a{currencyProvider,lD-i) :: getExchangeRate : getRate : currencyRequest 4= a(mainServiceProvider,ID\)
then

getExchangeRate : getRate : currencyRequest: currencyResponse =>■ a(mainServiceProvider, ID\)

aisimpleProvider.ID4) :: multiplyFloat: multiply : simpleRequest <= a(mainServiceProvider,ID{)
then

multiplyFloat: multiply : simpleRequest: simpleResponse => a{mainServiceProvider,ID\)

a(requestor,ID) :: request: requestLookup : request =S> a(mainServiceProvider,lD\)
then

request: requesetLoopkup : request: response <= a{mainServiceProvider, ID1)

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed how to develop protocol based multi-agent systems us¬

ing executable business process models. Language mapping is performed between a

business process modelling language (BPEL4WS) and an IP (LCC) to generate the
protocol used in a MAS from a business process model. Since the gap between them
is large, we use another modelling language (SPPC) as an intermediary. Thus a SPPC
model derived from a BPEL4WS specification can be translated into an LCC protocol
automatically using the existing algorithm.

During the language mapping process, we found that although most of the main

concepts from business process modelling language (BPEL4WS) and SPPC match,
some particular notations from the business process modelling language cannot be

seamlessly represented by a another modelling language which is based on different

paradigm. For example, the computing activities nested at the end of a < sequence >

activity in BPEL4WS can not be easily translated in to SPPC clauses as addressed
earlier and also, the translation for the synchronisation links defined in < flow > re¬

quires the revision of LCC protocol generation algorithm from SPPC. Such restrictions
mean only some BPEL4WS specifications (those conforming to the language mapping
rules) can be used for interaction protocol guided MAS development, which makes
the approach discussed in this chapter incomplete. In fact, such language mapping
based completeness is very hard to achieve (even for particular business process mod¬

elling languages) since different business process modelling languages and protocol

modelling languages may be based on different computing paradigms.



Chapter 5

A Novel Approach of Using Executable
Formal BPMs For MAS Development

In chapter 4, we discussed the automatic generation of a LCC protocol from a BPEL4WS

specification using syntax based language mapping technique and concluded that such
an approach can only provide a partial solution for the problem (using executable busi¬
ness process model for MAS development) because of the lack of an implicit role
workflow server in MAS and also the gap between the computing paradigms of the
two different languages is too great.

Therefore, in this chapter we propose another approach for our work[LGCB05a,
LGCB05c]: producing a LCC protocol, which acts as a BPEL4WS interpreter. The
BPEL4WS specification and the LCC protocol (BPEL4WS interpreter) are passed to¬

gether between the agents to enable their coordination. BPEL4WS specification de¬
fines the tasks that agents need to perform and the LCC protocol tells agents how to

interpret BPEL4WS specifications received. Based on this idea, a BPEL4WS specifi¬
cation that is defined in any fashion can be interpreted neatly by a LCC protocol when
they are passed together in the multi-agent system.

5.1 Agent Coordination Using LCC Protocol and

BPEL4WS Specification

From the purely technical point of view, a BPEL4WS model is nothing but a XML
document that is composed of certain syntaxes which can be understood by comput¬

ing software. The BEPL4WS workflow engine is software that is designed and im-

94
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plemented to understand the syntax used in a BPEL4WS specification and is used to

process them to perform tasks described. In a MAS, if each agent is given the knowl¬
edge of how to process the BPEL4WS document and if the states of a running process

instance are provided, the centralised workflow server is not needed any more at least
for executing the business process model. There are two ways to give an agent the
capability to perform a task:

1. embedding the business process model processing capability inside the agent
which means the agent knows how to do things when it is initially created. This is
the way that the conventional workflow is implemented and we are not interested
in this approach since making each agent additive to particular business process

modelling language loses generality.

2. assigning the capability to the agent dynamically, which means the agent can

only have the ability of performing certain tasks, for instance, processing BPEL4WS
models, when it is given such knowledge at run time. This approach, compared
with the first one, is more generic because MAS is simply used as a platform
to provide a pure distributed architecture and is separated from a particular ap¬
plication (workflow management) deployed on it. Therefore, for our work, we
concentrate on this approach.

The crucial issue that we need to consider for the second approach then is how we

can dynamically assign a capability to an agent. It is noticed that one of the design
principles of LCC is to specify and to tell agents what to do and how to do the tasks
specified. Therefore, if we can use an LCC protocol to tell agents in MAS how to pro¬

cess BPEL4WS, BPEL4WS specifications can be used directly in MAS. In this way,

the LCC protocol acts as a language interpreter, which understands all the BPEL4WS
syntaxes and their semantics, and this interpreter is given to each agent dynamically
during their interaction. In agents' interactions, BPEL4WS is used to tell agents what
are the currently requested tasks and the LCC protocol tells how to perform the tasks
specified by BPEL4WS. In addition, the states of the BPEL4WS model attached in a

LCC protocol are also recorded. Figure 5.1 shows the new correspondences between
the components of a conventional workflow server and a LCC protocol, from which
we can clearly see that all the components that compose a workflow server can be
assumed by a LCC protocol. In other words, with these correspondences, the LCC
protocol passed between agents gives agents the ability to act as a "conventional work¬
flow server" at the moment when they hold the received message packages.
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Common Knowledge States of LCC Protocol

Figure 5.1: The correspondence between the components of the conventional workflow
server and LCC

The infrastructure of the system based on the new idea is given in Figure 5.2. Based
on this infrastructure, the multi-agent interaction protocol, BPEL4WS specification
and interacting messages are packed and passed together between the agents. Once an

agent receives the package, it processes: the incoming message (initiating appropriate
behaviours), interaction protocol and BPEL4WS (resolving the next action it needs to
take), then it sends out a new package to the next agent to continue the coordination.
Besides the LCC protocol, BPEL4WS model and messages, the package that is passed
between agents in MAS also contains all the values of the variables that are used for
the attached BPEL4WS model, which means the storage of data is also decentralised.

Figure 5.2: The infrastructure of our generic MAS platform
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5.2 Interpreting BPEL4WS Specification Using LCC Pro¬
tocol

Normally, a LCC protocol framework is written based on the roles (a(Role,ID)) in¬
volved in the potential interaction. The Role defined reflects the semantics of real role
in the application domain (customer, seller etc.). When an agent receives a LCC proto¬

col, it checks for the LCC clauses defined for its role (Role) and extracts the next action
it needs to perform from the LCC definition. However, for a BPEL4WS specification
based MAS interaction, the way of writing LCC protocol is quite different. Each role
defined in the LCC protocol framework does not correspond to the application role

anymore but to a BPEL4WS syntax that is named its BPEL4WS syntax role. The ap¬

plication role of an agent is used as one of the arguments of the BPEL4WS syntax role
defined in the form a(BPELSyntax(Arguments),ID), where BPELSyntax corresponds
to the BPEL4WS syntax and Arguments represents five arguments that are used for
every BPELSyntax role:

• Model: is a part of BPEL4WS model and represents the tasks that need to be
processed.

• MLisF. stores all the unprocessed parts of a BPEL4WS model. MList is used to
mark the states of the BPEL4WS model being processed. The BPEL4WS speci¬
fication is organised in a tree structure with its branches formed by the structure
activities and nodes formed by the basic activities (message passing activities
and computing activities). The tree structure is processed using a depth first
search algorithm from left to right when it is passed between agents. Once a

BPEL4WS message passing activity (leaf of a tree) is reached while an agent

processes the BPEL4WS model (treated as a tree), the agent starts a new dia¬
logue based on the activity and all of the unprocessed BPEL4WS model stored
in MList has to be passed to the next agent.

• VList: is the place where all the concrete values of the variables that are used
in workflow enactment are stored. In the centralised environment, all the infor¬

mation about the variables are controlled by the central server, whereas in the
distributed environment, all such information has to be passed around.

• IDList: is used to connect a receive activity and its corresponding reply activity.
This parameter is designed to fit the BPEL4WS in particular to keep to semantic
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of the pair of < receive > and < reply > activities.

• Role: represents the participants (application roles) in the interaction defined by
< partnerLink > from BPEL4WS.

From the coordination point of view, each agent in our system is a generic agent.
When an agent receives a BPEL4WS model from the others, it doesn't know the type
of the BPEL4WS model; neither can it choose the right BPELSyntax role to process

the received model. Therefore, we must provide a mechanism to help agents recognise
the type of received BPEL4WS model that is requested to be processed. To serve this

purpose, two general roles a(receiver(Role),ID) and a(interpreter(Arguments),ID)
are defined in an LCC protocol besides BPELSyntax roles. Role a(receiver(Role),ID)
is taken by an agent whenever it receives a package from the others. When an agent is
in the role a(receiver(Role),ID) the incoming messages that it can recognise can only
be of two forms:

message(runJhis,Model,MList,VList,IDlist,Role) (form 1)
message(web service invocationmessage, Model, MList,VList, IDList, Role) (form2)

The only difference between these two forms is the first element defined. For form
one, the first element "runJhis" means the receiver of this message should process the
model that is defined by the second element (Model) of this message while for form
two, the first element of it contains all the information for a web service's invocation.

Agent should perform a web services invocation before starting to process the Model.
According to the different incoming messages, the agent may perform two type of
operations in role a(receiver(Role),ID):

• It provides a service to the requestor if the incoming message is a service request
message (contains information for web services' invocation) and may also pro¬

cess the received BPEL4WS model. The only case for this operation is that the
incoming message is from an agent that is in the role ofa(invoke(Arguments),ID)
Since according to the BPEL4WS definition, < invoke > activity is the one and
the only one that carries real web service computation and may generate re¬

sponse on the service provider side.

• It processes the received BPEL4WS model (Model) only.
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The LCC definition for a(receiver(Role), ID) is given as follows:

a{receiver(Role),lD) ::

message(M,Model,MList,VList ,IDList,Role) <= a(AnyRole.ID\)
then
' alfnterpreter(Model ,MList ,VList JDList,Role),1D) <— M =" runJhis" \

or

( message{M\,Model,MList,VList\,IDList,AnyRole) => a{AnyRole,lD\) \

or

V v
a{interpreter{Model, MList, VList\, IDList,Role),ID)

perform (M\,Mi)
andupdate-variable(Mi, VList, VList\) /

The above LCC clauses indicate that when an agent receives a package in the role of
receiver, it first processes the message (M) in the package. IfM is "runJhisthe agent
then changes its role to interpreter to process the attached BPEL4WS model. IfM is a

web service invocation message from the others, the agent first performs the required
service and then forwards the result of service invocation to the service requestor if
there is a returned result from the web services that was just invoked. Otherwise, the

agent changes its role to interpreter and starts processing the BPEL4WS model it
currently holds.

Several constraints are defined in the above clauses also.

• Perform(M\,M2): performs the real service invocation on the requested ser¬

vices according to the incoming message M\ by agent and returns the result M2
from the service.

• has^output (Model): checks if the BPEL4WS activity (indicated by Model) has
a outputVariable. It is usually used with an < invoke > activity only.

• updatejvariable(M,VList,VList\): is used to update the value of the variable
involved in M in VList.

The complete definitions for all the constraints written in Prolog that we defined for
our LCC interpreter can be found in appendix C and in later discussion we will ignore
the low level technical details of them.

Role interpreter is used to help agent recognise the type of BEPL4WS model
it received and accordingly make it change its role properly to process the current
BPEL4WS model.
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The LCC definition for a{interpreter(Model,MList,VList, IDList,Role), ID) is

cdinterprefer(Model,MList, VList, IDList,Role),A i) ::
f a(invoke(Model,MList,VList,IDList,Role),A\) <— isJnvoke(Model,Role) \
or

message(runJhis,Model,MList,VList, IDList,Roel\) =$■ a(receiver(Role\) ,Ai)
\ isJnvoke(Model,Role\)
or

f a(receive(Model ,MList,VList, IDList,Role) ,A\) <— is.receive(Model,Role) ^
or

message(runJhis,Model,MList, VList, 1DList,Roel\) => a(receiver(Role\) ,Ai)
\ is.receive(Model,Role\) J
or

/ a(reply(Model,MList ,VList, IDList,Role) ,A\) <— is.reply(Model,Role) ^
or

message(runJhis,Model,MList,VList, IDList,Roel\) => a(receiver(Role\),A-i)
\ is.reply (Model,Role\) J
or

a(sequence(Model,MList, VList,lDList,Role),A\) <— isjsequence(Model)
or

a(flow(Model,MList,VList,IDList,Role),A\) <— is.flow(Model)
or

The constraints is.receive/reply/... play important roles in interpreter's definition.
They are the real functions that perform BPEL4WS model recognition. If the BPEL4WS
model being processed is a message passing activity, the agent also needs to check if
its own application role matches the role required by the activity. If so, the agent starts

processing the activity or, if not, the agent forwards the BPEL4WS model to another
agent whose application role matches the required role. The mechanism by which the
agents search/locate each other is not a research issue of this thesis and is assumed to
be available. In the following sub-sections, we will explain in detail how to use an

LCC protocol for interpreting the main BPEL4WS syntax.

5.2.1 Interpreting BPEL4WS Message Passing Activities Using LCC

Protocol

The only way for the agents to coordinate with each other in a multi-agent system
is through message passing. Therefore, when adopting a BPEL4WS specification in
a multi-agent system, the first thing we need to do is to relate the BPEL4WS syn-
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tax to message passing. The relations between BPEL4WS message passing activities
and LCC messages are shown in table 5.1. The rationale for the translations in table

BPEL4WS Message Passing Activities LCC Messages
< receivepartner =" R" portType =" P" operation 0" variable V"/ > message{P : 0 : V,...) <= a(R,ID)
< invokepartner =" R" portType =" P" operation =" O"

inputVariable =" IV" outputVariable =" OV"/ >
message(P : 0 : IV,...) => a{R,ID)
then

message{P : O \ IV : OV,...) <= a{R,ID)
< replypartner =" R" portType P" operation =" O" variable =" V" / > message(P : 0 : V,...) «= a{R,ID)

Table 5.1: Translations from BPEL4WS activities to LCC messages

5.1 is clear. All the agents in our system act as the proxies for web services. Thus
all the information that relates web services' invocation needs to be contained in the

messages that are passed between agents also. The way that agents process the incom¬
ing/outgoing message is different according to different BPEL4WS message passing
activities. There are three sort of message passing activities (< receive >, < inovke >
and < reply > in BPEL4WS as classified earlier in chapter 4. The LCC clauses for
interpreting them are given below respectively.

5.2.1.1 Interpreting < receive > activity Using LCC

or

a(receive (Model,MList, VList, IDList, MyRole), A i) ::

(PartnerRole, PortType, Operation, Variable, \ID, VList, IDList, VList\,IDListi J
<— PortType : Operation : Variable <= a(PartnerRole,lD)

then

/ f a(receive(Model,MList,VList,IDList,MyRole),A\) \ ^
<— -icheckjreceive[Model,PortType, Operation, Variable, PartnerRole)

^ a(interpreter(Head,Rest,VListi,IDListi,-),A\) ^
<— check-receive (Model, PortType, Operation, Variable, PartnerRole)

y andMList = [Head\Rest\ j

\ null <— MList = [] /

If the BPEL4WS model that an agent needs to process is a < receive > activity, the
agent waits for an incoming message and checks if this message is the right one (A
message is a right one only if it is sent from the right partner of current agent and
it is defined with the right message type). If the message is not what the agent is
waiting for, the agent keeps waiting until it receives the proper one. After an agent

receives a correct message, it changes its role to interpreter to process the unprocessed
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BPEL4WS model in MList (the checking for the right incoming message is performed
by the constraint check.receive{...)).

The update of IDList is used to record the information about the service requestor
and the service they invoke, so that later on, the result of service invocation will be sent

to the right agent.

5.2.1.2 Interpreting < invoke > activity Using LCC

a(invoke(Model,MList,VList,IDList,Role\),A\) ::
message (PortType : Operation : InputVariable,Model,MList ,VList,IDList,Rolej) => a{receiver{Rolei) ,Ai)

*— processJtnvoke(Model,PortType,Operation,InputVariable,Role2)
then

I null <— Model = ,.[-,partnerLink{-),portType(-),operation(.),inputVariable(.), \
outputVariable(null),soureeLink(-),targetLink(-)]

or

( message(PortType : Operation : InputVariable : OutputVariable,Model,MList,VList,IDList,Role\) ^
<= a{receiver{Role2) ,Ai)
then

( null <— MList = [] ^
or

a{interpreter{Head, Rest, VList3, IDList,Role),A\)
\\ \

- MList = [Head\Rest)andVList\ = [OutputVariable,InputVariable\VList] J

When an agent is of the role invoke, it extracts the necessary information: PortType,

Operation and InputVariable from the current BPEL4WS < invoke > activity {Model)
and sends it out to the next agent that is in the role of a{receiver(...),ID) for web ser¬

vice's invocation. If the outputVairable is defined in the current < invoke > activity, it
will be a response from the message receiver later on. After the sender receives the re¬

sponse, it will changes its role to interpreter to continuously process the unprocessed
BPEL4WS model. The constraint processJnvoke{...) is used to extract the necessary

information from < invoke > activity that needs to be processed.

5.2.1.3 Interpreting < reply > activity Using LCC

a (reply{Model,MList, VList, IDList,myRole),A1) ::
f ( processjreply(Model, Partner, PortType, Operation, Variable,.) \ \

and

getJD [Partner,PortType, Operation, IDList, Variable, ID)
and

1 look-up{VList, Variable, Variable\)

Variablei => a(Partner,ID) <

Fault => a(Partner,lD) <

process~reply(Model, Partner, PortType, Operation, Variable, Fault) \ ^
and

getJD{Partner, PortType, Operation, IDList, Variable, ID)
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An agent sends a message in reply to a message that was received from a(Partner,ID).
The Partner and ID is stored in IDList to make sure that the message is sent to

the right partner. Constraint processseply is used to extract the necessary informa¬
tion from < reply > activity and getJDf..) is used to find out the corresponding
service requestor's information that is previously stored in the LCC common knowl¬
edge to make sure that the result (Variablei) will be sent to the right receiver. Con¬
straint loop-up(VList,Variable,Variablei) fetches the value (Variablei) of the outgo¬

ing variable (Variable) defined in < reply >.

5.2.1.4 Interpreting < sequence > activity Using LCC

a (sequence (Model,MList, VList, IDList),A l) ::

a{interpreter{Model\, [Model2 \MList], VList,IDList,Role) ,A\)
<— process jsequence(Model,Model\,Modeh)

a(sequence(Model,MList, VList,IDList),A\) corresponds to the BPEL4WS < sequence >

activity. When an agent is in this role, it first gets the first child element Model\ of
Model, stores the left children elements Modeh in MList and then changes its role to

interpreter to processModel\ recursively. In this way, the elements of a < sequence >

activity can be processed one by one in a sequential order thus keeps the semantics of
< sequence > from BPEL4WS.

5.2.1.5 Interpreting < switch > activity Using LCC

a(switch(Model,MList, VList,IDList),ID) ::

a(interpreter{Model_1,MList,VList,IDList,Role),ID) <— processswitch(Model,Model\)

The underlying principle for processing a < switch > activity using a LCC protocol is
that all the branches (< case >) defined are processed one by one from the leftmost
one to the right by the constraint processswitch(Model,Model]). The branch whose
condition is true ( depending on current process instance) is extracted as Model\ for
further processing.

5.2.1.6 Interpreting < flow > activity Using LCC

The < flow > activity represents the concurrent execution of several activities that are
nested in it. In a system that has a centralised server, it is not difficult to implement
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this since all the states of the activities that are enclosed in a < flow > activity can

be recorded such that the time order between them can be controlled properly. But
in a multi-agent system, all the activities have to be executed in a sequential order
because there is no way to collect the states of all the activities without a centralised
controller. So if we want to use BPEL4WS in a pure decentralised manner, we first
need to represent concurrent structure activities (like < flow >) in sequential order
without affecting the result of the process.

The algorithm for converting a flow structure to a sequence structure is based on

the breath-first search. We implement this search using lists: open and closed, to keep
track of progress, open lists states that have been generated but whose children have
not been examined. The order in which states are removed from open determines
the order of the search, closed records states that have already been examined. The
complete algorithm is given in Figure 5.3.

procedure convert-flow2sequence(F low, FS)
inputs: Flow, a < flow > activity that needstobe converted
outputs: FS, a < sequence > activitygenerated fromtheinput < flow >
initiates two lists : open = [Start],closed = []
while (open f [])

if [the current node is a structureactivity(S))
expands thecurrent node and putsail itsnestedactivities inlist open

else if (the current node is a basicactivity [IB))
if (B has neither < sourceLink > or < targetLink >)

removes it fromthe list open and puts B in the list closed by FIFOprincipie
else if (B has < targetLink >)

updatethecommonknowledgetomakethe < targetLink > public
andput B in the list closed

else if (Bhas < sourceLink >)
check forthecorresponding < targetLink > incommonknowledge

if (the corresponding < targetLink > exists)
removes it fromthe list openandputs B inthelist closed byFIFO principle

else if (the corresponding < targetLink > doesn't exist)
ignores the current node, goes backto its parent level and
triesthesiblingof its parent inopen

Figure 5.3: Algorithm for converting a < flow > activity to < sequence >

Figure 5.4 shows the structure of a simple < flow > activity, in which a solid box
represents the basic activity, a dashed box represents the sequential structure activity
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Figure 5.4: Diagrammatic representation of < flow > activity

and a solid arrow indicate the synchronisation link defined between activities. Apply¬

ing our algorithm to the flow example:

1. The flow activity is expended and all its nested activities are put into open ([A then B
then C,H,D then E then F]).

2. The leftmost element is taken out from open and because it is a sequence activity and
first element is then extracted and all the remaining elements are used to form a new

sequence activity (B then C). The new sequence activity is then appended at the end of

open (H,D then E then F, B then C). Because the extracted element A is a basic activity
and has neither source link nor target link, it is put into closed ([A]).

3. H is taken out from open. However, it has a incoming source link. It has to be appended
at the end of open (D then E then F, B then C, H).

4. Repeating the step 2, the contents of open are [B then C, H, E then F]. The content of
closed is [A,D],

5. Repeating the step 2, because B has a incoming source link from H. There is no new

element of closed at this stage.

6. Repeating step 3.

7. open:[B then C, H, F], closed:[A,D,E]

8. Repeating the step 2.

9. Repeating the step 3.

10. open:[B then C,H], closed:[A,D,E,F]. 11 > Repeating the step 2.

11. open:[B then C], closed:[A,D,E,F,H],

12. open:[C], closed:[A,D,E,F,H,B]
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13. open:[], closed:[A,D,E,F,H,B,C]

The LCC protocol for interpreting a < flow > activity is thus:

a(flow(Model,MList, VList, IDList,Role), ID) ::

a(interpreter(Model\,MList, VList, IDList, Role), ID) <— process-flow(Model,Model\)

where constraint process-flow(Model,Model\) performs the above converting algo¬
rithm and generate a < sequence > activity Model\.

5.2.1.7 Interpreting < while > activity Using LCC

a(while(Model,MList,VList,IDList, -),ID) ::

a(interpreter(Model\,MList\,VList, IDList ,J),ID)
^ extract jactivity(Model,Activity) and \

<— Activity — ..{-,Condition,Model\\ andCondition is true

^ andMList\ = [Model\MList] ,
or

a{interpreter{Head,Rest, VList,IDList, _),ID) <— MList = [Head\Rest]
When an agent processes a < while > activity using the above LCC protocol, it first
checks if the conditions associated with < while > are satisfied and if so it extracts

the direct nested activity defined in the < while >, changes its role to interpreter and
starts processing it. The MList also has to be updated using current < while > activity
as its first element. The reason for this is because the child element of < while > has to

be processed repeatedly until the conditions no longer hold. Thus, the next agent that
receives the package also has to check the conditions to decide if < while > activity
has to be performed again. If the conditions don't hold, the agent starts processing the
first element stored in the un-processed BPEL4WS model list (MList).
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5.3 A Simple Example

We use a simple example to illustrate how our approach works. The definition for the
input BPEL4WS specification is given as follows with all the irrelevant parts ignored:

< process name = "IoanApprovalProcess" >
< /variables >
< variablename = "request"messageType = "CrecLitlnfoMessage"/ >
< variable name = "approvallnfo"messageType = "approvalMessage"/ >

< /variables >
< partnerLinks >
< partnerLinkname = "customer" partnerLinkType = "LinkType"myRole = "approver"/ >
< partnerLinkname = "approver"partnerLinkType = "LinkType"partnerRole = "approver"/ >

< /partnerLinks >
< sequence >

< receivename — "receive"partner = "customer"portType = "approvalPT"
operation = "approve" variable = "request" >

< /receive >

< invoke name = "invokeapprover"partner = "approver" portType = "approvalPT"
operation = "approve"inputVariable = "request"outputVariable = "approvallnfo" >

< / invoke >
< replyname = "reply"partner = "customer" portType = "loanApprovalPT"

operation = "approve" variable = "approvallnfo" >
< /reply >

< /sequence >
< /process >

The basic steps for the agents in our system to coordinate using the above BPEL4WS
model and LCC protocol are illustrated in Figure 5.5 and are explained below:

• An agent, ff\, receives the BPEL4WS specification, $ together with the LCC
protocol, IP. It takes the role of a{interpreterifB, [], [], [],_),FL\). It then tries the
clauses that are defined in tP to find the type of the by using the constraints

issequence/is-invoke/...) to determine the next BPEL4WS operator. For our
example, the dominant operator in P is a sequence activity. PL\ changes its role
to a(sequence(fB, [],[], [],_), ).

• PLi processes (B in the role of a(sequence('B, [],Q, []>-),&\) by using the con¬

straint processsequence{/B, (Pi) and gets the first element, of D and the
left elements and then changes its role to a(interpreferi, [S2], [],_), J^-i) to
repeat the first step.
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r

Figure 5.5: Agent's coordination for performing the illustrate example.

• By repeating the first step, FL\ changes its role to a(receive($i, approver),Fl\)
and waits for the message PortType : Operation : request. Once Ft\ receives the
message, following the instructions in tP, it changes its role to

a(interpreter('Si, [$4], [request], [PortType : Operation : Customer : CustomerlD],in which (B3 iS the
first child element of Ph and $4 contains the remaining child elements of Ph..

• By repeating the previous steps, Ft\ changes its role to a(invoke(...),FL\) and
sends a appropriate message fW to an agent FL2 together with fP\. Fh starts pro¬

cessing the $4 after it receives the P?\ and Pvt. The coordination continues, until
the processing of fB is finished.

5.4 Agent Design

The agents that participate in the interaction on the BPEL4WS model based MAS plat¬
form are proxy agents, which means the agents themselves don't need to make com¬

plex decision making processes but simply follow what the LCC protocol asks them
to do and perform some of the computational functions. Therefore, the design issues
of such agents are mainly about how to enable the agent to conform to the protocol
received and to perform proper actions. The contents of the package passed between
agents have to be discussed before we get into the agent's design since the rationale of
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the agent design relies on this. Figure 5.6 shows the inside structure of the message

package that is used between agents based on our approach. For simplicity, the dia¬
gram only shows the essential components of the message package. The components

Message Package

Commune ation ■

Layer a

ftnuMen J
Layer ■

Message LCC Protocol BPEL4WSModel

PhysicalAddress ofTarget Agent Agent Capability Descriptions

Figure 5.6: The essential components of our message package

located at the communication layer have been discussed earlier. The transition layer
contains two forms of agent verification information. "Physical agent address" defines
the real location of the agents in the system, which might be a URL etc. "Agent ca¬
pability description" describes the intend message receiver's capability. Thus when an

agent receives a message package, it is able to decide if it can process this package
before further expanding it.

According to the message package contents, the internal structure of the agents
based on our approach is shown in Figure 5.7:

Agent

Application Layer

t t

Figure 5.7: The internal structure of an agent

• Transition layer: is responsible for the underlying message passing between
different agents. It controls the message passing at the lowest level of our sys¬
tem. It receives the processed outgoing messages from communication layer
and forwards the received messages from other agents to communication layer.
The basic components of transition layer is shown in Figure 5.8 The "incoming
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Communication Layer

*" *

-s

| Transition Layer f|| I
i 1 IncomingMessage Queue 1 I Outgoing Message Queue 1

Store* Me**age I Fetoke* Mm;tge

1 Message Receiver I 1 Message Sender 1
|

Figure 5.8: The components of agent's Transition layer

message queue" and "outgoing message queue" are used to store the message re¬

ceived and the messages that are going to be sent out. These two message queues

are operated by "message receiver" and "message sender" in a first in first out
manner and are used as a channel for the communication between the transition

layer and communication layer. Once a "message receiver" receives a message

package from others, it puts it in in the end of "incoming message queue" while

"message sender" fetches the first message in the "outgoing message queue" and
sends it out. The main task that "message receiver" needs to perform is filtering
transition level information of the received package such as the if this message

is intended for it or if the agent it represents for matches the agent's capability
description attached in the message package. In contrast, "message sender" adds
to transition layer to the outgoing message package according to the information
derived from the communication layer.

• Communication layer: is responsible for unpacking the received messages

from the transition layer and producing the outgoing messages according to the
protocol attached with the received messages. Figure 5.9 gives the inside look
of the communication layer. "Incoming message processor" is used to judge

Figure 5.9: The components of agent's communication layer

whether the message that is fetched from "incoming message queue" is the one
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that is required by the "protocol expander". If so, it passes it to "protocol ex¬
pander". Otherwise, "incoming message processor" put this message and every¬

thing that is attached with it at the end of "incoming message queue" for later
processing. "Outgoing message processor " receives information from " pro¬

tocol expander" and puts them at the end of "outgoing message queue". Proto¬
col expander" communicates with "incoming message processor" and "outgoing

message processor" in following ways:

- If it doesn't hold a LCC protocol at the moment, it asks the "incoming mes¬

sage processor" for a message package. Once it receives it, it unpacks the
message package, performs the required tasks, re-generates a new message

package and sends it to "outgoing message processor" using the following
protocol expanding and re-write rules [Rob04a]:

if B E (rule 1)
M„Mo,¥,0

A\0M2 * E if ->closed(A2) AA\ £ (rule2)
. Mi,Mo,<P,0
A\orAi > E if ->closed(A\) AAi E (rule3)
Ai thenAi EthenAj if ^ Mi,Mo,1,0 E (rule4)
Ai thenA2 ^ thenA2 if closed{A\) AA2 E (rules)
Ai parAi °*, £, parEl if

. M,,Mo,1,0\ „ A . Mi,Mo,1,02 cA\ ► E1 AA2 * E2 (rules)
C <— A <= M » c(M •$= A) if (M <= A) € Mj Asatisfy{C) (.rule2)
w , . „ Mi,M„,P,M=¥\ ,,, .,M => A <— C -— » c(M =4- A) if satisfied{C) (ruleg)

a(R,I) — C a(Rti):: b if clause(lP,a(R,I) :: B) Asatisfied(C) (rule9)

Rulei means the definition for a given agentmay be re-written by re-writing
the components of that definition. Rule2 and rule3 means that if any branch
of a "or" operator is properly expanded, processed and closed, the process¬

ing of "or" operator is then accomplished. In order to expand a "then"
operator according to its sequential semantics, rule4 and rules together in¬
dicate that the clauses defined before a "then" operator must be expanded
before the expansion of the clauses defined after the "then" operator. Paral¬
lel execution in LCC in controlled by operator "par" for which the re-write
rule is defined by ruleRule7 and rules are used to tell agent how to be¬
have when it receives a message and sends out a message. When dealing
with message passing, each agent has to process the constraints associated
with the messages according to rule7 (checks if the received message is
the message that it waits for and then processes the constraints) and rule%

(checks if the constraints are satisfied before it sends out the message and
close the clause). Rule9 defines the re-write procedure for agent role's
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changing. According to it, if the constraints defined for agent role's chang¬

ing is satisfied, agent then fetches the clauses defined for new role and
starts executing them according to the other re-write rules. A protocol term
is decided to be closed as follows:

closed (c(X))
closed(A orB) «— closed(A.) V closed(B)
closed{AthenB) <— closed(A) Aclosed(B)
closed(A parB) <— closed (A) Aclosed(B)
closed{X :: D) <— closed(B)

satisfied(C) is true if C can be solved from the agent's current state of
knowledge. satisfy{C) is true if the agent's state of knowledge can be
made such that C is satisfied. clause(fP,X) is true if clause X is the dialogue
framework of protocol IP, as defined earlier.

- If it holds a protocol and is waiting for a message, it asks "incoming mes¬

sage processor" for the message and blocks itself until it receives the re¬

quired message.

During the process of protocol expansion, all the constraints involved are sent to
"constraints solver" in the application layer for further processing.

"Outgoing message processor" simply forwards the message package that it re¬
ceives from "protocol expander" to "outgoing message queue" currently. It is a

place holder for outgoing message processing. For example, the message pack¬
age may have priorities. In such case, the "Outgoing message processor" is
responsible for sorting the messages in "outgoing message queue" accordingly.

• Application layer: is the place where the constraints defined in an LCC proto¬

col are solved. It contains at least two components, web services invoker and
constraints solver, as shown in Figure 5.10 "Web services invoker" takes care of

Figure 5.10: The components of agent's application layer

all the issues of web services invocation including: invoking a web service ac¬

cording to the received messages; handling the returned message from invoked
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web service and converting them into agent's messages. "Constraint solver"

provides a container for executing the constraints that are requested by the "pro¬
tocol expander". The way for solving the constraints might be attached to the
LCC protocol or purely solved by the local methods.

5.5 Prototype Implementation

5.5.1 JXTA P2P framework

The JXTA project (http://www.jxta.org) is a project proposed by Sun Microsystems,
which is used to tackle current problems existing in the p2p world and provides a basic
p2p platform. JXTA provides sets of open, generalised p2p protocols and services that

help devices on the network to communicate and coordinate with each other. For the
purpose of inter-operability, the project does not limit itself to any particular company,

programming language, system or network infrastructure and tries to provide platform-
independent solutions for p2p applications.

For developers, it provides a set of construction components that support funda¬
mental infrastructure for distributed applications. JXTA promises to support common
functions that are required by all the p2p applications such as discovery, message rout¬

ing i.e.. Therefore, users can concentrate on the high level application itself rather
than low level system infrastructure. On the JXTA platform, a peer may be any net¬
worked device that implements one or more of the JXTA protocols. Peers decide to

join peer groups on their own initiatives. A peer group is a collection of peers that
have agreed on a common set of services and want to collaborate with each other to
chase some common goals. To enable peers to advertise themselves and discover each
other, to communicate and route messages to the proper target, six JXTA protocols are

supported by the current JXTA standard, which are:

• Peer Discovery Protocol (PDP) is the protocol that is used by peers to advertise
their own resources and discover resources from other peers within a peer group.

• Peer Information Protocol (PIP) is the protocol that provides a set of messages
for peers to use to obtain the status of them.

• Peer Resolver Protocol (PRP) is the protocol that enables peers to send a generic
query to one or more peers and receive a response.
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• Pipe Binding Protocol (PBP) is the protocol that is used by applications and
services in order to communicate with other peers. It helps peers to build up a

virtual communication channel with others for message exchanging.

• Endpoint Routing Protocol (ERP) is the protocol by which a peer can discover a
route (sequence of hops) to send a message to another peer potentially traversing
firewalls and NATs

• Rendezvous Protocol (RVP) is the protocol that is used for propagation of mes¬
sages within a peer group. The Rendezvous Protocol provides mechanisms
which enable propagation of messages to be performed in a controlled way

JXTA is a popular, open-source, royalty- and license-free p2p framework which
has a large number of registered members of the development community. Actively

supported by a growing community of p2p developers, JXTA technology has seen

strong growth in its adoption, and some commercial applications are now emerging.
For these reasons, our prototype system is built up adopting the JXTA framework.

5.5.2 Overall prototype framework

The current prototype is produced in Java using J2SE version 1.4 API. This prototype
uses the JXTA grouping feature for virtual community management. Communication
between agents relies on JXTA messaging protocols such as advertisement and pipe.
The messages that are passed between peers are in XML format. This prototype con¬

sists of two main components which perform business workflow functions and p2p
functions, respectively as illustrated in Figure 5.11.

The core services of JXTA include the group service, the peer service, the pipe
service, the discovery service and the advertisement service. A summary of the core

services is as follows:

• Group service: this service deploys the grouping concepts of p2p applications.
Each group can have policies of membership. For example, all the participants
involved in a BPEL4WS interaction model is a group and actually, in our proto¬

type, each BPEL4WS process model is used to organise a JXTA group, which
means a JXTA group is built up according to a given BPEL4WS model. The

group service provides peers with the capability to discover groups, fetch infor¬
mation about all the participants in a group, create a pipe to communicate with
others in a group, join a group and leave a group, etc.
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Figure 5.11: Overview framework of prototype

• Pipe service: this service has capabilities of managing the communication be¬
tween peers. The service can help peers search for a pipe advertisement using
the discovery service. This service consists of two sub-services:

- the InputPipe service that is used to enable peers to send messages to others
and

- the OutputPipe service that is used to help peers to receive messages from
others.

Also, pipes offer two sorts of communication styles, point-to-point and broad¬
cast, which can be used for different circumstances. For our prototype, each
agent has a binding input pipe for receiving messages. The connection between
an agent and its input pipe is through the connection of the agent's advertisement
and the input pipe's advertisement.

• Advertisement service: this service is used to publish resources in the JXTA
virtual network. There are several different advisement types defined in JXTA
such as:

- peer advertisement: describes the basic information of a peer/agent, in¬

cluding its physical JXTA ID, its application role, its capabilities and the
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information of its incoming pipe that is used receive message from others.

- peer group advertisement: describes the basic information of existing peer

group, including its JXTA ID, its name and the information of its associated
BPEL4WS model.

- pipe advertisement: describes the basic information of the pipes created
within a peer group for sending and receiving messages.

• Discovery service: this service is used to help peers search for advertisements so

that resources associated with advertisements can be used.

5.5.3 Implementation of Key System Components

The implementation of the key components of the LCC based decentralised workflow
management system are described in the following sections.

5.5.3.1 Implementation of agents group

Our prototype system uses the concept of an agent group to enable agents' interaction
in an organised manner. Each agent group, as explained, is organised according to its
associated process model. Any agent that is willing to participate in the interaction
specified by a process model can join or quit its group. Once an agent joins a group, it
must take one of the application roles defined in the process model. In order to carry a

valid interaction, each group should be composed of at least one agent for each of the
application roles that are required by the process model. More agents that act for an
individual application role are allowed in our system, since any of them can be selected
as interaction partner by others for a particular process instance during the interaction.
The agent group in our prototype is realised by a JXTA group service. When an agent

joins a group, it needs to publish its peer advertisement and its input pipe advertisement
so that other agents in the group can discover and communicate with it.

Figure 5.12, 5.13 shows the web interface for browsing,joining and quitting exist¬
ing interaction groups.
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Figure 5.12: Interface for browsing, joining and quitting existing interaction groups
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After joining in an agent group, an agent is allocated with an application role as

shown in Figure 5.14
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Figure 5.14: Interface for browsing existing agents in a Group

5.5.3.2 Implementation of agent kernel

At the heart of our prototype, the agent kernel of each of the distributed agents col¬
laborates with others to achieve their common goal (automation of workflow process).
In general, each agent works independently in the system, according to the workflow
definition, and contributes to the operation of the whole workflow system. In the pro¬

totype, the interaction between two agents is realised through message exchange and
the implementation of each layer inside an agent is discuss as follows:
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• Transition layer: provides the message passing mechanism at the lowest level
as explained earlier. When an agent is first created, it has two fixed properties:

- a JXTA Peer ID. Each agent/peer in JXTA can only have one unique physi¬
cal ID. However, this unique ID can be mapped to multi IDs that are adver¬
tised for the JXTA peer in different peer advertisement in a JXTA group.

Thus, it gives us the flexibility of using one physical agent to realise many

agents that are defined in a LCC protocols since when the agents in our sys¬

tem communicate with each other, they locate each other solely using the
IDs that are published in the peers' advertisement rather than their physical
one.

- a JXTA input pipe. Each agent/peer in our prototype has a unique JXTA

input pipe which is used to receive messages from others. In JXTA, if a
peer tries to send a message to another, it must know how to connect with its
partner's input pipe using its output pipe. This is the common way in JXTA
for agents/peers to communicate with each other. However, in LCC, agents
don't care how the underlying message passing is done. All they need to
know for the message passing is the recipient's ID. Therefore, when using
JXTA to realise LCC protocol based agents' communication, the agents' ID
must be associated with the concrete message transferring mechanism (pipe
service). The simplest way to realise such association in JXTA is using
its advertisement service. In our prototype, each agent's ID is published
also in its input pipe advertisement. Thus, when an agent tries to send a

message to its partner, it fetches its partner's ID in the message package
and according to the ID, it uses JXTA discovery service to discover the
proper input pipe that is associated with the ID and then it creates its own

output pipe to connect with the input pipe discovered. After the connection
is built, messages are then passed through the channel.

Figure 5.15 shows the construction of a message channel between two agent's
transition layers on a JXTA platform.

• Communication layer: handles all the LCC protocol related operations. The
LCC protocol interpreter is based on the logic programming language Prolog.
Although any LCC protocol can be mapped directly to Prolog syntax and thus
can be easily processed by a Prolog engine. Prolog is little used by industry
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Figure 5.15: Implementation of the components at agent transition Layer

at present. Therefore, we develop a Java based engine which only understands
the concepts that are from LCC. This engine is the core component, namely a

protocol expander in communication layer. It processes the LCC protocol in the
same way as the Prolog engine. It is able to process the predicates with multiple
arguments that are designed for LCC and returns multiple results accordingly.
Thus, the existing mechanisms and algorithms that are used for a Prolog based
LCC processor, can be adopted in directly for the Java based version.

• Application layer: is responsible for handling the execution of computational
functions. In our system prototype, the computational functions are implemented
in three ways:

- web services;

- locally stored functions;

- and functions that are passed from the others.

Web services provide the business application functions that are required by the
BPEL4WS process model. Locally stored functions; the functions passed from
the others are used for LCC protocol constraint solving. The reason for us to

design both local functions and communicated functions is because some of
the functions, especially for those that are independent on any of the particu-
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lar agents, can be re-used if they can be passed between agents and thus reduce
the complexity of individual agents.

Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 show the interface for the variables' instantiation and for
tracking the messages passed between agents.
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Figure 5.16: Interface for initialising variables
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Figure 5.17: Interface for tracking agent's messages passing

5.6 Discussion

Our approach provides an opportunity to build a multi-agent based distributed work¬
flow system starting from a business process model rather than from an interaction
protocol, which narrows the gap between the high level requirement and system speci¬
fication in the development of multi-agent system and connects the business workflow
community and the multi-agent community. Thus, business users can produce their
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own business process models that can be used directly in the multi-agent system. Fur¬
thermore, since there are many available techniques and tools for business process

modelling, these can be adopted directly for building multi-agent systems based on

our approach.
The LCC protocol used to interpret BPEL4WS models is independent of any spe¬

cific message passing infrastructure, although we have described it with respect to a

distributed and multi-agent based system infrastructure, it could equally well be de¬

ployed in a more traditional server based style. Different styles of deployment are
described in detail in [Rob04a]. Furthermore, the protocol can be used prior to deploy¬
ment in order to predict behaviours and possible errors in interaction[Wal04b], An¬
other advantage is that the workflow engine built using our approach is a real generic
server. The only specific knowledge it contains is how to process the LCC protocol and
how to invoke the web services but not how to process the particular business process

modelling language, which gives us a very efficient and lightweight way for system

re-design and re-implementation.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a novel approach for using BPEL4WS specification to

guide multi-agent interactions. In this approach the LCC protocol is used as a language
interpreter to enable agents to understand the BPEL4WS syntaxes.

A system prototype based on the proposed approach is shown. It uses JXTA as the
underlying infrastructure and uses our proposed coordination mechanism for agents'
interaction. Web services are also conscripted as computing units to enable real appli¬
cations to be accessed our system.



Chapter 6

Extending Our System For Incomplete
Process Support

6.1 Causes of Incomplete Processes

Workflow management systems that support traditional application domains (office
work, banking industry, etc.) are usually mature and fixed. Processes' goals, the ac¬

tivities that lead to each goal and the details of each activity are normally pre-defined.
Hence, process modellers often can completely see and formally specify the bound¬
ary of a process in advance. As a result, traditional workflow management systems
conform to the principle of defining first and executing thereafter.

The workflow system starts the execution of the instances of a workflow process

only after the process is modelled and specified completely. The build-time func¬
tions that act on process modelling, representation and storage issues and the runtime
functions that perform the execution of process instances are conducted respectively.
However, in some application domains such as scientific computing, health care, the
process specification obtained before-hand only describes the workflow process in a

rough and incomplete manner. The main activities, products, roles and the structure of
the process model can normally be articulated. However further elaboration and elic¬
iting of the process are required to be accomplished during the execution of process
based on process instance data [SJT97, Sie99]. These sorts of processes are known as

incomplete processes. A simple but typical incomplete process scenario is illustrated
in Figure 6.1.

The process model in Figure 6.1 shows an incomplete process representing a typ¬
ical diagnostic process for investigation of patients in hospital. A new patient coming

123
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Figure 6.1: The healthy care process

into the centre will first be created a profile according to his/her current status by using
registration service. All patients then consult with an attending physician for the first
diagnosis, who will determine what tests need to be performed, on a case-by-case ba¬
sis. This brings the flexibility for the process. After the tests, the patient is called again
by the attending physician who explains the results of the tests and makes a diagnosis.
The patient is then required to report to accounts to make the required payments before
leaving the centre. In this process, the activity that is depicted in the gray box is an

incomplete activity. It can not be pre-defined until the physician sees the real situation
of the patient. For such flexible workflows, a conventional client-server workflow ar¬

chitecture is not perfectly suitable. Because the execution of the workflow relies highly
on the individual decision making process of each participant.

Normally, incomplete processes exists because of the following:

1. Processes in some domains are much more complicated than those in other. The
increased complexity makes a process very difficult to be completely designed
before its execution. At design-time, only the main process structure and a few
activities can be determined, while others remain unspecified and need to be

accomplished during process execution. For example, in the domain of health
care where the entire task is modelled as a complex process, some instance data
based activities may not be finalised until that information is fetched. Normally,
this part of the process is modelled generally as composite activities (with some

sub-activities missing) during the process modelling period. These composite
activities need to be further refined to concrete activities at run time when process

execution reaches a certain level, considering the result of some of the completed
activities.

2. Also in some domains, processes are more flexible than those in other. Differ¬
ent instances may not follow pre-defined process rules precisely but have small
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deviations. In particular, the possibilities to complete a task in various cases

may be very different. To foresee and to model of all these possibilities is either
impossible or at least not necessary. Therefore, it is hard to define a complete
process model in advance which describes all the situations that the instances
may fall in. A typical example of this case is, again, in a health care process,

where inpatient treatments are prescribed uniquely for each case[SSO01],

3. In some cases, it is hard to get essential information to model processes com¬

pletely before-hand, especially in application domains like scientific research,
invention and the laboratory environment. Modelling such exploratory work is
a difficult task because very limited information is available or can be used for
reference[JWB96, SV96]. In particular, some modelling information is com¬

pletely unknown until the process instances are executed to a certain stage.

Therefore, the complete process definition of tasks at a later stage cannot be pre¬

defined because the outcomes of tasks at early stages are unclear. As a result, a
complete workflow process cannot be obtained at design time.

6.2 Problem Analysis

Incomplete process support is the capability of a workflow system to execute a pro¬

cess model before it is complete specified, where the full specification of the process

can made at runtime, and may vary for different instances. Some requirements have
been described for workflow management systems that support incomplete models and
which are not fulfilled in conventional workflow research[JYR04].

1. Incomplete parts of workflow processes have to be specified explicitly as incom¬
plete at build-time.

2. A workflow management system uses a different execution mechanism, where
execution of the process instances can be performed even if the process is not

specified completely.

3. An automated run-time facility should be provided, which enables further ar¬

ticulation of the workflow processes at run time without affecting the current

running instances.

In a decentralised workflow management environment, for instance, a MAS based
workflow system, some extra requirements are needed:
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4. An incomplete process definition can be divided into task partitions and task
partitions can be distributed to relevant agents appropriately.

5. Real time incomplete process support can be carried out in a decentralised envi¬
ronment so that process elaboration can be performed at the right time and the
right place by the right participant.

For the above sorts of requirements, a conventional centralised workflow architecture
(client-server) cannot easily be adopted since all the client end participants can only
be invoked passively and have no authority to revise the workflow model. Of course,
to fulfill the first three requirements, the process modelling language that is used to
describe the process models used in conventional workflow management system can be
revised. However, the fourth and fifth requirements can not be satisfied easily anyway
because the fulfillment of incomplete activities has to be carried in a distributed manner
since the private knowledge of each participant is needed.

On the contrary, our approach proposed in chapter 5 could satisfy all the above
requirements perfectly with minor extension. Based on our proposed architecture (
a decentralised multi-agent platform), all the participants (agents) are equal and have
their own initiatives. Each activity in the pre-defined workflow model is executed by
a corresponding agent and the whole process model is passed between agents in a se¬

quential order, which means that the agents can instantiate the incomplete activities
defined in the process model appropriately since all the states of the running process

instance are clear to the agent when it holds the process instance. In the following sec¬

tions, we will discuss different sorts of incomplete activities in incomplete processes

and how they can be instantiated by our agents.

6.3 Categories Of Incomplete Activities

As discussed earlier, the reason processes are incomplete is because some of the ac-

tivities/infomation inside/of the processes are missing. Those missing activities or

activities with some of their properties missing are known as incomplete activities.

Incomplete activities in incomplete process can be of two sorts:

• A property missing activity: is an activity that has some of their properties unde¬
fined at build time and those missing properties have to be decided at run time.
A properties missing activity can be either a basic activity in a process model or
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a composite activity as shown in the following example:

basicactivity{{role, role}, activity-name, {unknown}, {postconditions})

In the definition of the above activity, only the role and the postconditions are

pre-defined and the information of all the other properties are missing (input,
pre-conditions and outputs). These attributes need to be articulated before the
execution of activity instances starts.

• A component missing activity or an incomplete composite activity: is a com¬

posite activity with some/whole of its sub-activities missing. For example, a

sequence activity might be defined with some unknown activities as its elements
shown as follows:

process{sequence{name, unknown.activity, basic.activity{...), unknown jactivity,...)

For an incomplete composite activity, some/all of its sub-activities are missing
at the design time and have to be fulfilled at run time. An incomplete com¬

posite activity is a "black-box" defined in the process model. Each composite
activity represents a piece of work which is filled by executing a set of sub-
activities. These sub-activities, each of which can be either atomic or composite,
can also be partially specified, forming a sub-process. A composite activity has
a predictable contribution to the whole process. In other words, the objective
of a composite activity, its position within the process, and its input and output
should be all pre-defined. But the details about how to fulfil composite activities,
i.e., how to convert input parameters into output parameters remain uncertain be¬
forehand. The full specification of the composite activity needs to be made in
real time. The construction of a composite activity will not affect those activities
which feed it with inputs or use its outputs. According to the ways in which
an incomplete composite activity is instantiated, incomplete composite activities
can be further classified into two categories:

- An open composite activity: intergrates pre-determined and open activities
within a single workflow [NH94]. In this case, a pre-determined workflow
is used as the main process structure but some of the composite activities
of it are unknown completely. What we mean by "unknown" here is most
of its information is not available and needs to be built up at run-time.
At a particular step of the execution of the process, several participants
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will coordinate with each other for the completion of unknown composite
activities.

- A controlled composite activity: "is characterised by integrating some types

of activities into predefined workflows that are somewhat more pre-determined
than completely open process elements"[NH94], In particular, a controlled

composite activity has a set of components, where each component may

consist of either an atomic activity or is a composite activity. Normally, the
fulfilment of a controlled composite task requires the execution of some of
the components in a certain sequence. However, this sequence remains un¬

certain beforehand and needs to be determined in real time by the activities'
performer.

Other sorts of incomplete activities that are more complicated and are more difficult to
address can exist. For instance, an activity that may have both missing properties and
unclear relationships with other activities. It is almost impossible to start executing
such incomplete processes with an expectation to elicit them properly later on. There¬
fore, we believe that support for the above incomplete activities is enough for real life
applications.

6.4 Incomplete Activity Instantiation

The instantiation of incomplete processes, in general, can be performed in one of the

following ways:

• Semi-automated or manual support: The instantiation task requires an agent to
define new activities or adapt some information and then build the sub-activities
from the new/existing activities.

• Fully automated support: The instantiation task automatically makes a complete
specification of an incomplete composite task by composing the existing activi¬
ties based on the instance data and given constraints.

Several questions have to be answered in order to instantiate incomplete activities
at run-time regardless of the underlying system architecture:

1. When will an incomplete activity be instantiated?

2. Where will the instantiation of an incomplete activity occur?
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3. How will an incomplete activity be instantiated?

For different incomplete activities that have different information missing at build time,
the answers for the above questions are different. For those incomplete activities that
have some of their properties missing (inputs, performers, outputs, etc..), the informa¬
tion of the missing properties must have to be fulfilled before they are processed. How¬
ever, for those incomplete composite activities which have all their properties defined

properly but say nothing about how to achieve the transition between the properties,
they can be instantiated during execution time.

To fulfill the incomplete activities have with some of the properties missing, a

special managerial activity, known as an instantiation activity, is designed. What the
instantiation activities do in an incomplete workflow process model is that they are

used to instantiate particular incomplete activities that are associated with it as depicted
in Figure 6.2:

Figure 6.2: The binding of an instantiation activity and its associated activity

An instantiation activity is only used to complete the missing properties of the
incomplete activities but doesn't care about how the incomplete activity is made com¬

plete. The description of an instantiation activity is as follows:

• Responsibility: An instantiation activity is carried out by a certain participant
who offers special services to model processes, such as a process engineer or a
project manager.

• Inputs: The inputs of an instantiation activity are the existing information of the
incomplete activities that it needs to instantiate as well as the information about
the current states of the whole process. Given this information, the instantia¬
tion activity is able to decide how to complete missing properties of incomplete
activities.

• Output: The single output of an instantiation activity is a complete specification
of the properties of its associated incomplete activities. If output activities are
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incomplete basic activities, they can then be executed directly while being in¬
voked. If output activities are composite activities, their sub-activities have to be

completed before execution.

By using instantiation activities, the instantiation questions of "where andwhen" for
properties missing activities can be answered. An incomplete basic activity is instanti¬
ated by the execution of an instantiation activity that is defined before it in the process

model. Such instantiation takes place in the space of the instantiation activity's per¬

former's space. For incomplete composite activities, instantiation is achieved in two

phases. In phase one, the missing properties are instantiated by the instantiation activ¬

ity with which they are associated and in phase two, the components of them and the
orders between them are decided by all the participants involved.

Technically, there are many ways of indicating the notations of both incomplete

activity and instantiation activity in a process model; the simplest way might be the
revision of the process modelling languages. New syntax is adopted to distinguish

complete and incomplete activities so that when the workflow participants are execut¬

ing activities, they know what actions need to be performed accordingly. We use the

following notation:

activity [Name, ID, Instantiation Activity, Associated Incomplete Activity, Outputs)
activity(Name, ID, IncompleteActivity, Inputs, Outputs)

In the following sub-sections, we will explain for different sorts of incomplete
activities and how they are instantiated.

6.4.1 Completing activity properties

Completion of missing properties of activities , as we have discussed earlier, is per¬

formed by instantiation activities. We assume that if an instantiation activity is reached

during process execution, the missing information at build time for the completion of
its associated activity is all available. Thus, the agent that executes the instantiation ac¬

tivity can use such information to complete the missing properties of the activity. An
instantiation activity can be understood as a place holder to tell when the information
for completing incomplete activities' properties is available.

How the agent that processes the instantiation activity completes the missing prop¬

erties is domain specific and varies for different applications so is not the issue that we
address in this thesis. The more general point that we address is how missing properties

articulating a process are undertaken based on our existing decentralised platform. In
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general, the instantiation activity performing agent might use its own knowledge and
the available information to instantiate incomplete activities or it can communicate
with other agents to make the decision together.

As explained in the previous chapter, the whole process model is passed between
agents and is processed in a linearised manner. Thus, after an instantiation activity is
executed, the result of the execution (an activity with all its missing properties com¬

pleted) is fully available to the following agents who are going to process the incom¬
plete activity. Whenever an agent executes a property missing activity, it looks in its
received package for the completed replacement of this activity and executes it. Figure
6.3 shows the basic process.

Figure 6.3: The healthy care process

6.4.2 Instantiation of Controlled Incomplete Composite Activities

A controlled incomplete activity, as explained earlier has already got all of its sub¬
components available at design time. Normally, the performer of this sort of incom¬
plete composite activity instantiation is pre-defined and all we need to do during the in-
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stantiation process is to decide the proper sequence between those components. When
a designated agent receives such an activity, it starts processing it using its own knowl¬
edge according to the existing evidence. A critical question however is, how we can

ensure that the composition of the selected sub-activities for the incomplete compos¬

ite activity is a valid one, where validity relates to the semantic correctness of the
composition in relation to the process under consideration. Valid composition must
be ensured through the build rules captured that are associated with the instantiating
activities.

In order to tackle the problem addressed above, a framework is proposed as shown
in Figure 6.4. In this framework, after the agent receives a message and an attached

Figure 6.4: A framework for incomplete activity instantiation

instantiating activity,

1. It first requires the end users to select activities from the available basic activities

{web services) according to the run-time instance information.

2. Then it checks whether the selectedactivities conform to the selecting rules de¬
fined associated with the instantiating activity.

3. If the selection is valid, the activities are composed into a sub-process manually
by end users or automatically by algorithm.
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4. After the agent checks whether the composition complies with the composition rules,
it sends the instantiated activities to next agent.

The basic elements that are used in the framework are:

• Web ServicesCfV): is a set of web services that are available to the agent inside
an organisation, which is expressed in the form of = {wj, vt>2, ...,w„}.

• Selected Activities(-T): is a set of activities that are made up by the agent using
the existing CW, which is expressed in the form of Ft. = {ai,a2,...,}. The
activities in A can be a basic activity, composite activity or even incomplete
activity.

• EventsfE): is the information about the data that is created by the instantiating

activity (inputs/outputs). It may come from the messages captured and inter¬
preted by the agent. For example, two possible events of the invocation on a

BPEL4WS invoke activity can be interpreted by an agent as the facts below:

Each event enacts at least an action that determines/helps the users to determine
the sub-activities of the incomplete activity:

• Selecting rules: defines the basic principles for agents to pick appropriate activ¬
ities for fulfilling the incomplete activities. The selecting rules are constructed
from the following basic operations (OP):

- selected(a): activity a is selected for the instantiation of the incomplete
activity.

- -iselected(a): activity a cannot be selected for the instantiation of the in¬
complete activity.

- selected(a) V selected(b): only one of the activities a and b can be selected
for the incomplete activity's instantiation.

- selected(a) A selected(b): both of the activities a and be can be selected
for the incomplete activity's instantiation.

event (activityJype,PortType : Operation : InputVariable)

event(A,E) =4> A = {selected(a\),selected(a2), ...,selected(an)}
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A Selecting rule is defined as:

OP[AOP[,VOP[,...}]} => OP[AOP[,A0P[,...]]]

For example, the following selecting rules

selected(a) V selected(e) => (-^selected(b)) A (selected(c) f\ selected{d))

means if activity a or e is selected, activity b cannot be selected, and only one

activity between c and d should be selected.

• Composition rules: indicates how the selected activities are composed for the

incomplete activities (sequences among selected activities).

- or(a,b): If both activity a and b are selected, a can be executed before or

after b no matter whether they are adjacent or not.

- before (a, b)\ If both activity a and b are selected, a must be executed before
b no matter whether they are adjacent or not.

- sequence(a,b): If both activity a and b are selected, a must be executed
before b and the two activities must be adjacent.

We can't explicitly define parallel structure in the composition rule because of
the architecture of our system. Both of the selecting rules and the composition
rules can be defined manually or generated automatically based on the infor¬
mation of activities, for example, data dependence between two activities. The
automatic composition of a given set of selected activities Ft — {a\,a2,...,an}
using a set of composition rules C%. = {cri,cT2, ...,cr„} that are relative to Ft is
possible.

6.4.3 Instantiation of Open Incomplete Composite Activities

As defined earlier, an open incomplete composite activity is the activity that involves
several different participants as its instantiators. In a multi-agent based environment,
like ours, the process for instantiating open incomplete activities can be understood as

a negotiation process among different participants. A negotiation process is viewed as

a distributed search through potential compromises where each agent brings into the
negotiation specific constraints on what it considers an acceptable resolution. For our

system, the input to the negotiation process is an incomplete composite activity (with
some of its properties or sub-activities missing) and the final output is a completed
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composite activity (with all its properties and sub-activities fulfilled). In order to enable
such a negotiation process, the definition of the open incomplete composite activity at
least needs to have the following three properties:

• Inputs/pre-conditions that are used for starting the activity.

• Outputs/post-conditions that this activity should produce.

• Agents that should be involved in the instantiation process for the incomplete
activity. Also it has to be ensured that these agents have the ability to contribute
to the activity's instantiations.

After the open incomplete activities are equipped with the above properties, the in¬
stantiation problem then becomes a distributed planning problem. The final goal of the
system is to produce a complete plan for executing the required task. Much research
has been done for the distributed planning problem much of this relies on a centralised
planner, which is what we try to remove for an open system. Therefore, a decen¬
tralised distributed planning mechanism has to be used. To build such a cooperative
distributed planning system in an open manner, some of the key questions we must
address include:

• How is the overall planning problem decomposed and allocated to the agents?

• How are the sub-plans of individual agents concatenated to produce the overall
plan that can be executed coherently and effectively?

• How do agents communicate with one another during planning?

With the approach proposed in chapter 5, all the above questions can be answered. For
the problem/goal decomposition and allocation question, the simplest solution might
be using goal transformation, where a given goal is transformed into the another that
is similar to the first or that is a sub-goal of the given goal. For example, if an agent
in our system cannot achieve a goal by itself, it can transfer the goal into one that is
achievable through coordination with others. In the other words, to solve a goal Q,
solve instead a goal Q' that generates a sub-solution, and then pass the remainder of
the goal (i.e., Q minus §') to another agents. To achieve a particular goal state
an agent must have an appropriate operator (internal functions or valid web services
in our case). Thus, all the goals/sub-goals that are passed between agents are split
into two sets. Set one contains the states for which the agent has an operator, and set
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two contains those states for which it does not. The agent solves all the states in set

one, and then it requests other agents to solve each state of set two. In the following
sub-sections, we will explain in detail how our distributed planning mechanism works.

6.4.3.1 Round Table Coordination For Distributed Planning

Basically, for almost all planning systems, there are three necessary elements, which
are:

• Initial State: describes what we have to start a plan. For our work (instantiating

incomplete activities), the initial state of the planning system is the inputs of the
activities.

• Goal State: describes what the final plan needs to achieve. As with the initial
state for our system, the outputs of the incomplete activities are the goal state.

• Operators: is a set of activations that make up the plan that leads us from initial
state to goal state.

However, despite the above common features of planning system, there is a clear differ¬
ence between conventional planning systems and distributed planning systems, which
is that the operators in distributed planning systems are available only to those agents
who own them. For our work, such operators are the complete activities that each agent
knows and are represented as follows for later planning purposes:

Op{Action : activity-name,Precondition : activities-inputs,Effeet: activities-outputs)

The selection of proper operators (activities that each agent owns) for particular states
are not possible since the operators are distributed and located in different agents. Al¬
though a centralised planner works as discussed in others' work [Geo88] [NRdW05] for

solving distributed planning problem, this violates our initial idea of building an open

system. Therefore, for our system, to undertake the planning task without adopting a

coordinator, it must select appropriate operators among all the participating agents. As
we know, the planning process can be viewed as a search process for finding the paths
that connect the initial state and goal state in a tree structure. States are the nodes of
the branches and the operators are the links that connect the states. A complete plan
can be achieved as long as we can build up the complete tree structure using all the
operators. According to this, we propose a mechanism called "round table coordina¬
tion". The general idea of this approach is that a plan package that contains all the
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un-solved states for a plan is passed between all the agents in a cyclical manner. Dur¬
ing the process, all the agents look up each of the un-solved states and try to contribute
their operators to make them evolve to new states. The basic representation of a plan
package is given below:

Plan <

Current State : {state(AgentID,S\), ...,state(AgentlD. Sn)}
Final State : {S„}
Operators : {Oi : 0p(...),02 :Op{.0„ : Op(...)}

s Links : (Si S2, •••}

In the above representation, a plan package is composed of four child elements:

• Current state: defines a set of states that currently need to be solved. Each state

is of the form: state (AgentID, Si) in which agentID indicates that which agent

generates this state and can not make further evolvement on it. This concept is
used to record the evolving process of the un-solved states. For our work, the
un-solved states here indicate those inputs/outputs of certain activities that have
no matches from other activities' outputs/inputs.

• Final state: defines the last state that indicates the completion of the plan.

• Operators: define a group of operators that can be used for the solution of the
un-solved states.

on
• Finks: defines a set of causal links. A causal link is written as 5/ —> Sj. Causal
links serve to record the purposes of operators in the plan: here a purpose of On
is to achieve the states changing from 5, to Sj.

By passing around the plan package, a complete plan can be generated by the agents if
it is obtainable. Whenever an agent receives the plan package from the others, it first
checks the current state list and deletes all the states that are marked by itself. Then
it checks all the remaining states that are generated by other agents and tries to use its
own operators to make them evolve. All the new states after the evolvement should be
marked by itself and added into the current state list. Also the operators and links' list
are updated. One the agent has nothing more to do, it passes the updated plan package
to the next agent for further processing. This process continues until the goal state is
solved. An example distributed planning process is illustrated in the diagram below:

In the example shown in Figure 6.5, there are three agents Ai,A2 and A3 that are
involved in the planning process. The initiate state of the whole planning process is the
existence of a variable 7i and the goal state of it is the existence of variables Om A On.
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Figure 6.5: A framework for incomplete activity instantiation

The "round table coordination" process starts from A\. Before A\ contributes anything
to the plan, the plan package's content is as follows:

Plan <

Current State: {state(Start,Ii)},
Final State : {Om,On},
Operators : {},
Links : {}

and once A\ receives the package, it tries to evolve the states in current state list using
its own operator,

Op : {Action : action\,Precondition : I\,Effect : 0\ }
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and update the current state list, operators list and links list in the plan package. The
content of the new plan package after A i's processing is:

Current State \ {state{A\,0\)},
Final State : {Orn,On},
Operators : {act ion \},
Links : {/[ ac"°"1) 0\}

Plan <

A\ then passes the plan package toAi to solve the remaining states. A2 then updates the

plan package using its operators and after its processing, the plan package becomes:

Current State : {state(A\,O\),state{A.2,O2),state{A2,0?,)},
Final State: {0m,0„},
Operators : {action\,action,action?},

Plan <

Links : {/1
act ion \

Oi,c>i
actiot12

02,02
action3

o3)

Once A3 grabs the above plan package, it finds that it can only contribute its operators
to state{A\,Oi) to make it evolve and can not do anything for those two states that are
generated by A2. The content of plan package is thus updated to: after its processing,
the plan package becomes:

Current State : {state(A\, 0\),state(A.2,02),state(A.2,0?),state(A?, O4)},
Final State : {Om, 0„ },
Operators : {action 1, action?, action?, action^},
Links : {/, 0,,O, 02,02^ 03,0, 04}

Plan <

The round of the coordination that is lead by Ai terminates after A\ receives the plan
package again. Ai deletes all the states that are marked by itself in the current state list
to make sure that these states will not be evolved again since all the other agents in the
planning process have processed them already. It then starts adding operators to evolve
those states that are generated by others. In this way, we can see that a search tree for
a complete plan is grown during its passage between the agents and we can ensure that
the final plan that we get after the coordination is a complete plan since with the "round
table coordination" mechanism, all the possible states during the planning process are

checked and are evolved if possible by all the planning participants. The simple LCC
chunk given below is used to ensure that the plan package is passed between agents in
a cyclical manner.

a(planner(Plan-package, [Head,role\ |Rest], role),ID) ::

solveJt(Plan_package\, roleList\) => a(planner(_,roleList\,role\),ID\)
<— update(Plan-package, Plan.packagei) and roleList \ = [role\, Rest\Head]

How the agents choose to contribute their actions/operators to make a complete plan
relies completely on their internal design and in this thesis, we are only interested
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in the architectural and communication issues. We don't discuss the agents internal

intelligent decision making issues here.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, our decentralised multi-agent platform has been extended to support

incomplete processes. The causes of incomplete processes have been identified and
conventional workflow system's inability to support incomplete processes has been

analysed.
By introducing the instantiation activities, run-time instantiation of missing prop¬

erties activities is modelled as an essential step in the process and integrated into the
decentralised architecture. The missing components can then be filled up using an

agent's internal intelligence or the cooperation of a group of agents. From a system

coordination viewpoint, the instantiation tasks are distributed, instantiated and sched¬
uled to be executed as an ordinary task. Thus, process modelling at run-time can be

performed with the support of the mechanisms for completing processes, at either in¬
stance or process level.



Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluations

Based on the system design and the corresponding mechanisms discussed in Chapters
4, 5 and 6, we use several real-world workflow applications in this chapter to illustrate
how our approaches and system support workflow processes in a decentralised man¬

ner for evaluation purposes. The first case, discussed in Section 7.1, is a process for
handling university student registration, which can be considered as a conventional,
complete workflow process and is used to test our interpretation based approach. The
second case describes a shipping service process, which contains almost all the im¬
portant BPEL4WS syntax and thus can be used to test our language mapping based
approach. The third case discusses how our approach supports a heath care process

that is first given in Chapter 6 , which is normally viewed as a non-traditional, incom¬
plete workflow process.

7.1 Case Study 1: Student Registration Process

The student registration service processes the registration of students, which may in¬
clude the activities of courses' registration, changing of schedule, quitting a course,

paying tuition fees, and so on. This process is normally well defined and can be seen

as a fixed activity process. Thus, workflow solutions are well suited to this scenario. A
typical scenario of the student registration process would be the following:

• A student submits a completed registration form to the student's course advisor
for approval. The course advisor views the information in the registration form
and starts approving it. If the request is approved, the registration information
will be sent to an enrolment officer for recording and if the request is rejected,
the registration form will be sent to an enrolment officer to close this request.

141
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• The enrolment officer updates the student's course information if the request is
approved and sends a payment form to the financial section for billing. The
registration information is also sent to university technical staff to setup up a

computer account for the student.

• The officer in the financial section and the technical staff deal with the payment

and computer account and inform an enrolment officer who doesn't have to be
the same person that sent them the student's registration form.

• The enrolment officer collects notifications from both the financial section and

the technical staff to complete the present registration service request.

• Finally, an enrolment officer advises the student of the outcome of the request
and closes this request.

Three characteristics of the student registration service which need to be addressed
properly are illustrated in this thesis:

• First, as we can see, the student registration service is physically distributed.
To carry out the whole registration process, staff from different departments
are involved. For example, course advisors approve the registration requests

of courses, technical staff sets up the computer accounts of students, the finan¬
cial section handles payment, and enrolment officers carry out all paper work
and some of the coordination work. These distributed staff, in terms of phys¬
ical location and administration, should be able to collaborate with each other

efficiently to provide the registration service to the student without the need of a
centralised coordination mechanism.

• Second, due to the large number of students, the student registration service
would experience a heavy load. Students, may send their registration requests
at anytime during the time period (just before the deadline for example). Thus,
performance has to be considered as a main issue when the system is designed.
The system is expected to handle a large number of requests in a relatively short
period of time. A pure decentralised coordination mechanism is clearly helpful
for this purpose.

• Finally, although this scenario can be modelled as a workflow process and repre¬

sented as a process model easily as shown in Figure 7.1 !(the formal BPEL4WS
1All the diagrams depicted in this chapter use FBPML[CBR98] notations
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process model specified for this example can be found in appendix D.l), to rep¬

resent it using a multi-agent interaction protocol is hard or almost impossible for
non-technical users.

Figure 7.1: Student registration process

The above characteristics of student registration service, make the approaches de¬
scribed in this thesis attractive. This process consists of a set of tasks which need to
be executed in a certain order. Also, this process involves participants such as enrol¬
ment officers, course advisors, technical staff and treasurers. The virtual organisational
structure based on a multi-agent point of view is given in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Virtual organisational structure of student registration process

Once a new registration request is received, a process instance following the pro¬

cess model depicted in Figure 7.3 is created to handle this request. Various agents col¬
laborate with one another to create a process instance, using the mechanisms described
in Chapter 5. Each agent in this virtual organisation has no overall knowledge of how
the coordination process is organised and only performs the tasks when requested.

Five agents, namely student, enrolment officer, course advisor, treasurer and tech¬
nical staff, are created to deploy the process for evaluation purpose.

7.1.1 Experimental evaluation of interpretation based approach

When this example process is deployed on our system using the interpretation based
approach proposed in Chapter 5, it is first re-written into a substitute (as shown in

Figure 7.3 that has no concurrent computation structure defined (see Chapter 5 for
detail). With support of the system developed in chapter 5, this re-write process is
generated automatically (formal representation is listed in appendix D.2):

With the substitute process, when

• triggered by an approved student registration form, the scenario is enacted by
our decentralised and LCC interpretation based system as follows:

- After enrolment officer receives a registration form from student (execut¬

ing activity A.O), it first: performs the activity defined in the process model
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Figure 7.3: Substitute of original student registration process deployed on our system

internally; re-forms the registration form; and then passes the revised reg¬

istration form and un-processed model to course advisor for further pro¬
cessing (executing activity A. 1).

- Course advisor keeps processing the received document and process model.
After it finishes its processing, it returns the result and process model to en¬

rolment officer.

- Since the given data at the beginning is an approvable registration form,
enrolment officer will execute task sequences for Account — management

and Payment handling (A.2,A.4,A.6,A.5,A.7,A.8). The un-processed ac¬

tivities defined in the process model are passed between enrolment offi¬
cer,treasurer and technical staff accordingly in a sequential order and at
the last stage of the coordination process, a message (registrationSuceed)
is sent back to the student.

• it is triggered by an un-approved student registration form, the scenario is en¬

acted by our decentralised and LCC interpretation based system as follows:

- After enrolment officer receives a registration form from student (execut¬
ing activity A.0), it first: performs the activity defined in the process model
internally; re-forms the registration form; and then passes the revised reg¬

istration form and un-processed model to course advisor for further pro¬
cessing (executing activity A. 1).

- Course advisor keeps processing the received document and process model.
After it finishes its processing, it returns the result and process model to en¬

rolment officer.

- Since the given data at the beginning is an un-approved registration form,
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enrolment officer will execute task A.3 and a message {registrationFailed)
is then sent back to the student.

From this experiment, we can see that based on the two different sort of inputs (ap¬
proved student registration form and un-approved student registration form), our sys¬
tem the intended task (defined by the original process model) well. Comparing with
the execution performed by conventional workflow system, the only difference is that
our system has to execute the parallel structure in the process model in a fixed man¬

ner, which is not as flexible as a conventional workflow system although the results of
execution are the same.

In this case study, an unavailable agent (staff) exception can be detected and han¬
dled automatically. For example, if the delegated officer offinancial section becomes
unavailable before executing the payment function for billing, this task instance can

be re-allocated to another financial officer quickly if there is one available, using the
mechanism discussed in chapter 5.

Some benefits of our interpretation based approach and decentralised system are

reflected using this case study.

• First of all, direct interaction between different agents would decrease commu¬

nication delay, reduce the traffic of network and thus may achieve good per¬

formance. With conventional workflow systems, the messages between all the

participants have to be forwarded to each other through the centralised work¬
flow server. As addressed previously, when the number of registration students
increases during busy period, the server will be overloaded and thus the perfor¬
mance of the whole system is affected.

• Secondly, system robustness is likely to be enhanced because failure of any agent
would not cause the failure of the whole system. For example, when an agent that

represents an enrolment officer is broken, the work assigned to this agent can be

quickly reassigned to another enrolment officer for execution using certain fault

discovery mechanisms. With conventional workflow, once the workflow server

is down, the whole system is dead and maybe not recoverable.

• Thirdly, the system is much more open as new staff members can join the sys¬

tem more easier to offer better processing capacity. For a centralised workflow

system, this feature is not easy to achieve because once the workflow server is
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designed, the capabilities of the system are fixed and the dynamic extension of
the system's capacity during run time is hard.

• Finally, our system may satisfy staff members better. For example, enrolment
officers can be involved in different process instances. They are not required
to stick to any particular process and what they are requested to do completely
relies on the messages they receive from others and their own initiative. In a

conventional workflow system, all the staff members are only allowed to be allo¬
cated tasks and invoked for providing their services passively. In addition, they
have very limited capability to take part in the management of the whole process

during run time once the execution of some process instances have started.

7.2 Case Study 2: Shipping Service Process

7.2.1 Experimental evaluation of language mapping based approach

This case study uses a rudimentary shipping service described by BPEL4WS (formal
model is given in appendix D.3) as a test bench to prove the soundness of our language
mapping based approach. This service handles the shipment of orders and offers two
types of shipment as shown in Figure 7.4: shipments where the items are held and

shipped together and shipment where the items are shipped piecemeal until all of the
order is accounted for. Two participants {shipping service customer and shipping ser-

Figure 7.4: The Shipping service process
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vice provider are involved in the process and interact in the following way:

• After a shipping service provider receives a ship order from a shipping service
customer, it starts processing the shipping request.

• The shipping service provider ships the items away and keeps sending ship no¬

tices to shipping service customers until all the items are done.

This process is chosen as a test of our language mapping based approach because
that it covers most of the important BPEL4WS syntax (< receive >,< invoke >,<
assign >, < sequence >, < switch >, < while >) although it is not complicated and it
is well written (it is translatable according to the principles give in Chapter 4. The
automatically generated LCC protocol using our system is given in appendix D.4. The
generated LCC protocol is tested on a Linda server[Rob04a] that is a Prolog based
multi-agent simulation platform (message passing is performed locally). Two types of
testing are undertaken:

• One-to-One based interaction: Only two agents, namely shipping service provider
and shipping service customer, are created and different data instances are used
to prove the correctness of the LCC protocol generated when it is used to guide
the interaction. Branches and iterations as defined in the original BPEL4WS

process model are all well performed by the two agents. Desired outputs are

through the agents' interaction based on different inputs.

• Many-to-one based interaction: One shipping service provider agent and many

shipping service customer agents are created. Different shipping service cus¬

tomer agents send shipping requests to shipping service provider agent randomly
(shipping service provider agent may receive requests from different customer
simultaneously). Results of the interactions that takes place between shipping
service provider and each shipping service customer are also proved to be cor¬

rect.

From this case study we can conclude that for those translatable BPEL4WS process

models, using our language mapping based approach, the LCC protocols derived can

be finely used to guide multi-agent interactions.
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7.3 Case Study 3: Health Care Process

In Section 7.1, we discusses how our system supports complete workflow processes.

In this section, support for incomplete workflow processes is demonstrated using a

case of health care process, which is also used as an example to explain the concept of
incomplete process in Chapter 6.

Start Create Initial Examine Make Final Make

Patient Profile Diagnosis Patient Diagnosis- Payment •(5
Mautograin

Ultra Sound Second

Diagnosis

Figure 7.5: The healthy care process

Figure 7.5 shows an incomplete process representing a typical diagnostic process

for investigation of patients in hospital (the initial BPEL4WS model with the syntax
that supports incomplete process of scenario can be found in appendix (D.5). A new

patient coming into the centre will first have a profile created according to his/her
current status via a registration service. All patients then consult with an attending
physician for the first diagnosis, which will determine what tests need to be performed,
on a case-by-case basis. This introduces the flexibility into the process. After the tests,
the patient is called again by the attending physician who explains the results of the
tests and makes a diagnosis. The patient is then required to report to accounts to make
the required payment before leaving the centre. In this process, the activity that is
depicted in the gray box is an incomplete activity. It can not be pre-defined until the

physician sees the real situation of the patient. Our system can serve as an effective
platform for the health care process for the following reasons:

• First, this health process aims are normally achieved through the accomplish¬
ment of individual services, which have inherently logical relationships and
should be performed in a certain order. Thus, the conduct of health care can

be easily modelled as a process and our system can provide automated support
for deployment of such a process. As this process can be modelled, it is sup¬

ported by conventional workflow management system as well once the process

model is formalised.
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• Second, most of the non-trivial health care process are based on collaborative
work. A number of health care departments, who focus on various health care

tasks, are involved. These departments, sometimes geographically distributed,
should be coordinated properly so that health care process can be passed from
one department to another, according to a set of defined rules. Obviously, such
coordination can be well supported by our system to improve efficiency and

productivity as addressed in the previous case studies.

• Third, there is a large amount of communication amongst patients and medical

departments for coordination purposes. Our system also suggests this feature
well with automatic coordination.

• Finally, there are uncertain activities that are not clear at the process design time
( examine patient) and their executions fully rely on instance data of previous
activity ( initial diagnosis). Our approach and system can support this feature
well since it fully exploits an individual agent's knowledge and capabilities.

Obviously, at the early stage of a health care process, although the goals and ex¬

pected outcomes of examine patient are expressed, the activities of achieving it through
a set of steps remains uncertain. The particular patient examine tasks can be gained

only after first diagnosis has been completed. In other words, the decomposition of
examine patient into sub-processes should be performed on-the-fly at run-time. In
view of this situation, the execution of the health care process falls into the category
of controlled incomplete composite activity's instantiation ( see Chapter 6 for detail)
since the sub-activities of examine patient and their composition depend on activity
initial diagnosis and the instantiating process is performed by one agent ( attending

physician). For example, one of the possible complete process instances might be as

depicted in Figure 7.6 ( its formal representation can be found in appendix D.5.2) if
examine patient is instantiated by two concrete activities (XRay checking, ultra sound

checking) that are executed in sequential order after the initial diagnosis is made.

Figure 7.6: A possible complete health care process instance
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In this example, when patient interacts with attending physician for initial diagno¬
sis, it knows nothing about what examination it needs to take or technically speaking,
it knows nothing about the unprocessed process model. Therefore, at the time point
when the patient agent processes the initial diagnosis activity, whether the whole pro¬

cess is complete or incomplete doesn't matter. After the attending physician receives
the un-processed model from the patient, it instantiates the incomplete activity in the

unprocessed model and sends it back according to the definition in the completed pro¬

cess model. Agent patient then processes the received process model and makes the
whole process continue. We can see in this process that the patient agent is totally
unaware of the incompleteness of initial process model. In addition, since in our sys¬

tem the process model is distributed amongst agents, different instantiations of the
incomplete process instance will not affect consistency.

7.4 Summary

Three case studies are used in this chapter to demonstrate the applicability of the key
ideas presented in this thesis. The studies have shown the design rationale of our
multi-agent based workflow clearly. The analysis also demonstrates that the multi-
agent based workflow approach proposed in this thesis is applicable for supporting
both conventional ( complete), and non-conventional (incomplete processes).
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Discussion

This chapter discusses both the positive and negative sides of our work an multi-agent
based decentralised workflow enactment mechanisms as proposed in this thesis. The

advantages of our approach are suggested in Section 8.1 and the tradeoffs of using the

multi-agent computing paradigm in comparison to the conventional system architec¬
ture ( client-server architecture) are discussed in Section 8.2. A discussion of applica¬
tion domains in which the multi-agent based workflow management system might be
adopted and might perform better than other approach is given in Section 8.4.

8.1 Discussion of the Advantages of This Research

It has been well recognised that business processes are important and crucial in all

organisations. Workflow management for business processes is becoming a more and
more important part of organisational information systems. However, the current situ¬
ation is that most workflow systems suffer from problems of poor performance, single
point failures, limited openness and lack of sufficient incomplete process support. Fur¬
thermore, as inter-enterprise e-commerce becomes more and more complex, require¬
ments emerge for open systems, in which each participants can join, contribute to and
leave the interaction on their own will. With conventional workflow systems, such

requirements can not easily be achieved.
The approaches presented in this thesis treats all the above problems from a novel

point of view. We believe that most of those problems, if not all, are caused by the mis¬
match between system requirements and system realisation. Therefore, a centralised

management architecture that is not well suitable for decentralised workflow applica¬
tions needs to be replaced by an open, collaborative, and decentralised one while the
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existing business rationales for building workflow management systems should not be
affected by the change of the system architecture.

Based on this observation, the target of this research is to address these unsolved
problems by exploiting features of multi-agent technology that provide a decentralised
architecture to support workflow. As a result, a new framework and corresponding
process coordination technologies are presented. The advantages of our proposed ap¬

proach are summarised as follows:

• Two different computing paradigms, namely workflow management systems and

multi-agent systems are linked. With our approaches, multi-agent based work¬
flow management systems can be constructed faster than before since the exist¬
ing work ( modeling tools, existing business process models etc) can continue
to be used in the larger design process and the possibility of acceptance of new

systems is largely improved.

• A centralised workflow coordination server is eliminated. Multi-agent based
workflow system avoids some of the risks of client-server approaches. It is more
stable in the circumstances where the whole system fails simply because some

individual points (bottlenecks) fail. The possibility of one point failure of indi¬
vidual agent is reduced in our system since the computation and communication
are relatively better balanced between all the participants; Dead agents in the
system can be discovered by others and the system can then be made alive by
replacing the dead point.

• System openness is also improved as agents represent a loosely coupled comput¬
ing paradigm. Virtual communities should be open and dynamic so that work¬
flow participants can join and leave on their own initiative. Our approach loosens
restrictions on workflow participants. Workflow participants, represented by
agents, are autonomous in the system. With essential data, agents are able to

participate in workflow systems more actively and the behaviours of workflow
agents do not require updating the centralised workflow server as with a conven¬

tional workflow system architecture. New agents can join the system at any time
and through any existing agent without affecting the current status of the whole
system.

• Our approach utilises novel techniques involving multi-agent execution of work¬
flow processes. This research shows useful results for research topics such as
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Web service based workflow and Grid workflow. Certain requirements such as

agent based service interaction were found lacking in the existing Web services
and Grid services technologies [SKL02]. With our approach, computing units
like web services can be used to provide external behaviours for agents, and
thus can be adopted into our existing system. This further increases the open¬

ness of the system and supports service-oriented workflow well. In addition, the

composition and execution of Web services can also be facilitated properly by
agents.[BBN02, GPW03].

• Our approach provides possible support for incomplete processes. By using de¬
centralised task decomposition, support for incomplete processes is embedded
within the system framework. This extended feature makes our system capable
of supporting processes in some of the non-conventional workflow domains in
which processes cannot be completely designed in advance.

8.2 Discussion on the Tradeoffs of the Proposed Ap¬

proach

Change from conventional workflow architecture to multi-agent based system archi¬
tecture brings some tradeoffs which show potential limitations. Some of the tradeoffs
of the proposed approaches in this thesis are summarised as follows:

• The execution of the workflow process is decentralised while the ability of con¬
current computing that is supported by conventional workflow management sys¬
tem is no longer supported by our multi-agent based platform. Business process
models have to be passed between agents and are executed in sequential order.
As explained in chapter 5, all the parallel structures defined in a process model
need to be converted into sequence structures which execution are the sub-set of
the parallel structures' execution set.

• Management and monitoring of workflow execution may become more diffi¬
cult in a multi-agent based workflow system. Extra agents ( say administration
agents) need to be developed for administrating purpose in order to collect the
related information ( current states of agents) by communicating with workflow
agents. If the administrating agent has to be designed as a special agent, it would
become a new bottleneck of the whole system, which is what we try to avoid.
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However, if any common workflow agent in the system has the functions of man¬
aging and monitoring, the complexity of individual agent design will be largely
increased.

• The ability to handle exceptions and erroneous situations may be difficult with
multi-agent based workflow system. Unlike conventional workflow systems in
which errors and exceptions can be detected and solved by centralised servers,

more complicated mechanisms such as mechanisms to detect and handle unex¬

pected exceptions are required. These require future work.

• Multi-agent based open systems enable networked access to resources. This can

bring security problems [VAM01]. In particular, with our approaches, every
agent has the right to access the activities defined in the process model being
passed no matter whether they are designated for those activities. Therefore,
issues of authentication and security are a major concern for particular applica¬
tions.

8.3 Discussion on Combination of BPMs and MAS In¬

teraction Protocols to Support More Complex Work¬

flows Based on MAS Platform

Although most of the use cases given in the thesis are requests driven (agents start ex¬

ecuting workflows only after they receive requests from others), richer interaction pat¬
terns such as negotiations, auctions involved in a workflow can be adopted seamlessly
because of the features ofmulti-agent system. In this section, we briefly illustrate how
this can be done using negotiation examples[LGW05],

Negotiation processes are at the core of the inter-operable e-Business. It is very

common that negotiation processes are interleaved with other business processes that
are automated normally by a workflow system. But as addressed in [KS03], the cur¬

rent web services standards like BPEL4WS do not allow for all the possible business
negotiation processes. The vast majority of the researches to date have been based
on the multi-agent platform and this is completely natural because negotiations often
involve many parties, multiple issues and decision-making process is always required.
Therefore, when executing a business process that involves negotiation processes, the
inter-operability with other internal- and external- systems (agent-based systems) is
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critical. Based on the work proposed in Chapter 5, a BPEL4WS specification can

be used directly in a multi-agent system. Thus, the inter-operability problem that is
addressed above can be eliminated.

A BPEL4WS model that involves negotiation behaviours can be used on our ex¬

isting multi-agent platform directly without interacting with any inter- or external-
non-multi-agent paradigm based system. The architecture of it is illustrated below in
figure 8.1: In this architecture, the tasks that are defined in the BPEL4WS specification

LCC Protocol BPEL Specification Message

Figure 8.1: The MAS Based Architecture For Implementing the Negotiation Process
Model

are performed by a group of agents using required web services. The agents that are in
the area of dashed square represent the interaction that takes place for the negotiation

activity defined in the BPEL4WS specification.
Although BPEL4WS provides a rich set of primitives to specify web service com¬

positions, it does not support multiple instantiations. There is a clear need to invent a
such activity that are executed multiple times within the same process instance without

knowing the number of parallel executions in a priori. This is especially the case for

inter-organisational negotiation processes that often include 1 : n interactions.
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8.3.1 Extending BPEL4WS for Negotiation

Typically, a negotiation process can be divided into two parts (see e.g. [Bak98]) as the
example of an online auction process illustrates:

• One-to-many phase: A set of potential partners is created . In an auction pro¬

cess each bidder can be regarded as a potential business partner. The bidder with
the best offer is chosen as the partner for further interaction.

• Bilateral phase: The offerer and the auction winner continue the process in a

bilateral way. The winner receives a bill, and the offerer initiates the shipment.

In essence, BPEL4WS defines conversational relationships between two parties via a

so called partnerLink that links one internal party to one corresponding external party.
In order to allow for negotiation process, the following minimum issues have to be
declared in a negotiation activity:

• Array ofExternal Parties: In a negotiation activity different partners may act in
the same role. The respective partnerLink should include an attribute to indicate
such capabilities.

• Sets of Negotiation Issues: The input variable of a negotiation activity should
be sets of issues that needed to be negotiated.

• Negotiation Strategy: The negotiation strategy decides how the negotiation

process can be carried, for example, in some cases time constraint is highly
emphasised.

Based on the above issues, the extended negotiation activity for BPEL4WS has the
basic syntax as follows:

< negotiation partnerLink = "ncname" portType = "qname"

NegotiationStrategy = "ncname" inputVariable = "ncname"

outputVariable = "ncname"
standard-attributes >

standard-elements

< /negotiation >
The definition for partnerLink needs be revised gently in the following form:

< partnerLinkname = "ncname"partnerLinkType — "qname"
myRole = "ncname"! partnerRole = "ncname"!

multiple = "yes/no" > +
< /partnerLink >
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Negotiation Requirement:
• Negotiation Strategy
• Negotiation Is sues
• Negotiation Partners

Change Negotiation
reauirementat anv time

Figure 8.2: The Agile Negotiating Framework

If the attribute multiple is set to "yes", the partnerLink represents a one-to-many rela¬
tionship.

The negotiation activity invented is a pure abstract activity, which means it doesn't
define any semantic of the negotiation behaviours. All the concrete negotiation pro¬

cesses, like how the partners interact with each other, are carried out by the underlying
LCC protocols. To interpret the invented BPEL4WS using LCC protococol,a new LCC
role is created corresponding to the negotiation activity:

a(Negotiation(lModel, \Head\MList\,VList,IDList,myRole), ID) ::

a(allocator(PL,Nl, Strategy,Offer), ID) <— processjiego(Model,PL,NI,Strategy,myRole)
then

a(interpreter(Head,MList,VList\, IDList,myRole), ID) <— add[0ffer,VList, VList\)

The above LCC protocol specifies that if the Model that is being processed is a negoti¬
ation activity, the current agent extracts the necessary negotiation information from it
by using the constraint processJiego and then changes its role to allocator to start the
negotiation. After finishing the negotiation process, the remaining BPEL4WS model
will be executed and the negotiation result will be used. How the role allocator is
defined will be discussed in the following section.
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8.3.2 The Agile Negotiation Framework

Figure 8.2 shows a framework that illustrates the basic negotiation architecture of our
system, which is based on the one-to-many negotiation structure proposed by Iyad
Rahwan[IRP02], With this framework, during the process of one-to-many negotiation,
an agent can negotiate with many other agents by creating a number of one-to-one
negotiating agents on its behalf.

The components of the framework are:

• Negotiation Requirements: stores all the negotiation related information and
can be updated by internal process model of an organisation at any time. It is
composed of three parts:

- Negotiation Issues: defines a set of intended issues that are going to be
negotiated. The number and the contents of those issues can be changed
during the negotiation process.

- Negotiation Partners: defines a set of partners with which we are going
to negotiate.

- Negotiation Strategy: defines the negotiation strategy that is going to be
used for controlling the negotiation process.

• Negotiation Strategy Protocol Library: According to different negotiation
strategies, we need different negotiation protocols for controlling vary sequences

of conversions between agents. Furthermore, because the negotiation strategies
can be changed by end users at any time (before/during/after the process of nego¬
tiation), the negotiation protocol has to be as agile as possible to fit this feature.
We developed an extendable LCC protocol library, which contains sets of ag¬
ile LCC negotiation protocols based on different negotiation strategy. There are

two levels of negotiation strategies, namely strategies exercised by individual
negotiating agent and their partners in their one-to-one encounter, and strate¬

gies exercised by the initial agent in organising and issuing commands to their
negotiators [IRP02].

• Agents: Four types of agents are defined as following:

- allocator: is used to decide which LCC negotiation protocol can be used

according to the given negotiation strategy; fetch and initiate the appropri-
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ate starter according to the potential strategy and the number of the part¬
ners.

- starter/starter,...: starts the negotiation using appropriate negotiation strat¬

egy and also responsible for collecting the negotiation result/terminating
the negotiation process.

- negotiator: is the real agent that negotiates with the partner on certain

negotiation issues.

- partner: is the business partner with which we negotiate.

• Negotiation Knowledge Base: stores the business related information and is
used for evaluating the negotiation issues.

Sets of LCC protocols for implementing different negotiation strategies such as one-

to-one negotiation, desperate strategy and patient strategy for one-to-many negotiation,
are listed in Appendix E and all the negotiation strategies defined can be adopted at run
time by using allocator as mentioned above. The definition for it is given below:

a{allocator{PL,NI, Strategy,Offer), ID) ::

a{starter{NI,PL,NL,Offer),ID) <— isA21 (Strategy)andgen(PL,NL)
or

a(starter-DS(NI,PL,NL,Offer),ID) <— is-DS{Strategy) andgen{PL,NL)
or

a{starter-PS{NI, PL, NL,Offer),ID) <— is-PS{Strategy) andgen{PL, NL)
or ...

From the discussion in this section, we can see that the multi-agent based work¬
flow enactment approach given in Chapter 5 can easily be extended to support more

complex interaction patterns which are not simple requests based or with which a role
of coordinator has to be involved.

8.4 Discussion on Suitable Application Domains of MAS

Based Workflow Management System

With the discussion of the advantages and some of the possible disadvantages of our

approaches presented in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, we can see that multi-agent based work¬
flow systems may perform better for some application domains but not for all. There-
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fore, an analysis of the application domains where our approaches and system are more

suitable can provide a better understanding of multi-agent based workflow systems.

In general, our approach is capable of providing better support for standard work¬
flows providing the advantages outlined in Sections 8.1. Also, it is capable of provid¬
ing certain support for incomplete processes based application. In particular, with the
widespread deployment of wireless technologies, the next phase of electronic business
growth will be in the area of wireless and mobile e-commerce. The existing mobile
network infrastructure provides an open environment for running large scale applica¬
tions. Such applications can be viewed as multi-agent systems in which each mobile
device is viewed as an agent from a technical point of view.

Multi-agent technology is thus recommended as a well-suited software paradigm
for such mobile devices based environment. Mobile agents are able to travel between

platforms to fulfil their tasks at different locations. Decentralisation helps to cope with
the complexity problem of service infrastructures. However, when adopting the re¬

search result from the existing multi-agent world to the mobile agents based system,
new problems emerge due to the features of mobile devices (limited computing ability,
high mobility, huge numbers, etc). With our work, the mobile devices can be used
to deploy a workflow system. The mobile agents can be completely dummy agents
because the issues of how they communicate with each other and perform business
functions at the right time are pre-defined in the message package. Consequently, no
complex functions for controlling the coordination between mobile agents need be
designed inside each mobile agent. The mobile agent thus can be used to deploy work¬
flow management systems with more mobility. Another possible application direction
of our approaches is the extension of web services. Currently, web services can only
be invoked passively as service providers without any initiative. Possible extension can

be made using our approaches to add very lightweight layers on top of web services to
enable them work on their own initiative.

For those application domains that require heavy parallel computation, our system
doesn't fit so well since agents in our system can only perform the designated tasks in
sequential orders, which might reduce the overall system performance.
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Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Summary of This Thesis

The objective of this thesis was to develop an innovative system architecture and pro¬

cess coordination mechanism for multi-agent based, decentralised, workflow manage¬

ment systems with high level business rationale kept. The thesis was organised as

follows:

• Chapter 1 introduced workflow concepts as well as the state-of-the-art of work¬
flow. It also described the purposes of this work, the key issues addressed in this
thesis and the structure of this thesis.

• Chapter 2 analysed some of the existing research problems in conventional work¬
flow systems in detail. Based on the problems analysis, we observed that most,
if not all, of these problems are caused by the conventional system architecture
( client-server based architecture) in open environments like the internet. After
reviewing some of major related work, we believe that workflow's increasingly
distributed nature in open environments can be reflected better by a multi-agent
based, decentralised and collaborative system architecture. Also it is argued that
the underlying system architecture change should not affect the upper level busi¬
ness rationale. This is the philosophy of this research.

• Chapter 3 proposed a framework for modelling multi-agent system protocols
starting from a high level process model. With this framework, a process model
can be used as a basis for protocol property verification. A simple language
SPPC is defined for property checking purposes and any protocol model defined
by SPPC can be translated into an existing protocol language(in this case LCC).

162
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Using this framework, much effort can be saved in the process of MAS protocol
modelling since some requirements specification level errors can be discovered
using automatic verification, which is different from the typical protocol mod¬
elling engineering method. Furthermore, using this approach, any revision to an

existing protocol can also be checked quickly to make sure all the business logic
level changes are correct.

• Chapter 4 discussed how to develop protocol based multi-agent systems using
executable business process models. Language mapping is performed between
a business process modelling language (BPEL4WS) and an interaction protocol
language (LCC) to generate the protocol used in MAS from the business process
model. Since the gap between them is quite large, we use another modelling
language (SPPC) as an intermediary. First we perform a language mapping be¬
tween BPEL4WS and SPPC, then the derived SPPC model can be translated

into a LCC protocol automatically. During the language mapping process, we

found that, although most of the main concepts from the business process mod¬

elling language (BPEL4WS) and SPPC match, some particular notations from
certain business process modelling language cannot be seamlessly represented
by another modelling language which is based on a different paradigm. For ex¬
ample, the computing activities defined at the end of a < sequence > activity in
BPEL4WS can not be easily translated to in SPPC clauses and also, the transla¬
tion for the synchronisation links defined in < flow > requires the revision of
the LCC protocol generation algorithm from SPPC. Such restrictions mean that
only some BPEL4WS specifications (those conforming to the language map¬

ping rules promoted) can be used for protocol based MAS development, which
makes the approach discussed in chapter 4 incomplete. In fact, language map¬

ping based completeness is very hard to achieve (even for particular business
process modelling languages) since different business process modelling lan¬
guages and protocol modelling languages may be based on different computing
paradigms.

• Chapter 5 provided an approach to build a multi-agent based distributed work¬
flow system starting from a business process model rather than from an inter¬
action protocol, which narrows the gap between the high level requirement and
system specification in the development of a multi-agent system and connects
work in the business workflow community and multi-agent community. The
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LCC protocol used to interpret BPEL4WS models is independent of any spe¬

cific message passing infrastructure, although it has been described with respect
to a distributed and multi-agent system infrastructure, it could equally well be
deployed in a more traditional server based style. Furthermore, the protocol
can be used prior to deployment in order to predict behaviours and possible
errors in interaction [Wal04b]. Another advantage is that the workflow engine
built using our approach is a generic server. The only specific knowledge it
needs is about how to process the LCC protocol and how to invoke the web ser¬

vices, but not about how to process the particular business process modelling

language. This gives us a very efficient and direct way for system re-design and
re-implementation. Even more generally, this approach can be used in particular
to adopt any functional requirement, as long as the requirement is operational
and can be represented by message passing, on a multi-agent platform.

• Chapter 6 extends our decentralised multi-agent platform to support incomplete

processes. The causes of incomplete processes have been identified and a con¬

ventional workflow system's inability to support incomplete processes has been
analysed. By introducing the instantiation activities, run-time instantiation of
properties missing activities is modelled as an essential step in the process and
integrated into the decentralised architecture. The missing components can then
be completed using individual agents' internal intelligence or the cooperation of
a group of agents. From an engineering point of view, this approach is justifiable
because the ordinary workflow participants may or may not be given an inter¬
face to specify a composite task using a complex workflow modelling language.
From a system coordination viewpoint, the instantiation task is distributed. Thus,
process modelling at run-time can be performed with the support of mechanisms
for completing processes, at either instance- or process-level.

• Chapter 7 presents three case studies to demonstrate the applicability of the key
ideas presented in this thesis. The studies shows the design rationale of our
multi-agent based workflow. The analysis also illustrates how the multi-agent
based workflow approach proposed in this thesis is applicable for supporting
both conventional ( complete), and non-conventional (incomplete) processes.

• Chapter 8 discusses both the positive and negative sides of our work an multi-

agent based decentralised workflow enactmentmechanisms. Discussions on how
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to achieve complex interaction patterns (negotiation) using our approaches are

also given in this chapter.

9.2 Contributions of This Thesis

The significance of this research is that it tackles some of the unsolved problems in
the workflow area from the system architecture point of view. Based on existing work
from the multi-agent world, this research combines a new system architecture (multi-
agent based) and process coordination technologies for deploying workflow systems

comprehensively, which can be considered as a paradigm change. This new frame¬
work and the corresponding technologies exploits the features provided by multi-agent
computing technology in order to better reflect the distributed nature of current work¬
flow. This research contributes to the challenging research area of multi-agent based
workflow, which opens new ground in workflow research, and the process support
area in general. The main outcome of this research is using a decentralised, open

and multi-agent architecture to deploy distributed workflow systems without affecting
the existing workflow rationale (starting from a business process model). Therefore,
this research shows that emerging technologies such as multi-agent system for work¬
flow system support provide critical features. Moreover, the new system architecture
proposed in this research changes the way that all the participants are involved in co¬

ordination in conventional workflow management (from contributing their services to
the coordination passively to providing their own services to the workflow on their own
initiative). The major contributions of this thesis are:

• Identifying the causes of the existing problems in conventional workflow
management systems. We have analysed that most of the existing problems
in conventional workflow management systems are caused by the mismatch be¬
tween the application nature and underlying system architecture. Based on this
argument, it has been found that multi-agent computing technology can be used
as an underlying infrastructure to support workflow applications better.

• Approaches for adopting existing work for conventional workflow system

development onmulti-agent platform Although multi-agent system have shown
more valuable and natural features for distributed workflow system's enactment,
it can hardly be accepted by end users if everything existing has to be re-designed/re-
implemented to fit the new computing features. The approaches proposed by us
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in this thesis bridge the gap between conventional workflow rationale and multi-
agent systems. Therefore, almost all the existing work can be adopted for the
development of multi-agent based a workflow management system.

• A multi-agent based system architecture and design for decentralised work¬
flow management systems. Using multi-agent based computing technology to

support distributed workflow is considered as a paradigm shift. However, the
system designs of the few existing so called multi-agent/p2p based workflow
approaches are normally incomplete, or even not completely multi-agent based.
The approaches proposed in this thesis, have contributed a relative complete,
concrete, and fully decentralised system design methods for deploying multi-

agent based workflow applications.

• A prototype implementation of a multi-agent based distributed workflow

management system. A multi-agent based pure decentralised workflow man¬

agement system prototype is developed for the proof of concept purpose. It can
read two types of system specifications namely a LCC protocol and a BPEL4WS
model to direct the interaction of the agents ( participants). The system is also
able to adopt external web services and thus can help to realise service-oriented
architecture. This prototype we believe serves as a fine basis for future extension
for real world workflow management systems.

9.3 Future Work

In future, further investigation into multi-agent based decentralised workflow should
be carried out. Future research includes adopting agents' intelligence into the whole
workflow system. At present, all the agents in our system as explained are dummy

agents which can only perform required tasks following the instruction in the process

model/interaction protocols. More intelligent agents that are adaptive and are aware

of the changes of state of environment/context can be very helpful for performing
workflow management and monitoring tasks.

As indicated in Chapter 6, our system prototype is for the purpose of demonstration
and proof of concept only. After certain extension and improvement, more real-world

applications should be developed based on this prototype in order to collect more con¬

crete results. Thus, a more sophisticated comparison of different workflow systems,
either centralised or decentralised can be performed. And sometimes about partial
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relaxing the assumption about linearised steps.
Some other crucial factors such as organisational management, run time verifica¬

tion of workflow instances in a decentralised manner, and security of multi-agent based
workflow are currently ignored to make the problem simpler. In order to have a practi¬
cal workflow solution, more research should be carried out on all of the above issues.



Appendix A

Algorithm Description Language

The syntax of the language that we use to describe the algorithm in the thesis is ex¬

plained here. All the algorithms are defined as procedures.

procedure
Name

Arguments

Inputs

Outputs

Body

Declaration-Sequence
StatementsSequence

ifstatement

whilestatement ::=

forstatement ::=

Name,Arguments,Body

String

Inputs, Outputs

Any legal Term

Any legal Term

DeclarationSequence\StatementsSequence
Declarationofthe arguments used

ifstatement \whilestatement \
forstatement\any computing clause
if (boolean-expression)
Statements^Sequence
else if (boolean-expression)
StatementsSequence

while (boolean-expression)
StatementsSequence

for (listofelement)
StatementsSequence
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Representing BPEL4WS Model in
Plain Text

Model := {Scope}
scope ::= {description{[Description,...]),Structure}

( name{Constant),parnterLinkType{Constant),myRole{Constant), partnerRole{Constant)

\faultHandlers ^
\variable{tiame{Constant),messageType{Constant))

catch{faultName, faultVariable,Activity),
..., catchAll {Activity)

\compensationHandler{Activity)
Structure ::= scope{[Description,..],Structure/Activity) \

flow{Activity/Structure,Activity/Structure,...)|
switch{condition{Condit ion,Activity/Structure),...) \
while{condition{Condition,Activity/Structure)}
Structure/Activity thenStructure/Activity}

onMesssage{partnerLink{Constant),portType{Constant),
operation {Constant), variable {Constant),Activity),
onAlarm{for{duration — expr),

y until {deadline — expr),Activity)

(

pick
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Activity invoke

receive

| reply

( partnerLink(Coustant),
portType(Constant),
operation(Constant) ,inputVariable(Constant),
outputVariable {Constant), sourceLink(Constant),

^ targetLink(Constant))
^ partnerLink(Constant),portType(Constant), ^
operation(Constant), variable (Constant),

Y sourceLink(Constant),targetLink(Constant) J
^ partnerLink(Constant), portType(Constant), ^
operation (Constant), variable (Constant),
faultName (Constant),
sourceLink(Constant), targetLink(Constant)

\

/

V
/

\assign

| throw

( expression/opaque/variable (Constant),
from I

\ property(Constant)
to (variable (Constant), property(Constant)),
sourceLink(Constant), targetLink(Constant)

( faultName(Constant), faultVariable(Constant),sourceLink(Constant), targetLink(Coustant)

Condition

Constant

( for(Constant), until (Constant),
|wait I

y sourceLink(Coustant), targetLink(Coustant)
\terminate(sourceLink(Constant), targetLink(Constant))\
empty(sourceLink(Constant), targetLink(Constant))
Term\Condition A Condition\Condition V Condition
Term



Appendix C

Prolog Definitions For All the
Constraints Used in LCC Interpreter

C.1 Constraints Used For Role a(receiver(Role),ID)

extract_activity(Model,Activity): —

Model — ..[scope,-,Model\],
extractMctivity(Model\,Activity).

extract .activity (Model, Model).

update_variable(M,[Head\Rest],VList\) : —

compare .variable(M,Head),
VList\ = [M\Rest].

update-variable(M,[Head\Rest],VList\) : —

update-variable(M,Rest, VList\).

update-variable(M, [], VListy).
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C.2 Constraints Used For Role a(interpreter(...),ID)

is-receive{Model,Role): —

extract -act ivity {Model,Activity)
Activity = ..[receive, myRole{Role)\-]

is-reply{Model, Role) : —

extract-act ivity{Model,Activity)
Activity = ..[reply,myRole{Role)\-]

isJnvoke{Model, Role) : —

extract -act ivity {Model,Act ivity)
Activity = .. [invoke,myRole{Role) \ _]

is-assign{Model) : —

extract-act ivity (Model,Activity)
Activity = .. [assign \ _]

isJhrow{Model) : —

extract-act ivity {Model, Activity)
Activity = ..[throw\_]

issequence {Model) : —

extract-activity {Model, Activity),
Activity — ,.[then\-}.

isswitch{Model) : —

ext ract _act ivity {Model,Act ivity)
Activity = ,.[switch\-]

is-while{Model) : —

extract-activity {Model, Activity)
Activity = ..[while |_]
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C.3 Constraints Used For Role a(receive(... ).«>)

process-receive-message
PartnerRole, PortType, Operat ion, null,

ID, VList, IDList, VList, IDList \

append(PartnerRole : PortType : Operation : null : ID, IDList, IDList i).

process-receive-message
PartnerRole : PortType, Operation, Variable,

ID, VList, IDList, VList\, IDList \

append(Variable,VList ,VList\),
append{PartnerRole : PortType : Operation : Variable : ID,IDList,IDList\).

check-receive{Model,PortType, Operation, Variable,PartnerRole) : —

extract-act ivity {Model,Act ivity),
receive, partnerLink{PartnerLink),portType{PortType),

Activity = .. operation{Operation),variable{Variable),
sourceLink{_), targetLink(-)

partnerLink{name{PartnerLink),myRole{^,partnerRole{PartnerRole)).
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C.4 Constraints Used For Role a(reply ID)

processjreply(Model,Partner,PortType,Operation,null,Fault) : —

extract jactivity(Model,Activity)
Activity = .. partnerLink(PartnerLink), portType(PortType),

operation(Operation) ,variable(null), faultName(Fault),
partnerLink(name(PartnerLink), myRole(J), partnerRole(Partner)).

process.reply(Model, Partner, PortType, Operation, Variable, A) : —

extract-activity(Model,Activity)
Activity = partnerLink(PartnerLink), portType(PortType),

operation(Operation), variable (Variable), _],
partnerLink (name(PartnerLink), myRole (J), partnerRole (Partner)).

getJD(

getJD([Head\Rest\,Partner,PortType,Operation,Variable,ID) : —

Head — Partner : PortType : Operation : Variable : ID.

getJD([Head\Rest\,Partner,PortType, Operation, Variable,ID) : —

getJD(Rest, Partner, PortType, Operation, Variable, ID).

loop -up ([],_, _).

look-up([Head\Rest\,Variable,Head) : —

Head isof the same type and same variable namewith Variable.

look-up([Head\Rest\, Variable, Variable\) : —look-up(Rest, Variable, Variable\)
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C.5 Constraints Used For Role a(invoke(...),ID)

processJnvoke(Model, PortType, Operation, null, VList,Role) : —

invoke, partnerLink(PartnerLink), portType(PortType),
operation{Operation), inputVariable{null), _

partnerLink{PartnerLink, parterRole(Role)).

Model

Model — ..

processJnvoke(Model, PortType, Operation,InputVariable, VList,Role) : -

invoke, partnerLink{PartnerLink), portType(PortType),
operation(Operation),inputVariable(Variable),-, _

look_up(Variable,VList, hiputVariable),
partnerLink{PartnerLink, _, parterRole(Role)).
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C.6 Constraints Used For Role a(assign(...),ID)

process_assign(Model,VList,VList\) : —

extractMctivity(Model,Activity),
Activity = ..[copy,List],
processMssign_copy (List, VList, VList\).

processMssigii-Copy(

processjassigrucopy ([77ead \Rest], VList, VList i) : —

Head = ..[Type,From, To],
processrom(From, Value),
update-dataSetiyList, Variable\,Part, To,, VList2),
process-assign.copy(Rest, VList2, VList i).

process-assign-Copy([Head\Rest],VList,VList\) : —

Head — ..[Type,From,To],
process-from(From, Value),
update-dataSet(VList, To, Value, VList2),
process.assign_copy(Rest, To, Value, VList\).

process-.assign-Copy([Head\Rest],VList,VList\) : —

Head — ..[Type,From, To],
process-from(From, Value),
To = ..\to, partnerLink(PartnerLink), _],
partnerLink(PartnerLink, partnerLink(Value)),
processMssigri-Copy(Rest, To, Value, VList\).

process-from(From,Value) : —From = ..[^variable (Variable), part (Part)],
lookup_dataSet(VList, Variable, Part, Value).

process-from(From,Value) : —From — variable(Variable), property (Property)],
Iookup-dataSet (VList, Variable, Property, Value).
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process„from(From, Value) : —From = ..[_,expression(Veilue)\.

process^/rom{From, Value) : —From = opaque (Value)).

process-from(From, Value) : —

From — ..[_,partnerLink(PartnerLink),endpointReference(myRole)\,
partnerLink[PartnerLink, myRole (Value), _).

process-from(From, Value) : —

From = .. partnerLink(PartnerLink),endpointReference(partnerRole)\,
partnerLink(PartnerLink, partnerRole{Value)).

lookup-dataSet([Head\Rest],Variable,Part,Value) : —

check ifHeadandVariableareof the samemessagetype,
get the ValueofHead'sPart.

lookup_dataSet{[Head\Rest\, Variable,Part,Value) : —

lookupAataSet (Rest, Variable, Part, Value).

lookup-dataSet{f\Head\Rest\,Property,Value) : —

check ifHeadandVariable are ofthe samemessagetype,

get the ValueofHead'sProperty.

lookup-dataSet([Head\Rest],Property,Value) : —

lookup-dataSet (Rest,Property, Value).

update-dataSetiyList, To,Value,VList\) : —

To = ..[variable(Variable,null)\,
update(VList, Variable, null, VList\).

update„dataSet(VList,To,Value,VList\) : —

To = ..[■variable{Variable,part(Part))\,
update{VList, Variable,Part,VList\).
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updatejdataSetiVList,To,Value,VList\) : —

To = ..[variable (Variable, property (Property))],
update(VList, Variable, Property, VList\).

update([Head\Rest\,Variable,null,-,VList\) : —

IfHeadandVariable areofthe samemessage type,
VList\ = [Variable\Rest],

update([Head\Rest\,Variable,null,-,VList\) : —

update(Rest, Variable, null, VList2),
VList\ = [Head\VList2\.

update([Head\Rest\, Variable,Part, Value, VListf) : —

IfHeadandVariableareof the samemessage type,
updatetheValue ofHead'sPart,
VList\ = [Variable\Rest].

update([Head\Rest\, Variable,Part, Value, VList\) : —

updateifRest, Variable, Part ,VList2),
VList\ = [Head\VListf.

update([Head\Rest],Variable,Property,Value,VList\) : —

Head = ..[variable(Variable,property(Property,f))\,
VList\ = [Variable\Rest].

update([Head\Rest\,Variable,Property,Value,VList\) : —

update{Rest,Variable, Property, VList2),
VList \ = [Head\VList2\.
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C.7 Constraints Used For Role a(throw(...),ID)

processJhrow(Model, FaultHandlingActivity) : —

extract .activity (Model,Activity)
Activity = ..[throw, faultHandler(FaultHandler), faultVariable(FaultVariable)),
find-faultJiandler(Model,FaultHandler, FaultVariable, FaultHandlingActivity).

find_/ault-handler(Model ,FaultHandler, FaultVariable, FaultHandlingActivity) : —

extract-description(Model, List),
process jdescriptiondist (List, FaultHandler, FaultVariable, FaultHandlingActivity).

extract-description(Model,List) : —

processjdescriptiondist (Head, FaultHandler, FaultVariable, null),
processscopedist (Rest, FaultHandler, FaultVariable, FaultHandlingActivity).

Model = ..[scope ,DList,Model_1],
ext ract -descript ion (ModelA, ListA),
List = [DList\ListA\.

extract-description(-, []).

processscope-list (^,-, null).

[Head\Rest\, FaultHandler,
FaultVariable,FaultHandlingActivity

Head = .. [faultHandlers, catchList],
process-catch-list (catchList, FaultVariable, FaultHandlingActivity).
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process .catchJist ([],_, null).

process-catchJist ([catchAll {FaultHandlingAct ivity)], FaultHandlingActivity).

process-catchJist ([Head\Rest\,FaultHandler, FaultVariable, FaultHandlingActivity) : —

Head — .. [catch, faultHandler{FaultHandler), faultVariable{FaultVariable),
FaultHandl ingActivity].

process-catchJist ([Head\Rest]) : —process-catchJist (Rest).

C.8 Constraints Used For Role a(sequeuee(...),ID)

processsequence(Model,Model\,Model2) : —

Model — ..[scope,DList,Activity],
compose .act ivity (Act ivity,Act ivity i,Activity2),
Model\ — ..[scope,DList,Activity\\,
Model2 = ..[scope,DList ,Activity2\.

processsequence(Activity,Activity\,Activity2) '■ —

Activity = ..[^Activity \,Activity2) ■
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C.9 Constraints Used For Role a{switch(...),ID)

process_switch{Model ,Model\) : —

Model = .. [scope,DList,Activity],
processswitch(Activity,Modelj),
ModelA = ..[scope,DList,Model2].

processswitch{Model,Model\) : —

Model = ..[switch, [Head\Rest]],
process-Cotidition([Head\Rest\,Model \).

process_condition{[Head\Rest\,Model\): —

Head = ..[condition(Condition),Activity],
Condition is true,

ModelA = Activity.

process-Condition([Head\Rest\,Model\) : —

Head = ..[condit ion{Condit ion),Activity],
Condition isnot true,

processjcondition{Rest ,Model\).
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Formal Representations Used For
Evaluation

.1 Student Registration Process Described by BPEL4WS

< process name = "studentRegistrationProcess" >
< variables >

< variablename = "regisForm"/ >
< variablename = "approvalResult"/ >
< variablename = "paymentForm"/ >
< variablename = "paymentConfirmation"/ >
< variablename = "accountConfirmation"/ >

< /variables >
< sequence >

< receivemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer"parnterRole = "student"

portType = " regist rat ionPT" operation — "receiveRegist ration"
variable = "regisForm"/ >

< invokemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer"parnterRole = "courseAdvisor"

portType = "approvalPT"operation = "approval"

inputVariable = "regisFom"outputVariable = "approvalResult"/ >
< switch >

182
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< case condition = "approvalResuit = TRUE" >
< sequence >

< flow >

< sequence >

< invokemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer" partnerRole = "treasurer"
portType — "paymentPT"opeartion = "pay"

inputVariable = "paymentForm"/ >
< receivemyRole = "enrolementOfficer"partnerRole = "treasurer"

portType — "paymentConfirmPT" opeartion = "confirmPayment"
variable = "paymentConfirmation"/ >

< /sequence >
< sequence >

< invokemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer" partnerRole = "technicalStaff'

portType = "computingAccountPT"opeartion = "setupAccount"
inputVariable = "regisForm"/ >

< receivemyRole = "enrolementOfficer"partnerRole = "technicalStaff

portType = "accountConfirmPT" opeartion = "confirmAccount"
variable = "accountConfirmation"/ >

< /sequence >
< receivemyRole = "enrolemetnOfficer"portType = "recordRegisPT"

operation = "recordingRegis" variable — "regisForm" >
< /flow >

< replymyRole = "enrolmentOfficer"portType = "registrationPT"

operation = "receiveRegistration"variable = "registrationSucced"/ >
< /sequence >

< /case >
< case condition = "approvalResult ~ FALSE" >
< replymyRole = "enrolementOfficer"portType — "registrationPT"

operation = "receiveRegistration" variable = "registrationFailed"/ >
< /case >

< /switch >
< /sequence >

< /process >
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D.2 Re-written Student Registration Process Described

by BPEL4WS

< process name = "studentRegistrationProcess" >
< variables >

< variablename = "regisForm"/ >
< variablename = "approvalResult"/ >
< variablename = "paymentForm"/ >
< variablename = "paymentConfirmation"/ >
< variablename — "accountConfirmation"/ >

< /variables >
< sequence >

< receivemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer"parnterRole = "student"

portType = "registrationPT"operation = "receiveRegistration"
variable = "regisForm"/ >

< invokemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer"parnterRole = "courseAdvisor"

portType — "approvalPT" operation = "approval"

inputVariable = "regisFom"outputVariable = "approvalResult"/ >
< switch >

< case condition = "approvalResult = TRUE" >
< sequence >

< invokemyRole = "enrolment0fficer"partnerRole = "treasurer"

portType = "paymentPT" opeartion = "pay"

inputVariable = "paymentForm"/ >
< receivemyRole = "enrolementOfficer" partnerRole = "treasurer"

portType = "paymentConfirmPT" opeartion = "confirmPayment"
variable = "paymentConfirmation"/ >

< invokemyRole = "enrolmentOfficer"partnerRole = "technicalStaff"

portType = "computingAccountPT"opeartion = "setupAccount"

inputVariable = "regisForm"/ >
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< receivemyRole = "enrolementOfficer"partnerRole — "technicalStaff'

portType — "accountConfirmPT"opeart ion = "confirmAccount"
variable = "accountConfirmation"/ >

< receivemyRole = "enrolemetnOfficer"portType = "recordRegisPT"

operation = "recordingRegis" variable = "regisForm" >
< replymyRole = "enrolmentOfficer" portType = "registrationPT"

operation = "receiveRegistration"variable = "registrationSucced"/ >
< /sequence >

< /case >
< case condition = "approvalResult = FALSE" >
< replymyRole = "enrolementOfficer"portType = "registrationPT"

operation = "receiveRegistration" variable = "registrationFailed"/ >
< /case >

< /switch >
< /sequence >

< /process >
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D.3 Shipping Service Process Described by BPEL4WS

< process name = "shippingService" >
< partnerLinks >
< partnerLinkname = "customer"

partnerLinkType = "shippingLT"

partnerRole = "shippingServiceCustomer"

myRole = "shippingService"/ >
< /partnerLinks >
< sequence >

< receivepartnerLink = "customer"

portType = "shippingServicePT"

operation = "shippingRequest"
variable — "shipRequest" >

< / receive >
< switch >

< case condition = "getVariableProperty('shipRequest'' shipComplete')" >
< sequence >

< assign >
< co/ry >

< fromvariable — "shipRequest"/ >
< tovariable = "shipNotice"/ >

< /copy >
< /assign >
< invokepartnerLink = "customer"portType = "shippingServiceCustomerPT"

operation = "shippingNotice"inputVariable = "shipNotice" >
< / invoke >

< /sequence >
< /case >
< otherwise >

< sequence >

< assign >
< copy >

< fromexpression = "0"/ >
< tovariable = "itemsShipped"/ >

< /copy >
< /assign >
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< while condition = itemsShipped < itemsTotal >
< sequence >

< assign >
< copy >

< fromopaque = "yes"/ >
< tovariable — "shipNotice"property = "itemsCount"/ >

< /copy >
< /assign >
< invokepartnerLink = "customer" portType = "shippingServiceCustomerPT"

operation = "shippingNotice" inputVariable = "shipNotice" >
< / invoke >
< assign >

<copy>

< fromexpression = itemsShipped+ itemsCount/ >
< tovariable = "itemsShipped"/ >

< /copy >
< /assign >

< /sequence >
< /while >

< /sequence >
< /otherwise >

< /switch >
< /sequence >

< /process >
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D.4 LCC Protocol Generated for Shipping Service Pro¬

cess

a(shippingServiceCustomer(loop(mA)),A\) ::

(,shippingServiceCustomerPT : shippingNotice(shipNotice)
<— a{shippingService{loop{tnA)),A2))

then

(a(shippingServiceCustomer(loop(mA)),A\) <(itemsShipped < itemsTotal) and itemsShipped = itemsShipped + itemsCount
ornull

a(shippingServiceCustomer,Az) -
shipRequest => a(shippingService,A/{)
then

{ shippingServiceCustomerPT : shippingNotice(shipNotice) <— a(shippingService,A4) ^
or

(.a(shippingServiceCustomer(loop(mA)),A\) <
(itemsShipped = 0) and itemsShipped < itemsTotal)

Y ornull

a{shippingService{loop{mA)),A2) -

(shippingServiceCustomerPT : sliippingNotice(shipNotice) => \a(sliippingServiceCustomer(loop(mA)),A\) < shipNotice = yes J
then

(.a(shippingService(loop(mA)),An) <(itemsShipped < itemsTotal) and (itemsShipped = itemsShipped+ itemsCount)
ornull

a(shippingService,At\) ::

shipRequest <= a(shippingServiceCustomer,A3)
then

(shippingServiceCustomerPT : shippingNotice(shipNotice) => a(shippingServiceCustomer,A3)< (shipNotice = itemsCount) andgetVariableProperty(shipRequest,shipComplete)
or

(a(shippingService(loop(nu)),A2) < (itemsShipped = 0) and (itemsShipped < itemsTotal))
ornull).
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D.5 Health Care Process Described by Extended BPEL4WS

D.5.1 Initial incomplete health care process model

< process name = "healthCareProcess" >
< variables >

< variablename = "patientProfile"/ >
< variablename = "examineResuit"/ >
< variablename = "patientDetail"/ >
< variablename = "finalDiagnose"/ >

< /variables >
< sequence >

< invokemyRole = "patient"parnterRole = "registrationService"
portType = "registrationPT"operation = "createPatientProfile"
inputVariable = "patientDetail" outputVariable = "patientProfile"/ >

< invokemyRole = "patient" parnterRole = "attendingPhysician"

portType = "diagnosePT" operation = "makeFirstDiagnose"
inputVariable = "patientProfile" instantiating=TRUE
instantiated = "examinepatient"/ >

< incomplete name = "examinepatient"outputVariable = examineResult"/ >

< invokemyRole — "patient" partnerRole = "attendPhysician"
portType = "diagnosePT" operation = "makeFinalDiagnose"
inputVariable = "examineResult"output = "finalDiagnose"/ >

< invokemyRole = "patient"partnerRole = "treatingPhysician"
portType — "treatingPT" operation — "makeTreatment"
inputVariable = "finalDiagnose"/ > < /sequence >

< /process >
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D.5.2 A possible complete health care process instance

< processname = "healthCareProcess" >
< variables >

< variablename = "patientProfile"/ >
< variablename = "examineResult"/ >
< variablename = "patientDetail"/ >
< variablename = "finalDiagnose"/ >

< /variables >
< sequence >

< invokemyRole = "patient" parnterRole = "registrationService"
portType = "registrationPT"operation = "createPatientProfile"
inputVariable — "patientDetail" outputVariable — "patientProfile"/ >

< invokemyRole = "patient" parnterRole — "attendingPhysician"
portType = "diagnosePT"operation = "makeFirstDiagnose"
inputVariable = "patientProfile" instantiating = TRUE
instantiated = "examinepatient"/ >

< invokemyRole = "patient" partnerRole = "XRayExaminer"
portType = "XRayPT" inputVariable = "examineResult"
outputVariable = "examineResult"/ >

< invokemyRole = "patient" partnerRole = "UltraSoundExaminer"
portType = "UltraSoundPT" inputVariable = "examineResult"
outputVariable = "examineResult"/ >

< invokemyRole = "patient"partnerRole = "attendPhysician"
portType = "diagnosePT"operation = "makeFinalDiagnose"
inputVariable = "examineResult"output = "finalDiagnose"/ >

< invokemyRole — "patient"partnerRole = "accountant"
portType = "paymentPT" operation = "makePayment"
inputVariable — "finalDiagnose"/ > < /sequence >

< /process >
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Negotiation Protocols For Different

Negotiation Strategies

E.1 LCC protocol for one-to-one negotiation

Negotiation strategies of individual negotiators in the LCC protocol library is assumed
to be requestor-driven satisfactory deal strategies. With this strategy, the negotiator
keeps negotiating with its partners until it receives an satisfactory offer. The LCC
protocol for this strategy is:

a(starter(Nl, [a(Partner,PID)\, [a{Negotiator(myRole,_),ID\)], Offer),ID) ::

start(a(Partner,PID),offer{counter,NI)) => a(negotiator(myRole,a(starter(.,.,.,-,-,-),ID),a(starter(-, ID)),
then

( I Offer -*= a(negotiatorJt(myRole,ID\) \
then

y a(terminator([a(Partner,PID)], [a(Negotiator(myRole,-,f),ID\)\),ID) J

\

or

\

( stateChanged <= a(negotiatorJt{myRole,1D\) '
then

a(terminator([a(Partner,PID)\,[a(Negotiator(myRole,-,.),IDi)]),ID) <— check-state(Strategy\,PL\,Nl\)
then

y a(allocator(PL\,NIi,Stragetyi,Offer),ID)

a(terminator(SB,SB\),ID) ::

/ ( SB = [a(negotiator(-,.,-),ID\)\SBj\ \ \
terminate(a(Partner,ID) => a(negotiator(., Di) *- and

^ SBi = [aiPartner, ID)\SBn\
then

y a(terminator(SBi,SB„),ID)
or

null<-SB = []andSBi = []
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a{Partner,PID) ::
* Offer\ -t= a{negotiatorJt(myRole,ID)) ^
then

Offer =>• a(negotiatorJt(myRole,.ID)) *— evaluationFunction(,Offer\,Offer)
then

^ a(Partner,PlD) y
or

stop a(negotiator(myRole,J),ID)

a(negotiator{myRole,Sender,Receiver),ID) ::

start{a{Partner, PID) ,offer(counter,NI)) <t= Sender
then

a{negotiatorJt(myRole,a{Partner,PID),offer(counter,NI),Receiver),ID)
then

( ( terminate(a(Partner,ID)) <= a(terminator(-,S),ID\) \ ^
then

y stop =$■ a(Partner,ID)
or

y a{negotiator(myRole,Sender,Receiver),ID) y

a(negotiatorJt{myRole,Offer\,Partner,Receiver),ID) ::

Offeri => Partner
then

Offer <= Partner
then
^ stateChanged => Receiver <— clieckstate{.,.,.) ^
or

Offer => Receiver <— satisfied(Offer)
or

y a(negotiatorJt{myRole,Offer2,a(Partner,PID),Receiver),ID) <— (-tsatisfied(Pffer)andrevise(Offer,Offeri)) y

Six roles are defined in the above LCC protocol chunk:

• starter: is a coordinating agent that control the coordination between different
negotiators based on different negotiation strategies. For one-to-one negotiation,
since there is only one negotiator required, the behaviours defined for starter are

simply used to: inform a negotiator to start a negotiation; terminate the running
negotiation at any time when the user wants to change their negotiation prefer¬
ences (strategies, negotiation issues etc.).

• collector: is used to collect the final offer from the negotiator.

• negotiator: is the actual agent that negotiate with the business partners on cer¬

tain negotiation issues. Three parameters are defined for it:

- myRole: this represents the real business role of current negotiator and is
extracted from the corresponding < partnerLink > defined in BPEL4WS
model.
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- Sender: A negotiator cannot start a negotiation until it receives a mes¬

sage from the initial/coordinating agent. To negotiator, the role of ini¬
tial/coordinating agent is undecidable before it actually receives a message

from it. The one-to-one negotiation is the basic component of our system,
in order to make it reusable with any possible negotiation strategy, we have
to define a Sender here as a place holder for potential initial/corrdinating
agent.

- Receiver: For the same reason that is addressed above, Receiver is another

place holder to tell where the negotiator can possibly send the negotiation
results. Both of them are instantiated by the constraint gen(PL,NL) defined
in the role of allocator.

Once it receives a start message (including negotiation issues, negotiation partner
of it) from starter, it starts the negotiation, gets the negotiation results and sends
it to starter.

• negotiatorjt: is defined for representing the iterative negotiation process.

• terminator: is used to inform all the negotiator (in SB) to terminate the negoti¬
ation with is partner (in SB\).

• Partner: represents the real business partners that are extracted from < partnerLink >
defined in BPEL4WS specification.

The message (Offer) exchanged between the negotiator and Partner is in the
form of offer(Type,NI), in which NI is the negotiation issues and Type is used by
the constraint satisfied(Offer). The definition for the constraint satisfied(Offer) is
given below:

satisfied(Offer) : —
-iOffer — reject ,NI],
evaluFunc(NI).

where evaluFunc(NI) is the evaluation function for evaluating the satisfactory level of
current NI. Lots of research and work have been denoted in this area. For different

domain, the evaluation function for the degree of satisfactory can be very different. In
this paper, we only care about the agent communication style and agility of negotiation
process. The other two constraints used in the above protocol are check_state(

All the LCC protocols defined for these roles are used as the basic negotiation
protocol components in the protocol library except for starter and collector, which
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vary for different negotiation strategies. For simplicity, we will ignore them in the
following parts.

E.2 Desperate Strategy

This is a very simple strategy in which the time constraints may be important and
the agent wants to close a deal fast. In this strategy, as soon as a negotiator finds an

acceptable offer from a partner, it accepts it and sends messages to all the other partners
to terminate their negotiation. The LCC protocol for this strategy is:

a(starter.DS(Nl,S,S],0ffer),ID) ::
^ Offer <= a(negotiatorJt(myRole,_),ID\)
then

^ a(terminator(PL,NL),ID) <—get(ID,PL,NL) ,
or

( ( start(a(Partner,P/D),offer(counter,NI)) \ ^
=,• a(negotiator(myRole, a(starter-DS(-, _),ID),a(starterJ)S(.,-),ID)),IDi)
/ -icheckstate(_) and S = [a(Partner, PID) |S,] \

<— and

y S\ = [a(negotiator(myRole,IDi)\Sn]
then

\ a(starterJ3S{NI,Si,Sn,Offer),ID)
or

\ a{starterS>S{NI,S,S\,Offer),ID) <— ->checkstate(-,.,-)and <— S = = [] /
or

^ stateChanged <=a(negotiatorJt(myRole,^
then

a{terminator(PL,NL),ID) <— get(ID,PL,NL) <— check-state (Strategy], PL\,NI\)
then

^ a(allocator(PL\,NI\,Stragety\,Offer),ID) j

E.3 Patient Strategy

In this strategy, even if an acceptable deal is offered by one or more partners, those
agents are asked to wait while all other agents are asked to resume their negotiations.
Once all partners complete their negotiation process (whether with success or fail¬
ure), the best offer is chosen. This strategy guarantees that the best possible deal can
be reached, but does not give regard to time constraints. This might be a significant
limitation in a marketplace with too many potential suppliers to negotiate with. One
variation of the patient strategy is one in which a time limit is be set by the user, within
which if no better deal was found, the negotiation terminates and the best deal so far
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wins. The LCC protocol for it is as follows:

a(starter-PS{NI,S,S\,0ffer),ID)::
* stateChanged <= a(negotiatorJt{myRole, ^
then

a(terminator(PL,NL),ID) <— get(ID,PL,NL) <— checkstate(Strategy\,PL\,NI\)
then

y a(allocator{PL\,NI\,Stragety\,Offer),ID) y
or

* ( start(a(Partner,PID),offer(counter,NI)) \ ^
=> a(negotiator(myRole, a{starterJPS{.),ID),a{colleclor{.), ID)), ID\)
/ -icheckstate(\

and 5 = \a(Partner. PID) |S,]
and

\ S\ = \a(negotiator[myRole,lD\)\Sn]
then

y a(starterJ>S(NI,Si,Sn,Offer),ID)
or

y a(collector([\,PL,NL,Offer),ID) <— get(ID,PL,NL) * <check-state(-,.,.)andS = \\andSi = 0 /

a{collector{0fferList,SB,SBi,Offer),ID) ::

add(Offer\,OfferList,OfferList\) <— Offer\ <= a{negotiatorJ'S(myRole,.,f),ID\)
then

( a{collector(OfferList\,.,Offer)ID) *— -^receiveAll(OfferList\) ^
or

^ a{terminator(SB,SB\),1D) <— (receiveAlUOfferList\)andevaluate{0fferList\,Offer)) y
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• L.Guo, Dave Robertson, Yun-Heh Chen-Burger "A Novel Approach For Enact¬

ing Distributed Business Workflow on the Peer-to-Peer Platform The proceed¬
ings of 2005 IEEE Conference on E-Business Engineering. (ICEBE 2005) (SCI
and EI Indexed).

This paper is an extension of MATES paper, where a system deployed on JXTA
is developed and explained. The content of this paper is also involved in Chapter
5 in the thesis.

• L.Guo, Dave Robertson, Yun-Heh Chen-Burger, Jianquan Wang "Conducting
The Agile Negotiation Process Involved in The BPEL4WS Model on the Multi-
agent Platform". CNAIS2005.

This paper represents how to conduct a negotiation process that is involved
in a BPEL4WS model on the multi-agent platform seamlessly (Discussion in
Chapter 8 in this thesis). The insufficient support for negotiation process using
BPEL4WS is analysed. Several negotiation strategies are given in this paper as

well as the corresponding LCC protocol templates.

Workshop Papers:

• L.Guo, Dave Roberston and Yun-Heh Chen-Burger. "Business Process Model
BasedMulti-agent System Development". Proceedings of The Second Workshop
On Collaboration Agents: Autonomous Agents for Collaborative Environments
, COLA 2004, Beijing, China, September 20-24, 2004.
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In this paper, we describe how to produce a multi-agent interaction protocol
(LCC protocol) from a high level business process model (FBPML model) using
linear temporal logic as the intermediate. Chapter 3 in this thesis represents the
work in detail.
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